Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381-2000

February 16, 2011

10 CFR 50.36

ATTN: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 2
NRC Docket No. 50-391
Subject:

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) Unit 2 - Supplemental Information For
Review of Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2 Technical Specifications
(TS) and Technical Specifications Bases (TS Bases)

TVA's letter to NRC dated March 4, 2009 (Reference 1), included Developmental Revision A of
the Unit 2 TS and TS Bases. Enclosure 2 of that letter noted that the proposed WBN Unit 2 TS
and TS Bases were developed by marking up Revision 0 of NUREG-1431, "Standard Technical
Specifications Westinghouse Plants," to indicate the WBN Unit 1 TS and TS Bases approved
(as appropriate) through Amendment 70 and Revision 91, respectively.
Recently, an NRC staff member noted that the current licensing basis for Unit 1 was to be used
as the reference basis for the review and licensing of Unit 2. Based on this, the staff member
noted that the Developmental A versions of the TS and TS Bases should have been based on
the Unit 1 TS amendment and TS Bases revision that were current when the first WBN
Regulatory Framework letter was issued for Unit 2. As a result, the staff requested that a
markup of these versions of the TS and TS Bases (i.e., when the framework letter was
submitted) be provided that reflects the Unit 1 TS amendment and TS Bases revision that were
current when Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2 TS and TS Bases was submitted.
To accomplish this activity, this letter provides the following:
"

Enclosure 1 describes the process used to produce the requested markups of the TS and
TS Bases. Additionally, the review matrix used for the markups is discussed.

"

Enclosure 2 includes the TS Review Matrix and the associated marked-up TS pages.

"

Enclosure 3 includes the TS Bases Review Matrix and the associated marked-up TS Bases
pages.
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During the markup activity described in Enclosure 1, two new discrepancies in Reference 1 were
identified. Enclosure 4 summarizes the two new discrepancies and the two discrepancies that were
previously fixed in Reference 3 (details are provided in the applicable review matrix) and discusses
the corrective action for each discrepancy.
Enclosure 5 provides the list of commitments made in this letter. If you have any questions,
please contact Bill Crouch at (423) 365-2004.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
the 161h day of February, 2011.
Respectfully,

Marie Gillman
Acting Watts Bar Unit 2 Vice President

Enclosures:
1.

Process for Marking Up the Technical Specifications (TS) and TS Bases Pages

2.

Unit 2 TS Review Matrix: Unit 1 Amendments 67 through 70 With Associated Markups

3.

Unit 2 TS Bases Review Matrix: Unit 1 Revisions 86 through 91 With Associated Markups

4.

Discrepancies Identified During the Process of Marking Up the TS and TS Bases

5.

Commitments
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References:
1.

TVA to NRC letter dated March 4, 2009, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) Unit 2 - Operating
License Application Update" (ADAMS Accession No. ML090700378)
[Developmental Revision A]

2.

TVA to NRC letter dated January 29, 2008, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) - Unit 2 Regulatory Framework for the Completion of Construction and Licensing Activities for
(ADAMS Accession No. ML080320443)
Unit 2"

3.

TVA to NRC letter dated February 2, 2010, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) - Unit 2 Developmental Revision B of the Technical Specifications (TS), TS Bases, Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM), TRM Bases; and Pressure and Temperature Limits Report
(ADAMS Accession No. ML100550326)
(PTLR)"

4.

TVA to NRC letter dated August 16, 2010, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) - Unit 2 Change to Developmental TS Section 4.2.2, 'Control Rod Assemblies"' (ADAMS
[Developmental Revision C]
Accession No. MLI102290075)

5.

TVA to NRC letter dated October 12, 2010, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) - Unit 2 Change to Developmental Technical Specification (TS) Sections 3.6.11, 'Ice Bed,' and
(ADAMS Accession No. ML1 028505200)
3.1.8, 'Rod Position Indication"'
[Developmental Revision D]

6.

TVA to NRC letter dated January 27, 2011, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) - Unit 2 Change to Developmental Technical Specification (TS) Section 3.1.8, 'Rod Position
[Developmental Revision E]
(ADAMS Accession No. ML1 10270108)
Indication"'

cc (Enclosures):
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
Marquis One Tower
245 Peachtree Center Ave., NE Suite 1200
Atlanta, Georgia 30303-1257
NRC Resident Inspector Unit 2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
1260 Nuclear Plant Road
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

ENCLOSUREI
Process for Marking Up the Technical Specifications (TS) and TS Bases Pages
Tennessee Valley Authority - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Unit 2, Docket No. 50-391
See Page 3 of the cover letter for references.
Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2 TS and TS Bases (Reference 1) were based on
Revision 0 of NUREG-1431, "Standard Technical Specifications Westinghouse Plants."
Developmental Revision A was constructed by starting with NUREG-1431 and then overlaying
the Unit 1 TS amendments and TS Bases revisions made from Amendment 0 / Revision 0
through Amendment 70 / Revision 91, respectively.
The NRC staff reviewer has requested that an alternate markup be provided which is based on
the versions of the Unit 1 TS and TS Bases which were current at the time of the first WBN
Unit 2 regulatory framework letter (Reference 2). At that time, the Unit 1 TS and TS Bases were
at Amendment 67 and Revision 86, respectively. Therefore, the attached markups depict the
applicable changes from the date of Reference 2 to the date of Reference 1 (i.e., January 29,
2008, to March 4, 2009). Thus, the markups herein address Unit 1 TS Amendments 68
through 70 and TS Bases Revisions 87 through 91. Unit 1 TS Amendment 69 was found to be
a temporary change that is not needed for Unit 2; thus, it is not included in the markup provided
in Enclosure 2. Additionally, as noted below, some of the Unit 1 TS amendments andTS Bases
revisions prior to Amendment 67 and Revision 86, respectively, will not apply to Unit 2 (e.g.,
Unit 2 will not utilize a tritium producing core).
Changes to the Unit 2 TS and TS Bases made after the date of Reference 1 are addressed by
References 3 through 6.
The markups contained in this letter result in basically the same TS and TS Bases as provided
in Reference 1 except for the discrepancies noted in Enclosure 4.
The requested markups provided in Enclosures 2 and 3 involve only the affected pages that
resulted from the process described below:
For the TS:
Marked up the applicable Unit 1 TS pages to show the changes that resulted from Unit 1 TS
Amendments 68 and 70 (i.e., the amendments incorporated between the submittal of
References 1 and 2).
Designated the Unit 1 TS amendments that were not incorporated on Unit 2. Where
appropriate, provided a markup to show how the TS looked prior to incorporation of the
amendment that was not incorporated.
Provided a review matrix for the TS. This matrix indicates, by TS section, which
amendments were incorporated and which amendments were not incorporated. This matrix
also delineates when / why a markup is not provided.
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Process for Marking Up the Technical Specifications (TS) and TS Bases Pages
Tennessee Valley Authority - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Unit 2, Docket No. 50-391
For the TS Bases:
"

Marked up the applicable Unit 1 TS Bases pages to show the changes that resulted from
Unit 1 TS Bases Revisions 87, 88, 89, and 90 (i.e., the revisions incorporated between the
submittal of References 1 and 2).

"

Noted the Unit 1 TS Bases revisions that were not incorporated on Unit 2. Where
appropriate, provided a markup to show how the TS Bases looked prior to incorporation of
the revision that was not incorporated.

"

Provided a review matrix for the TS Bases. This matrix indicates, by TS Bases section,
which revisions were incorporated and which revisions were not incorporated. This matrix
also delineates when / why a markup is not provided.

Key to Abbreviations Use on Review Matrices
"

TS

Technical Specifications

*

TS Bases

Technical Specifications Bases

*

AXX

Technical Specifications Amendment XX

"

RXX

Technical Specifications Bases Revision XX

" AXX (RXX)

Technical Specifications Amendment XX (Technical Specifications Bases
Revision XX)

E1-2

ENCLOSURE 2
Unit 2 TS Review Matrix: Unit I Amendments 67 through 70 With Associated Markups
Tennessee Valley Authority - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Unit 2, Docket No. 50-391

UNIT 2 TS REVIEW MATRIX: UNIT I AMENDMENTS 67 THROUGH 70

TS SUBSECTION / TITLE

WBN UNIT 1
APPROVAL

TS 1.1

A31

Definitions

COMMENTS
A31 amended the Unit 1 TS to approve Power Uprate using Leading Edge Flow Meter
(LEFM); this incorporated part of TSTF-51, R2. This change will NOT be incorporated
into the Unit 2 TS at this time.
NRC approved A31 via letter dated 01/19/2001.

TS 2.1

A31

SLs

A31 amended the Unit 1 TS to approve Power Uprate using Leading Edge Flow Meter
(LEFM) for Unit 1. This change will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS at this time.
NRC approved A31 via letter dated 01/19/2001.

TS 3.3.1

A47

Reactor Trip System
(RTS) Instrumentation

A47 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow an alternate method for the measurement of RCS
total flow rate via measurement of the RCS elbow tap differential pressures.
Developmental Revision A for the Unit 2 TS inappropriately stated, "The changes will
be applied to Unit 2."

A68
NRC approved A47 via letter dated 10/03/2003.
DISCREPANCY:
The changes per A47 were inappropriately incorporated into Developmental Revision A
of the Unit 2 TS.
Developmental Revision B of the Unit 2 TS deleted the changes incorporated into the
Unit 2 TS per A47; thus, an additional markup is NOT being provided.

A68 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow relaxations of various logic completion times,
bypass test times, allowable outage times, and surveillance testing intervals previously
reviewed and approved by NRC under WCAP-14333-P-A, "Probabilistic Risk Analysis
of RPS and ESFAS Test Times and Completion Times," and WCAP-15376-P-A,
"Risk-Informed Assessment of the RTS and ESFAS Surveillance Test Intervals and
Reactor Trip Breaker Test and Completion Times." A68 also incorporated TSTF-1 69,
"Deletion of Condition 3.3.1.N," and TSTF-311, "Revision of Surveillance Frequency for
TADOT on Turbine Trip Functional Unit." The changes per A68 were incorporated
herein.
NRC approved A68 via letter dated 06/30/2008.
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TS SUBSECTION / TITLE

WBN UNIT 1
APPROVAL

TS 3.3.2

A23

Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Instrumentation

A68

COMMENTS
A23 amended the Unit 1 TS for a ONE TIME exception to allow for relief from response
time testing 1-FSV-47-027. This change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT
incorporated into the Unit 2TS.
NRC approved A23 via letter dated 03/22/2000.

A68 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow relaxations of various logic completion times,
bypass test times, allowable outage times, and surveillance testing intervals previously
reviewed and approved by NRC under WCAP-1 4333-P-A, "Probabilistic Risk Analysis
of RPS and ESFAS Test Times and Completion Times," and WCAP-15376-P-A,
"Risk-Informed Assessment of the RTS and ESFAS Surveillance Test Intervals and
Reactor Trip Breaker Test and Completion Times." A68 also incorporated TSTF-1 69,
"Deletion of Condition 3.3.1 .N," and TSTF-31 1, "Revision of Surveillance Frequency for
TADOT on Turbine Trip Functional Unit." The changes per A68 were incorporated
herein.
NRC approved A68 via letter dated 06/30/2008.

TS 3.3.4
Remote Shutdown System

A53

A53 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow a ONE TIME change to Function 4a of
TS Table 3.3.4-1 (allows the Loop 4 RCS hot leg temperature indicator in the Auxiliary
Control Room to be inoperable for the remainder of Cycle 6). This change is NOT
applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A53 via letter dated 11/19/2004.

TS 3.3.6

A68

Containment Vent
Isolation Instrumentation

A68 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow relaxations of various logic completion times,
bypass test times, allowable outage times, and surveillance testing intervals previously
reviewed and approved by NRC under WCAP-14333-P-A, "Probabilistic Risk Analysis
of RPS and ESFAS Test Times and Completion Times," and WCAP-15376-P-A,
"Risk-Informed Assessment of the RTS and ESFAS Surveillance Test Intervals and
Reactor Trip Breaker Test and Completion Times." A68 also incorporated TSTF-1 69,
"Deletion of Condition 3.3.1 .N," and TSTF-31 1, "Revision of Surveillance Frequency for
TADOT on Turbine Trip Functional Unit." The changes per A68 were incorporated
herein.
NRC approved A68 via letter dated 06/30/2008.

TS 3.4.1
RCS Pressure,
Temperature, and Flow
Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB) Limits

A47

A47 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow an alternate method for the measurement of RCS
total flow rate via measurement of the RCS elbow tap differential pressures.
Developmental Revision A for the Unit 2 TS inappropriately stated, "The changes will
be applied to Unit 2."
NRC approved A47 via letter dated 10/03/2003.
DISCREPANCY:
The changes per A47 were inappropriately incorporated into Developmental Revision A
of the Unit 2 TS.
Developmental Revision B of the Unit 2 TS deleted the changes incorporated per A47;
thus, an additional markup is NOT being provided
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TS SUBSECTION / TITLE

WBN UNIT 1
APPROVAL

TS 3.4.5

A61

RCS Loops - MODE 3

COMMENTS
A61 amended the Unit 1 TS to authorize change in steam generator (SG) level
requirement from greater than or equal to 6% to greater than or 32% following SG
replacement. This change will not be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS at this time since
Unit 2 will utilize the original steam generators.
NRC approved A61 via letter dated 05/05/2006.

TS 3.4.6
RCS Loops - MODE 4

A61

A61 amended the Unit 1 TS to authorize change in steam generator (SG) level
requirement from greater than or equal to 6% to greater than or 32% following SG
replacement. This change will not be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS at this time since
Unit 2 will utilize the original steam generators.
NRC approved A61 via letter dated 05/05/2006.

TS 3.4.7

A61

RCS Loops - MODE 5,
Loops Filled

A61 amended the Unit 1 TS to authorize change in steam generator (SG) level
requirement from greater than or equal to 6% to greater than or 32% following SG
replacement. This change will not be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS at this time since
Unit 2 will utilize the original steam generators.
NRC approved A61 via letter dated 05/05/2006.

TS 3.4.12

A14

Cold Overpressure
Mitigation System (COMS)

A14 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow up to 4 hours to make the residual heat removal
suction relief valve available as a cold overpressure mitigation system (COMS) relief
path. The changes implemented by A14 were superseded entirely by Unit 1 TS A55.
Thus, changes per A14 will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS, and a markup is
NOT provided.
NRC approved A14 via letter dated 11/10/1998.

TS 3.4.13
RCS Operational
LEAKAGE

A38

A38 amended the Unit 1 TS to incorporate voltage-based Alternate Repair Criteria for
steam generator tubes. This change was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
Changes to TS 3.4.13 per A38 were revised in entirety by A65; thus, no markup is
included.
NRC approved A38 via letter dated 02/26/2002.
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TS SUBSECTION / TITLE

WBN UNIT 1
APPROVAL

TS 3.5.1

A40

Accumulators

COMMENTS

A48

A40 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow Watts Bar to irradiate up to 2304 Tritium
Producing Burnable Absorber Rods (TPBARs) in the reactor core each fuel cycle.
TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2.

A67

NRC approved A40 via letter dated 09/23/2002.

A67 was the current resolution of the boron concentration requirements of this issue for
Unit 1. Since the Unit 2 TS markup is based on A67, no markup is required for either
A40 or A48.

A48 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise the boron concentration requirements and limit
the number of Tritium Producing Burnable Absorber Rods (TPBARs) that could be
loaded and irradiated in the core to a corresponding value. TPBARS will NOT be used
on Unit 2.
NRC approved A48 via letter dated 10/08/2003.

A67 was the current resolution of the boron concentration requirements of this issue for
Unit 1. Since the Unit 2 TS markup is based on A67, no markup is required for either
A40 or A48.

A67 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise the maximum number of TPBARs that can be
irradiated in the Unit 1 reactor core to 400. TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2;
however, the boron concentration changes per this amendment were incorporated into
the Unit 2 TS via Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A67 via letter dated 01/18/2008.

TS 3.5.2
ECCS - Operating

A43

A43 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise, for ONE TIME ONLY, a portion of SR 3.5.2.3.
This change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A43 via letter dated 05/01/2003.
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TS SUBSECTION / TITLE
TS 3.5.4
Refueling Water Storage
Tank (RWST)

WBN UNIT 1
APPROVAL
A40
A48
A67

COMMENTS
A40 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow Watts Bar to irradiate up to 2304 Tritium
.Producing Burnable Absorber Rods (TPBARs) in the reactor core each fuel cycle.
TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2.
NRC approved A40 via letter dated 09/23/2002.

A67 was the current resolution of the boron concentration requirements of this issue for
Unit 1. Since the Unit 2 TS markup is based on A67, no markup is required for either
A40 or A48.

A48 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise the boron concentration requirements and limit
the number of Tritium Producing Burnable Absorber Rods (TPBARs) that could be
loaded and irradiated in the core to a corresponding value. TPBARS will NOT be used
on Unit 2.
NRC approved A48 via letter dated 10/08/2003.

A67 was the current resolution of the boron concentration requirements of this issue for
Unit 1. Since the Unit 2 TS markup is based on A67, no markup is required for either
A40 or A48.

A67 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise the maximum number of TPBARs that can be
irradiated in the Unit 1 reactor core to 400. TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2;
however, the boron concentration changes per this amendment were incorporated into
Unit 2 via Developmental Revision A of the Unit-2 TS.
NRC approved A67 via letter dated 01/18/2008.

TS 3.6.4
Containment Pressure

A59

A59 amended the Unit 1 TS to support steam generator replacement by allowing
TEMPORARY use of penetrations in Shield Building Dome during Modes 1-4. This
change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A59 via letter dated 01/06/2006.

TS 3.6.8

A10

Hydrogen Mitigation
System (HMS)

Al 0 amended the Unit 1 TS for a ONE TIME EXCEPTION to allow certain hydrogen
igniters to be inoperable for a LIMITED TIME PERIOD. This change is NOT applicable
to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved Al 0 via letter dated 06/09/1998.

TS 3.6.11

Ice Bed
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A62

A62 amended the Unit 1 TS to support steam generator replacement - increased
minimum ice weight and total weight of stored ice. Development Revision A to the Unit
2 TS did not include the change in minimum ice weight and total weight of stored ice;
however, TVA later decided to include this conservative change in order to maintain
unit fidelity. Developmental Revision D to the Unit 2 TS and TS Bases (submitted to
the NRC on 10/12/2010) revised the ice weights to be consistent with Unit 2.

TS SUBSECTION / TITLE

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL

TS 3.6.12

A03

Ice Condenser Doors

COMMENTS
A03 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow a ONE TIME EXTENSION of the 3 month
surveillance requirement for the ice condenser lower inlet doors. This change is NOT
applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A03 via letter date 09/09/1996.

TS 3.6.15
Shield Building

A59

A59 amended the Unit 1 TS to support steam generator replacement by allowing
TEMPORARY use of penetrations in Shield Building Dome during Modes 1-4. This
change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A59 via letter dated 01/06/2006.

TS 3.7.1

A31

Main Steam Safety
Valves (MSSVs)

A31 amended the Unit 1 TS to approve Power Uprate using Leading Edge Flow Meter
(LEFM) for Unit 1. This change will NOT be implemented on Unit 2 at this time.
NRC approved A31 via letter dated 01/19/2001.

DISCREPANCY:
Contrary to this statement, the "58%"value in REQUIRED ACTION A.1 should have
remained at "59%."
The "58%" value in REQUIRED ACTION A.1 will be corrected to "59%" via a future
Developmental Revision to the Unit 2 TS.

TS 3.7.8

A69

Essential Raw Cooling
Water (ERCW) System

A69 amended the Unit 1 TS as a ONE TIME CHANGE to address ERCW pumps A-1
and B-1 being inoperable. This change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT
incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A69 via letter dated 07/24/2008.

TS 3.7.10
Control Room Emergency
Ventilation System

(CREVS)
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A70

A70 amended the Unit 1 TS to adopt TSTF Change Traveler TSTF-448, R3: Control
Room Envelope Habitability. The changes per A70 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A70 via letter dated 10/08/2008.

TS SUBSECTION I TITLE

WBN UNIT 1
APPROVAL

TS 3.8.1

A30

AC Sources - Operating

A39

COMMENTS
A30 amended the Unit 1 TS to extend (on a ONE TIME basis) the Action Completion
Time for diesel generator 1 B B from 72 hours to 10 days in order to allow the
replacement of the diesel's electric generator. This change will NOT be incorporated
into the Unit 2 TS. Since the changes per A30 were SUPERSEDED by A39, a markup
is not provided for the change per A30.
NRC approved A30 via letter dated 12/08/2000.

A39 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise LCO 3.8.1's allowed outage time to restore an
INOPERABLE emergency diesel generator to operable status from 72 hours to
14 days. This change will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A39 via letter dated 07/01/2002.

TS 4.2
Reactor Core

A40

A08 amended the Unit 1 TS to provide for insertion of Lead Test Assemblies containing
Tritium Producing Burnable Absorber Rods (TPBARs) during Cycle 2. TPBARS will
NOT be used on Unit 2.

A48

NRC approved A08 via letter dated 09/15/1997.

A08

A67
A40 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow Watts Bar to irradiate up to 2304 Tritium
Producing Burnable Absorber Rods (TPBARs) in the reactor core each fuel cycle.
TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2.
NRC approved A40 via letter dated 09/23/2002.

A48 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise the boron concentration requirements and limit
the number of Tritium Producing Burnable Absorber Rods (TPBARs) that could be
loaded and irradiated in the core to a corresponding value. TPBARS will NOT be used
on Unit 2; thus, changes per A48 are not applicable to TS 4.2.
NRC approved A48 via letter dated 10/08/2003.

A67 amended the Unit 1 TS to revise the maximum number of TPBARs that can be
irradiated in the Unit 1 reactor core to 400. TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2.
NRC approved A67 via letter dated 01/18/2008.
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TS SUBSECTION I TITLE

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL

TS 5.7

A27

Procedures, Programs,
and Manuals

A38

COMMENTS
A27 amended the Unit 1 TS to approve use of an alternate repair criterion (F*) in the
tubesheet region of the steam generator. This change will NOT be applied to Unit 2 at
this time. The portion of interest here (i.e., 5.7.2.12) was revised in entirety by A65;
thus, no markup is included.

A63
NRC approved A27 via letter dated 09/08/2000.
A70
A38 amended the Unit 1 TS to incorporate voltage-based Alternate Repair Criteria for
steam generator tubes. This change was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS. The
portion of interest here (i.e., 5.7.2.12) was revised in entirety by A65; thus, no markup is
included.
NRC approved A38 via letter dated 02/26/2002.

A63 amended Unit 1 TS 5.7.2.19 to allow a ONE TIME, 5-year extension to the current
10-year test interval for the containment integrated leakage rate test. This change is
NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated in the Unit 2 TS.
NRC approved A63 via letter dated 08/22/2006.

A70 amended the Unit 1 TS to adopt TSTF Change Traveler TSTF-448, R3: Control
Room Envelope Habitability. The changes per A70 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A70 via letter dated 10/08/2008.

TS 5.9
Reporting Requirements

A27
A31

A27 amended the Unit 1 TS to approve use of an alternate repair criterion (F*) in the
tubesheet region of the steam generator. This change will NOT be incorporated into
the Unit 2 TS at this time. The portion of interest here (i.e., 5.9.9) was revised in
entirety by A65; thus, no markup is included.

A38
NRC approved A27 via letter dated 09/08/2000.

A31 amended the Unit 1 TS to approve Power Uprate using Leading Edge Flow Meter
(LEFM). A31 changes for the portion of interest here (i.e., TS 5.9.5) will NOT be
incorporated into the Unit 2 TS at this time.
NRC approved A31 via letter dated 01/19/2001.

A38 amended the Unit 1 TS to incorporate voltage-based Alternate Repair Criteria for
steam generator tubes. This change was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS. The
portion of interest here (i.e., TS 5.9.9) was revised in entirety by A65; thus, no markup
is included.
NRC approved A38 via letter dated 02/26/2002.
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Definitions
1.1
1.1 Definitions (continued)

PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE LIMITS
REPORT

The PTLR is the unit specific document that provides the
RCS pressure and temperature limits for heatup, cooldown,
low temperature operation, criticality, and hydrostatic testing as
well as heatup and cooldown rates for the current reactor vessel
fluence period. These pressure and temperature limits shall be
determined for each fluence period in accordance with
Specification 5.9.6. Plant operation within these operating limits
is addressed in LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature
(PIT) Limits," and LCO 3.4.12, "Cold Overpressure Mitigation
System (COMS)."

QUADRANT POWER TILT
RATIO (QPTR)

QPTR shall be the ratio of the maximum upper excore
detector calibrated output to the average of the upper excore
detector calibrated outputs, or the ratio of the maximum lower
excore detector calibrated output to the average of the lower
excore detector calibrated outputs, whichever is greater.

RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP)

RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to
the reactor coolant of 0469-MWt.

REACTOR TRIP
SYSTEM (RTS) RESPONSE
TIME

The RTS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval from
when the monitored parameter exceeds its RTS trip setpoint
at the channel sensor until loss of stationary gripper coil voltage.
The response time may be measured by means of any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire response
time is measured. In lieu of measurement, response time may
be verified for selected components provided that the
components and the methodology for verification have been
previously reviewed and approved by the NRC.

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

SDM shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivity by which
the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical from its present
condition assuming:
a.

All rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are fully
inserted except for the single RCCA of highest reactivity
worth, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn. With any
RCCA not capable of being fully inserted, the reactivity
worth of the RCCA must be accounted for in the
determination of SDM; and

b.

In MODES 1 and 2, the fuel and moderator
temperatures are changed to the nominal zero power
design level.

(continued)
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3.3.1

REPLAC'E'WITH:''.
12

ACTUINS

(ronti

nuedi

CONDITION

REQUIRE ACTIO.

C,,. One channel or train

C.1

Restore channel or
tra in t

i.inperable.
i

C..2

D. ..ONeurPower Range
Neutron Flux Higeh
c annel Inoperab. e.

COMPLETIoN-TINE

48 hours

OPERABLE

Open RT~s

49 hours

The inoperable cha,

1.q
may~be
bypassed, for up: to :,::.:hours-.
for.. surveill ance, tet ing and

setpo0nt adjustment of other
channels.
:D01.11

KREPLACE,

Pl ace channeli.n

72

72~]

0.1.2

Reduce THERMAL POWER
to0: 75%Rip.

0.2.1

Place: channel in

::"

78

trip.

NOTE ------------------Only required to ,be performed
when the Power Range Neutron
Flux input to QPTR, is

TSTF 418, R2

inoper4ble.

REPLACE WITH::

I D.2.2

*..

:..

78

Perform SR 3.2.4.2.

OR,
D.3
U

Onc

per

12

ours

______

12 hours

Be in MODE 3.
I.

(continue'd)
Watts Bar-Unit 13

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1
ACTIONS

(continuedl
REQUIREDACTION

ONDITIO'
E.

[COMPLETION TIME.

NT
--- ------------------------

One channel
i noperable.

'The 'inoperable •h a•1-may
.beI
u•pc:otI14lhours
bypassed
:fr
ing of
for surveillanceP

TSTF :4'18, ::R2'
REPLACE
WITH

othe-r channeilsiE.,1,

72

Place: channel in
trip..

!:!:?!::i::ii
!78i7 ii:i

OR

F.

THERM:AL:.POWER >P-6 '
and < P-1O, one
Intermediate Range
NeutronFlux
channel
i noper~abie.i:::
:.

E.2

Be in MODE 3..

F.1

Reduce THERMAL POWER
to < P-6:".

OR..
F...2 Increase THERMAL

POWER to > P_1O. - :

G.

2 hours

G.1
THERMAL: POWER.> P6.
and <P-b•0 two
".involving
SInteirmediaite "Range

Neuto
Tlux: channelIs
inoperable.

:G2:.

2 hours

Suspend operations
positi.ve
reactivity additions.

Immediately

Reduce.iTHERMAL POWER

2 hours

to: c P-6

H. THERMAL POWER < P-6,::
.one or two
intermediatel

Range

HI.

Restore:q channel(s) toP.:Prior to
OPERABLE status.:.
incpreasing
THERMALPOWER to:

Neutron Flux channels
inhoperable.

>P45

(continued)

Watts: Bar.-U~nit I

3.1.1-3

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1
ACTIONS

(continued)
CONDITIONI

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETIONJTIME

-----------.... --NOTE-- --------

M. One channel
inoperable.

The: inoperable cha

I:1
may be

TSTF 418:,

bypassed for up to 4 hours
for survei.llnc

1:ing of

.other chann

REPLACE

WITH:
7 2.'

Place channel in
trip.

TSTF' 418,.R
REPLACE WITH-'

Reduce'.THERMAL POWER

12

to < -P-7.
•

l[-

N.

--------------

•

NOTE----------

Oneý chann may be bypassed
for up to 41hours for
surveillance testing'.
N.I

,

REPLACE
WITH
72

Place channel in
trip.

OR
N.2

Redufu

MERIAL, POWER
I

:7

(continued)
TSTF 169, RI
REPLACE
-.WITH

P-7.

'Watts Bar;Unit I

13.3-5

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1
ACTIONS

(continued)
CONDITION

0. One Low: Fluid 0il.
Pressure Turbine' Trip
channel inoperable.

J:TSTF-41B,

R2:,-,

REQUIRED:ACTION

jCOMPLETION TIME

----------'-:------NOTE:•~-:---------• i:
The inoperable. cha
1 may, be,
,bypassedl for up to 4 hours,.:,
0for surveillance
of ...
"
channel'•; :L' s ing
,other
0.1
OR

P
channel in
trip..

O.2.

Reduce THERMAL POWER

2

T :F.48
SS
REPLACE
WITH
72

'.REPLACE WT
12

to:< P-9'

P.

One train inoperable.

-----------------NOTE---------.;._
One train: may be bypassed for
up to 4 hours for':.,
surveillance-testing provided
the other-train
is
OPERABLE.
Restore-trint

~TSTIF-4i1,

REPLACE:

_24

P.I

Restore train to

OPERABLE status.
OR
P.:2

Be in MODE 3.

30
I

(con'tinued)

Watst"SBar-Unit I"

.:3•::3•6

Ri

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

I

(cont i nued),

Watts Bar-Uni~t I

33
:3.'3-7.

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1
ACTIONS

T.

(continued)
CONDITION

One trip mechanism
inoperable for one
RTB.

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

T.I

Restore inoperable
trip-mechanism to
OPERABLE' status.

48 hours

T.2.1

Be in MODE 3.

54 hours

AND

T.2.2_OeRB

U.

One Steam Generator

Water Level Low-Low
channel inoperable.

....--

NOTE-------

One chann
for

55 hours

may be, bypassed,.
TST-41,

0up

;to

i II
e !i I
ll
I•
survei

U.1.

•

'I

hours -for
n4.

testi
eI

Ji.-

Place channel in
trip.

REPLACE
WITH
72

AND

REPLACE WITH

U.1.2

For the affected
protection set, set
the Trip Time Delay
(T0.).to match the
Trip Time Delay (TM);.

U.2

Be in MODE 3.

78

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit I

:3

i3,

8

R2

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1
(~ontinued1

A~TTflNS

CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

One Vessel AT .channel
inoperable.

V.

-

COMPLETION TIME

-,..NOTE--------

One channel may.be bypassed
.for up 'to
hours,: for
survei a
testing.

V.1

Set the Trip TIme
Delay threshold power
level for. (TS)-::,and..
* (TM) to 07. power.

rr....
IODE
_ /
VB2 e tJn .MODE 3.ý
4..

~-

W. One channel

inoperable.

TSTF-4Sr

4

NOTE ----------------------.-One chanhe4 may be bypassed
for up t, jjhours: for
surv..ance testing.,

8,:P:2

TSTF-14,18

R.2

REPLACE

WITH

Place ,channel in
trip.

72

Be in MODE 3.

78

REPLACE-WITH
12.

m

X.

One channel
inoperable.

,Aw

NOTE ------------

One chA~ na be, bypassed

:TSTF-418, R.2'

for~iup t.4ou r~s' for,.
.surveil1Jesting.
X.1

REPLACE
WITH

Place. channel inl:

72

Reduce THERMAL POWER
to<P-7,
.

78

trip..

OR
X.2

-I

(continued)
Watts Bar-Unit I

3.39-9

RIS Instrumentation
3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

....-N...-....-----------WTE-- - ------------ --------Refer to Table 3.3.1-. to determine which SRs apply for each RTS Function.
SURVEILLANCE
SR

3.3.1.1

SR 3.3.1.2

FREQUENCY

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

12. hours

------------.----.- NOTES ...... ------1. .Ad~JustNIS channel if absolute
difference is > 2%.
2.

Required to. be performed -within
S2 hours after THERMAL POWER is.
ý15%•RTP:.

Compare results of calorimetric heat
balance calculationto: Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) ýchannel
output.

24 hours

(continued)
Watts Bar-Unit 1:3

3 ;:3-10

RTS Instrumentation

3.3.1

SURVEILLANCE REQIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.3.1,3

.:FREQUENCY

------------------ NOTES---.---1.
2.

----.....

Adjust NIS channel if absolute..
difference: is >-3%.

'

Required to be performed within

•96 hours 'after THERMAL:' POWER, is.
115% RTP.
3'1effective

Compare results of the incore detecttor:
measurements to NIS AFO.

SR

3.3.1.4

.. . .. . . .

full: power .days

(EFPO).

-NOTE.---------------

This Surveillance must be peOrfor-med on the:
reactor trip bypass breaker priorto
placing the bypass breaker in serVice.

RýEPLACE
WITH

. . .. . .. . . . . ..I-- - - - --------

i62

31 days on Ia
GGERED TEST

Perform TADOT.

BASIS
S

SR

3.3.1.5

Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.

,s on a

RED TEST
TSTF 411, :i•::

SR

3.3.1.6

-------NOTE- -------------Required to be performed within 6:days
after THERMAL POWERis 5SO RTP.!

---- ---

- - - - - --------

REPLACE:
WITH`":

: :92

Calibrate excore channels to •agree with
incorei detector- measuIrements.

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit I

3.3,11

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1
~irnv~'n aAIM~ ~~flIITR~MFNT~
IMDUrll I AWC Or

SR

3.3.1.7

"TREMENTe,

grrintinuiadl

lcontinuedi
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

.....-.....
NOTE
...........
---------For Functions 2 and 3 (Power Rangeo
1,sha
Instrumentation), this Surveillance
include verification that interlock P-0O is
in the required state for existing unit
.
conditions

:_ýTSTF-411,; ý.Ri

184

SR

3.3.1.8

Perform COT.

92. days

---------------NOTES.--------- -------I.
Not required-to be performed for
SourceRange- instrumentation prior to
entering ODE 3 from MODE.2 u2ti14
hours after:entry into MODE 3.

Only. required
when .-not
performed

2.

This Surveillance shall include
verification that tnterlockP-6 is in
the required state for existing unit
conditions.

....---NOTE----

within previous
31 days

Prior to

Perform COT.

reactor startup
AND
Four hours

after: reduc i ng
power below
P-10:for.
intermedi ate
range
instrumentrati on
.AND

Four:hours

after: reducing
power below P-6
for source
:ranger
Sn~strume htat ion
'ANDT
Every 31 days
thereafter
(Contiruwed4
Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.3.12

RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

jcontinued)

_._"_,___

.

SURVEILLANCE
i --.-NOTE------- .... - ..
-----Verification of setpoint is not required.'..
-.........
- - ........
--....... ".......
...

SR 3.3.1.14

Perform' TADOT.

SR

.---.- ;NOTE -.....
Only, required
when.not
. performed
..
within prev i ous
31 days
Prior to
reactor startup

-------------- NOTE-'--:-

343.1.15-

FREQUENCY

-• - - •----

Neutron detectorsare :excluded" from
response time: testing.
.
Verify RTS RESPONSE TIME is within/imits.

18 months on a

STAGGERED TEST
BASIS

::. ..

TSTF-3"11,

R0O

...

:

.P''EPLAct,-WITH.
Prior rto, exceeding the P-9interlock whenever the unit
has been in MODE 3, if not
performed within the
prev~iousý. 31 days

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.3-i4

TSTF-169,

RTS Instrumentation
.3.3.1

R1

REPLACE WITH
Table
3. 1,-1. (page 3 of. 09)
,Reactor
Trip Sydteu: Znstriumtation

CALE MODES.'
OR HER SPECIFIED
FU~INNDMTONS;
9ý

Pre"sunz a' t
Levtl-ih

10.

3

TSTF- 169 Ri

e

-Lov

Is

.
12.

X

!

Reutor Coolaut
Flow-o
a,

REQUIRED.SRV.LC
CHANNELS .CONDMTON'S:

1,

jdro

-

.

SR53,3.1h:'SR3.3,1..7

N

....

:

SR33.1
S10.3.1.7
SR3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.115
"

pe bus\• •
.c~

Undrquency
RCPs

Mv

I per bus

M

(f)

Abovehe P-/7 (Low' Power Reactor Trips block) interlock.

(g)

Above-theP-8. (Power'Range Neutron Flux) "interlock.S''

(h) Above"the Pý4

:
.

R3,3.I 0
SR3.31.7
1'
R 3.3.1.10

, ..

:..

S 9.7%:
span

92% span

3.3-17

89.7%
.

...

90%:
•f"ow

-ow

SRSR33.
3,3.1ýO
1.I

4-3 1:
V

483. V.

SR 3.3,j.9
SR
10
0
SR 3.3
3.3;.1.15

56.9 -H

57.5 Hz

Loi Power Reactor Trips. Bock)k interlock and below the P-8

..
Flux) ýinterlock.

Watts Bar-Unit 1

UIRENMEXENT.S

NONUNAL.
TI
SFFPO ?.TJN

MýOVE INFORMA~TION OF BOX UP TO HERE,

-

'3 per
loop

3 .
•OOp

ALWBE
VIALUE

Power Rage Neutron:

'.X"ndment 47

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

ACTIONS. (continued)

C.

One train inoperable.

COMPLETION TIME

ACTION

CONDITION

NOTE-----------------

C.1

One train'may be

bypas~sed, for. up. to

YTSTF-418, R2,-,,

4 hours! for
surveillance testing
provided tbhel, other
train is OPERABLE.

.REP6ACE

;24

Restore train to
OPERABLE status.

29
CA.2D Be InMODE3.
60

Be in MODE 5.ý

C.2.2

I
D.

I

NOTE -------------------

One channel
inoperable.

Onechannel maybe
assed for up to
14 ours for
'-erveillance testing.

TSTF-418;:, ::.R2
.:ýREPLACE
... ..I
.. H.

Place channel in
trlp.
OR

87

D.2.1

Be in MODE 3.

AND:.
D.2.2

Be .inl:.MODE 4.

(continued)
I

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.3.25ý

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

.TSTF-418,2
REPLACE.
WITH

(conti nued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1

.3.3-26

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2
Af~TTflM~

(enntlnuaill

CONDITION

'REQUIRED ACTION
G.1

G. One train inoperable.

........-

COMPLETION TIME

NOTE;

One train may be
bypassed for up to
4 hours for:

surveillance testing
provided the other

train Is OPERABLE.
Restore train to

OPERABLE status.

Q8
Be ýin MODE 3.

MDQ
G.2,2
4

H.

.-.

One train inoperable.

Be in MODE 4.
~-----

...------ NOTE ----One train may be
bypassed for up to
4 hours for
surveillance testing
provided the other
train is OPERABLE.

a-.-

tStF-418, R2ý
REPLACE
.'-WITH

:Restore train tol.
status.

24

OPERABLE

OR
Be in MODE 3.

H.2. 2
L

Be in MODE 4.

36

•

(tontitnUed)

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.3,-2 7

ESFAS Instrumentation
•3.3.2
ACTIONS

(continued)

REQUIRED

CONDITION .

I.

One Steam Generator:
Water Level--HIgh High
channel: inoperable'.

I.1

ACTION

JýCOMPLETION TIME

---e---- NOTE.;------One channel-:may be.
assed for up to
ours
w4 for..
pivei
llance
testing.
. :, .. :. :. r
...
. . ... !
..

REPLACE
•:::!::WITH ,:

Place channel in

72

trip.
TSTF-418, , R2:::.
REPLACE"

:

.: : .:
_8"'! 7-:

.: ?..
. . .

OR
1t.2.1

Be in MODE 3.

: i :.' .
'." 8:4--,:

DR
12

J.

One Main Feedwater
Pumps trip channel
inoperable.

1.2.2

J. I

Be

n .MODE 4.

Restore channel to
OPERABLE status.

48 hours
I

Be in MODE 3.

K. One channel

K. I

inoperable.

',-bpassed foriup to

for
LJJhours:
-esurveillance•

testing.

Place channel. in
bypass.

TSTF-418, R.2

ours

REPLACE
WITH
712

OR

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit I

3.3-28 '

:

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2
,TSTF-418,ýI R2
:::'.REPLACE
WITH!

K. (continued)'

K.2.1 .Be in MODE 3.
AND

L.

One. P-1l1i nterlock
channel inoperable.

108:*.

K.2.2

Be in.
MODE 5.

L. I

Verify interlock Is
inlrequired state for
existing unit.
condition.

I hour

Be in MODE 3.

7 hours

Be in MODE 4.

13 hours

OR

1..Z1

L.2.2

(continued)

,6
6
Watts Bar.-Unit I

3.3-29

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2
IACTIONS fcontinued)

1

,CONDITION
M. One :Steam. Generator.Water Level:6-Low- -Low

NOTE-------...... .TSTF-418:,P
ay be bypassed ...
REPLACE:
:
41 ours for
WITH"'
test ing.

One chan
for up t
surveill

channel inoperable.

JCOMPLETION TIMEý,:

REQUIRED ACTION

Place channel in

M.1.

72

trip.

)

T::STF•CE-418: .2T
RESPLACE. WITH

M.I.12

For thie affected.
protection set,:, set
the Trip Time Delay
(T*):to match the Trip
Time Delay' (Tm)J

T"

93

M.2.1,

Be in MODE 3.

ANDI
2.2

N. One Vessel AT channel
inoperable..

Be in MODE 4.

.......
NOT E:-------:o-----.ne..Chay
be. bypassed

O6ne cha'
a'for u: tU44P ours for"
surveilla'
N.1

testing.

I
*TSTF-418, R.2
REPLACE
,WITH

Set .he Trip: Time:1
Delay .threshold power
level for.I (TS)- and

(

) :to: o :,power.:

.OR,

N.2i

6e in MODE 3.
(continu ed

Watts Bar-Unit I

3.3-30

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2
ACTIONS (continued)
-.--.

~-----

V

REQUIRED ACTION

CONOITION,

!

d.

b. One MSVVW Room Water

TSTF-418, R2"

NOTE---...
The.. Inoperable cha•1.l may be
fbypassed for up to 141lhours
:for• surVe•~~nels
il : e!-. . ing.fof
.

Level: High channel

inoperable

1:REPLACE"
7WITH:

..
:TSTF-418, R2-•

0.1

REPLACE WITH

72

Place channel in trip

OR.

12

0.2

78

..Be InMOME 3
I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
--------------------------

M

------.

------------

Refer to Table 3.3.271 to determine which SRs apply -for each ESFAS Function.
-TSTF-411, , R1

SURVEILLANCE

AFt
WREPLACEH
WITH.

SR

3.3-2.1

.Perforn CHANNEL CHECK.

12

rs
92

SR 3.31,2.2.

Perform',ACTUATION. LOGIC:.EST..

"31.

ys

ýREI
92

SR: 3.3.2ý.3

Pefor MASTE RELAY TEST.ý

31 ayso
ERED
184

SR 3.3.2.4"

Perform COT.

.2

days',ý

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit I

3.3-31:

ESFAS Instrumentation
3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1 (page 3 of 7)
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation

4.

5.

APPLICABLE MODES
OR OTHER SPECIFIED
CONDITIONS

FUNCTION
Steam Line Isolation
(continued)
c.

Containment
PressureHigh High

d.

Steam Line
Pressure
(1)

Low

(2)

Negative
Rate-High

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

NOMINAL
TRIP
SETPOINT

3.3.2.1
3.3.2.4
3.3.2.9
3.3.2.10

!5•2.9 psig

2.8 psig

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.2.1
3.3.2.4
3.3.2.9
.3.2.10

> 6 6 6 .6(b) psig

675(b) psig

D

SR
SR
SR
SR

3.3.2.1
3.3.2.4
3.3.2.9
3.3.2.10

:< 108.5(C) psi

100(C) psi

NA

NA

• 83.1%

82.4%

REQUIRED
CHANNELS

CONDITIONS

1, 2(c), 3 (0)

4

E

SR
SR
SR
SR

1, 2(c), 3(a) (c)

3 per steam
line

D

3 (d) (c)

3 per steam
line

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Turbine Trip and
Feedwater Isolation
a.

Automatic
Actuation Logic
and Actuation
Relays

1, 2(M, 3(M

2 trains

H

SR 3.3.2.2
SR 3.3.2.3
SR 3.3.2.5

b.

SG Water
Level-High
High(P-14)

1,2(f), 3((0

3 per SG

I

SR 3.3.2.1
SR 3.3.2.4
SR 3.3.2.9
SR 3.3.2.10 (h)

c.

Safety
Refer to Function I (Safety Injection) for all initiation
Injection
functions and requirements.
North MSV Vault
1, M, W
3/vault
0
Room Water
Room
Level - High

d.

e.

South MSV Vault
Room Water
Level - High

1, 2 (0 (g)

3/vault
Room

0

SR 3.3.2.6
SR 3.3.2.9

•5.31 inches

4 inches

SR 3.3.2.6
SR 3.3.2.9

_ 4.56 inches

4 inches

(continued)

(a)
(b)

Above the P-1 1 (Pressurizer Pressure) interlock.
Time constants used in the lead/lag controller are t, > 50 seconds and t2 - 5 seconds.

(c)
(d)

(g)

Except when all MSIVs are closed and de-activated.
Function automatically blocked above P-1i1 (Pressurizer Interlock) setpoint and is enabled below P-11 when
safety injection on Steam Line Pressure Low is manually blocked.
Time constants utilized in the rate/lag controller are t 3 and t4 > 50 seconds.
Except when all MFIVs, MFRVs, and associated bypass valves are closed and de-activated or isolated by a
closed manual valve.
MODE 2 if Turbine Driven Main Feed Pumps are operating.

(h)

P
For
the timbr'

(e)
(f)

rom...od from
..

Watts Bar-Unit 1

io 2er3, 2000, and prior to twrbino

'.....

!heo

0.ponG.O timo

tt

:g'rom.t

3.3-36

stai

(following the
n

of 5R
Dpplisoble
3.3.2.10 ic
! not •

-

ext time the turbino ie

feF

FS•V

027..

(

Amendmen

/oi

Remote Shutdown System
13.3.4

Table 3.3.4-1 (page 1 of 1)
Remote Shutdown System Instrumentation and Controls

F,EQUIRED

FUNCTION/INSTRUMENT
OR CONTROL PARAMETER
1.

Reactivity Control
a.

Source Range Neutron Flux

b.

Reactor Trip Breaker Position Indication

2.

1

1 per trip breaker

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure Control

1

a.

Pressurizer Pressure Indication
or
RCS Wide Range Pressure Indication

b.

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve
(PORV) Control and Pressurizer Block Valve Control

c.

Pressurizer Heater Control

3.

1 each per relief path
1

RCS Inventory Control

1

a.

Pressurizer Level Indication

b.

Charging and Letdown Flow Control and Indication

4.

5.

-No-es-

A.

NUMBEFROF FUNCTIONS

Decay Heat Removal via Steam Generators (SGs)

1 per loop (Refer to Note A below)

a.

RCS Hot Leg Temperature Indication

b.

AFW Controls

c.

SG Pressure Indication and Control

1 per SG

d.

SG Level Indication
and
AFW Flow Indication

1 per SG

e.

SG Tsat Indication

1 per SG

1

Decay Heat Removal via RHR System
a.

RHR Flow Control

b.

RHR Temperature Indication

FOP FumeticR 4a, the teomparatur indisater fewr
RC"S hot le@ I icnot required to be operablo for the romamindeg

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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6

Containment Vent Isolation Instrumentation
3.3.6
TSTF-411, Ri.
.INSERT.

;

.. .. .

NOtEk

-----------------

This surveillance is

--------

_-

------------------

the actuationi logic of theESF AS 'inst rumentation.

only applicable 't

Refer to Table 3.3.6-1 to:.determine which SRs apply 'for each 'Containment ýVent
Isolation Function.

SURVEILLANCE

:

FREQUENCY:
TSTF-411,

SR

3.3.6.1;

Perform CHANNEL CHECK.

R1

12o
REPLACE:

___

SR

3,3.6.2

___ ___

______

______

___
___

___

___

___

___

___WITH.::

Perform ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.

3 :da s on92
STAG
BAS

SR

3.3.6.3

RED T

days on

Perform MASTER RELAY TEST.

92,

STAGGERED T
BASIS

SR

3.3.6.4

Perform COT.

92 days

SR

3.3.6.5

Perform SLAVE RELAY TEST.

92 days

OR
18 months for
Westinghouse
type :AR relays
SR

NOTE-

3.3.6,6 --

-------

---------

Verification of setpoinfttis' not require.,

SR, 31:3.6.7

Watts Bar-Unit 1

Perform.:TADOT.

18 months

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION.,

18 months

3.3-55

Amendment 17
I

TSTF-41i,..:Ri
INSERT
NOTE----------------------------This:, s~urveillance.' is- only applidcable .to :the mýiaster rel-ays.o

-----------the .ESFAS::instrumntatio

j&
/oý

RCS Loops - MODE 3
3.4.5

"Ž

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.4.5.2

Verify steam generator secondary side water levels are
g.o.tor th&n or ... al t3 32 9,narrow range for required
RCS loops.

12 hours

SR 3.4.5.3

Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are
available to the required pump that is not in operation.

7 days

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.4-10

N,4-,on

RCS Loops Mode 4
3.4.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.4.6.2

Verify one RHR or RCS loop is in operation when the rod
control system is not capable of rod withdrawal.

12 hours

SR 3.4.6.3

Verify SG secondary side water levels are greater than or
equal to .32. narrow range for required RCS loops.

12 hours

Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are
available to the required pump that is not in operation.

7 days

SR 3.4.6.4
(

oiI.\

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.4-13

61
Ba-nt1.-3Amendment
Watts~~~~

RCS Loops - Mode 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled

One residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and in operation, and
either:

LCO 3.4.7

a.

One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE; or

b.

The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators (SGs) shall
be greater than or eq alto ,,4-narrow range.

--------------------------------NOTES
----------------------1.
One required RHR loop may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for surveillance
testing provided that the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation.

PJ~

APPLICABILITY:

2.

No reactor coolant pump shall be started with one or more RCS cold leg
temperatures less than or equal to 350'F unless the secondary side water
temperature of each SG is less than or equal to 50°F above each of the
RCS cold leg temperatures.

3.

All RHR loops may be removed from operation during planned heatup to
MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.

MODE 5 with RCS loops filled.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
A.

One RHR loop inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION
A.1

AND
Required SGs secondary side
water levels not within limits.

COMPLETION TIME

Initiate action to restore a
second RHR loop to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Initiate action to restore
required SG secondary side
water levels to within limits.

Immediately

OR
A.2

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.4-14

Watt
BarUnit1 3.-14Amendment
61

RCS Loops - Mode 5, Loops Filled
3.4.7

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION

B.

REQUIRED ACTION

Required RHR loops
inoperable,

B.1

COMPLETION TIME

Suspend all operations
involving a reduction of RCS
boron concentration.

Immediately

Initiate action to restore
one RHR loop to
OPERABLE status and
operation.

Immediately

OR
AND
No RHR loop in operation.
B.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.4.7.1

Verify one RHR loop is in operation.

12 hours

SR 3.4.7. .2

Verify SG secondary side water level is greater than or
equal to 42-%.narrow range in required SGs.

12 hours

Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power are
available to the required RHR pump that is not in
operation.

7 days

1#/&/
vvv.-

FREQUENCY

1(%

-

SR 3.4.7.3

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.4-15

Accumulators
3.5.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.1.1

Verify each accumulator isolation valve is fully open.

12 hours

SR 3.5.1.2

Verify borated water volume in each accumulator is
_ 7630 gallons and _<8000 gallons.

12 hours

SR 3.5.1.3

Verify nitrogen cover pressure in each accumulator is
> 610 psig and < 660 psig

12 hours

SR 3.5.1.4

NeTE

31 days

contained
=in theCor
(CLoperating

n Limits Report

AND
...

cycle.

OE .....

------------------NOE-----NT
------- -----Verify boron concentration in each accumulator isa
p,4,,ed below,, d.a.@Rd.iS.accumulators.
on .....
- -h
of t;itiu;R-

fQr thic oPefrting
intho rooctor oroF
;'

-,,,fT,
-

Watts Bar-Unit 1

A,
3000

...
, ...-. R
m and

3.5-2

.

Only required to be
performed for
affected

-----------------

m.

Once within 6 hours
after each solution
volume increase of
>3300
75 gallons, that is
not the result of
addition from the
refueling water
storage tank.
(continued)

Amendment 7, 21, 40,480

ECCS- Operating
3.5.2
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.5.2.1

Verify the following valves are in the
listed position with power to the
valve operator removed.

12 hours

NumberPosition Function
FCV-63-1
FCV-63-22

Open
Open

RHR Supply
SIS Discharge

SR 3.5.2.2

Verify each ECCS manual, power operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path, that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in the
correct position.

31 days

SR 3.5.2.3

Verify ECCS piping is full of water.

31 days

rveillance

Sane
pe
ance not
requireeor saf
injection h
g
injection fees til
start
from the
2 X3refueling

SR 3.5.2.4

Verify each ECCS pump's developed head at the test
flow point is greater than or equal to the required
developed head.

In accordance with
the Inservice
Testing Program

SR 3.5.2.5

Verify each ECCS automatic valve in the flow path
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, actuates to the correct position on an actual
or simulated actuation signal.

18 months

SR 3.5.2.6

Verify each ECCS pump starts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation signal.

18 months

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.5-5

Nov

Am!endment

43

RWST
3.5.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.5.4.1

----------------------------------------- NOTE
Only required to be performed when ambient air
temperature is < 60'F or > 105°F.

Verify RWST borated water temperature is
>_60°F and < 105'F.

24 hours

SR 3.5.4.2

Verify RWST borated water volume is
> 370,000 gallons.

7 days

SR 3.5.4.3

Th

u

the Core Operatin
operat'

As

inNOTE
the reaco

iCLR)

na

nedi

for each

Verify boron concentration in the RWST is .as.pe..d.

7 days

Ž -31100 ppm and •3300 ppm.

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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Amendment 7, 40, 48(9

Containment Pressure
3.6.4

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
3.6.4 Containment Pressure
LCO 3.6.4

Containment pressure shall be > -0.1 and < +0.3 psid relative to the annulus.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
A.

REQUIRED ACTION

TE

COMPLETION TIME

A.1

Restore containment pressure
to within limits.

1 hour

B.1

Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

Be in MODE 5.

36 hours

hen opening or dlo g
Pe tration 1-EQ
710010
1-EQH- 1-0011
in the Sh' Id uilding
Dome dur
Cycle 7
operatf tim *sallowed
for ,,ntainment nulus
ssure equalizati
to
occur.
Containment pressure not
within limits.
B.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

AND
B.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.6.4.1

FREQUENCY

Verify containment pressure is within limits.

12 hours

ff6 +
Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.6-15

HMS
3.6.8

3.6

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.8 Hydrogen Mitigation System
LCO

3.6.8

(HMS)

Two HMS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

(* 2cc Noto bo--)

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS
CONDITION
A.

REQUIRED ACTION

One HMS train
inoperable.

COMPLETION TIME

Restore HMS train to
OPERABLE status.

7 days

A.2

Perform SR 3.6.8.1 on
the OPERABLE train.

Once per 7 days

B.1

Restore one hydrogen
ignitor in the affected
containment region to
OPERABLE status.

7 days

A.1
OR

See N tc

B.

One containment
region with no
OPERABLE hydrogen
ignitor.
3Se e•tc

C.

clst

hcl2u

Required Action
and associated
Completion Time
not met.

it3,HS
OPRBE

C.1

Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

gnitors
Train A is considered OPERABLE with 32 of
olwing
additional CONDITION and REQU•
ACTION

Reactor Cavity Region (Hydr
Igni
30A and 46B) and Steam
egion (Hydrogen Ignitors
Generator No. 4 Enclos
Lower Compartmen
31A and 45B) wit
OPERABLE hydrogen ignitor.
REQUI

CTION/COMPLETION TIME

Restore one hydrogen ignitor in each region to OPERABLE status with

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.6-22

/4/j
az
C,)tl

2

HMS
3.6.8

SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR

3.6.8.1

Energize each HMS train power supply
breaker and verify Ž33'$\ignitors are
energized in each train.

92 daysý

SR

3.6.8.2

Verify at least one hydrogen ignitor is
OPERABLE in each containment region.

92 days

SR

3.6.8.3

Energize each hydrogen ignitor and
verify temperature is >17000F.

For the time period be we
into

MOD

Watts Bar-Unit 1

.*.
*

shall

18 months

the next WBN Unit 1 entry
verify

> 32

igni o

LE on HMS

3.6-23

10

I

:Amendment

Ice Bed
3.6.11

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.6.11.2

Verify total weight of stored ice is greater than or
equal to 21,44159 lb by:
a.

18 months

Weighing a representative sample of >
144
ice baskets and verifying each basket
contains greater than or equal to 4 2lb

11/

of

ice; and
b.

Calculating total weight of stored ice, at a 95
percent confidence level, using all ice basket
weights determined in SR 3.6.11.2.a.
b-

SR 3.6.11.3

Verify azimuthal distribution of ice at a 95 percent
confidence level by subdividing weights, as
determined by SR 3.6.11.2.a, into the following
groups:
a.
Group 1-bays
1 through
8;
b.
Group 2-bays 9 through
16;
c.

18 months

Group 3-bays 17 through 2
nd9
0s

sh llb
The average ice weight of the s ple baskets
in each
group from radial rows 1, 2, 4, .8 and 9 shall be
greater than or equal to 4 .- lb.

SR 3.6.11.4

Verify, by visual inspection, accumulation of ice on

18 months

structural members comprising flow channels through
the ice bed is less than or equal to 15 percent
blockage of the total flow area for each safety
analysis section.

(continued)

Wafts Bar-Unit 1

3.6-29

Amendment 2, 25, 33

,Aif"

Ice Condenser Doors
3.6.12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SURVEILLANCE
SR

3.6.12.3

Verify,
door is
debris,

FREQUENCY

by visual inspection, each inlet ------ NOTE -----not impaired by ice, frost, or
T
3 monthh
per
rmance
ee
Septe er
1996 (p
SR
3.0.2)
a be
exte ed un il
Oct er 21,
1 6.
3 months
during first
year after
receipt of
license
AND
18 months

SR

3.6.12.4

Verify torque required to cause each
inlet door to begin to open is
675 in-lb.

---- NOTE -----T
3 monthht
per rmance
ue
Septe
erT
1996 (p
SR
3.0.2)
a be
exte Xed u il
Oc
er 21,
1 6.

3 months
during
first
year
after receipt
of license
AND
18 months
(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.6-33

Amendment 3

Ice Condenser Doors
3.6.12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(Continued)

SURVEILLANCE
SR

3.6.12.5

FREQUENCY

Perform a torque test on a sampling of
> 50% of the inlet doors.

----

NOTE -----

T
3 month
pe ormance due
Sept
er
.
SR
1996
y be
3.0.2)
ed
til
exte
Oc
er 21,
1 6.

3 months
during
first
year
after receipt
of license
AND
18 months

SR

3.6.12.6

Verify for each intermediate deck door:
of structural

3 months
during first
year after
receipt of
license

a.

No visual evidence
deterioration;

b.

Free movement of the vent
assemblies; and

AND

Free movement of the door.

18 months

c.

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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Nor

Shield Building
3.6.15
3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
3.6.15 Shield Building
LCO 3.6.15

The Shield Building shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A.1

Restore Shield Building to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

-----NOTE --------B.1
Annulus pressure requirement
is not applicable during
ventilating operations,
required annulus entries, or
Auxiliary Building isolations
,1--REQHceding
1 hour in
•duratiorcur';ie ez.trct.*

Restore annulus pressure
within limits.

8 hours

Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

Be in MODE 5.

36 hours

A.

Shield Building inoperable.

B.

epem ti*• U

Annulus pressure not within
limits.
C.

Required Action and
associated Completion Time
not met.

C.1
AND
C.2

offv

or

a,

six days a'week d-u ring-Cycle 7 operain

if in Action Conditions LCO 369

EG

lossalbplcdithA-uoSadbpoiinadrtre
,ro

G4.00A@ Q QG_1FG 8

Watts Bar-Unit 1

r38

ol

s~ition

BORG F8 88.

3.6-40

Watt
BarUnit1 3.-40Amendment
No. 59

60 ut

MSSVs
3.7.1
3.7

Plant Systems

3.7.1
LCO

Main Steam Safety Valves

(MSSVs)

Five MSSVs per steam generator shall be OPERABLE.

3.7.1

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2,

and 3.

ACTIONS
----------------------------------Separate Condition entry is

NOTE-------------------------------------allowed for each MSSV.

CONDITION
A.

B.

REQUIRED ACTION

One or more steam
generators with one
MSSV inoperable.

A.1

One or more steam
generators with two or
more MSSVs inoperable,

B.1

COMPLETION TIME

Reduce THERMAL POWER to
% RTP.
< 5
X

4 hours

Reduce THERMAL POWER to
less than or equal to
the Maximum Allowable
% RTP specified in
Table 3.7.1-1 for the
number of OPERABLE
MSSVs.

4 hours

'0".67"

AND
- --------NOTE----------Only required in MODE 1
B.2

Reduce the Power Range
Neutron Flux -

36 hours

High

reactor trip
setpoint
to less than or equal
to the Maximum
Allowable % RTP
specified in Table
3.7.1-1 for the number
of OPERABLE MSSVs.
C.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

C.1

OR

C.2

Be in

MODE 3.

6 hours

Be in

MODE 4.

12 hours

AND

One or more steam
generators with > 4
MSSVs inoperable.

Watts Bar-Unit 1

3.7-1

Amendment 19

0A

0,

MSSVs
3.7.1

Table 3.7.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
OPERABLE Main Steam Safety Valves versus
Maximum Allowable Power
NUMBER OF OPERABLE MSSVs
PER STEAM GENERATOR

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
(% RTP)

3

<

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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POWER

wes

"42"

Amendment

19

NoZ

D

ERCW
3.7.8

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
3.7.8 Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) System

LCO 3.7.8

Two ERCW trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
CONDITION
A.

One ERCW train
inoperable,-th
Condition C.

REQUIRED ACTION
A.1
a-

COMPLETION TIME

------------ NOTES-----1.
Enter applicable
Conditions and
Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.1, "AC
Sources- Operating,"
for emergency diesel
generator made
inoperable by ERCW.
2.

Enter applicable
Conditions and
Required Actions of
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS
Loops-MODE 4," for
residual heat removal
loops made inoperable
by ERCW.

Restore ERCW train to

72 hours

OPERABLE status.
(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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fft)(
"aq/

ERCW
3.7.8

ACTIONS (continued)
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met.

B.

C.

Train A ERCW pumps

(Aan

ioeale

COMPLETION TIME

Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

B.2

Be in MODE 5.

36 hours

C.1

Align the operable pumps (C-A
and D-A) to concurrently
autostart from the 2A-A 6.9

72 hours

C.2

Restore at least one of thee'-9,

10 days

B.1
AND

and two Trainb(
anna"•
pum ps operable (C-A an
D-A).

pumps (A-A or B-A) to
OPERABLE status.

J
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
-------------------------- NOTE
---------------Isolation of ERCW flow to individual components
does not render the ERCW inoperable.

SR 3.7.8.1

Verify each ERCW manual, power operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path servicing safety
related equipment, that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in the correct
position.

31 days

(continued)

I
I
:

*

This "ONlDITIOk' w,'ill apply ,ntil the AA?or B A Dumpan ir' .. p..r•d and daclrd..
,1
•--.-e
'21 onno -:

:

_-Z:Z:[:

,

%'Z"
4N,444•
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ý161
4/' UL

..

ni July

CREVS
3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS)

Two CREVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

LCO 3.7.10

Insert I
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION
A.

REQUIRED ACTION

One CREVS train

A.

perable
R.

B.1

associated Completion
Time of Condition A not

C.

C

V

rt

OPERA BLE statu-s.

Roquired Action and
met in MOD(EFr

R

COMPLETION TIME

1,2 ,,

Be in MODE 3.

AND

onr4

6.2

Bo8 in MODE 5.

3

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not

C.!

Place OPERABLE CREVS
train in emergency mode.

Immediately

met in
AAQDE 5 orF 6, oF

OR

duIFrin moGVoment Of
irradiated fuel assomblies.

C.2

Suspend m'ovement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.

q~

Immediately

(GG~tiRU4d

l

.~insert 2i

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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Amendm(

CREVS
3.7.10

ACTIONS (continued)
GQ.r4T~l

F

Dr-t~lREQUIRED ACTION

CPLETION TIME

D.

Two CREVS trainsi
inoperable in MOIDrE 1, 2,
3, or 4 due to actiens taken
as R resul-t of A tornado

D.

Restore e CREVS trAn to
OPERAIBL E status.

8-heu&r-

E.

Two CREVS trains
inpoable in MODE 5 or 6,
o-Ururingmo- eent Of
irradiated fue01assembhlies.

E.!

Suspend moVnement of
irradiatod fuel assemblies.

Immediately

F.

Two CREVS trains
inoporablo i MODE 1, 2,
3, or 4. for reasonS other
than Condition D-.

F.1

Enter LCO 3.0.3.

Immediately

I ;insert 3

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
S'IRVE• LANCE

FREQU.ENCY

S-R 3-.7.10.1

Oporato each CREVS train for > 15 rminutos

31 days

SR 3.7.10.2

Perform rcquired CREVS filter testing in aGccordance
withe Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP).

In aGccrdance with
V(TiP

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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35

CREVS
3.7.10

SURVEILLANCE6 REQUIREMENTS (contne)___________

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.1023

PREQ'ENCY

Ve'oify each CRE=VS traiR nt
actute on an

i ;act'
Pr

cimulated actuation cignal.
SRR 3.7.10.1

Verify onc CREVS train can maintain a p96itive~
PF96SUro of Ž 0.126 inches
Iae gurelative to the
outside atmoephoro and adaetae drn.the

Insert 4
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18 mon)thz n
ST-AGGE=RED TEST-

WBN Technical Specification (TS) Change TS-07-14
Inserts for Proposed Technical Specification Changes

The "inserts" below are annotated to reflect the changes and additions that are based on
TSTF-448. The deletions are shown as strikethrough text and the additions are shown as bolditalicized text.
Insert 1:
----.--..-.-.-.--------......---------------NOTE ------............................-----------The control room envelope (CRE) boundary may be opened intermittently
under administrativecontrol.
------------------- ------ --------- ----------- --- ---------------------------------------

Insert 2:
ACTIONS
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

A.

One CREVS train
inoperable for reasons
other than Condition B.

A.1

Restore CREVS train to
OPERABLE status.

7 days

B.

One or more CREVS
trains inoperable due to
inoperable CRE boundary
in Mode 1, 2, 3, or 4.

B.1

Initiate action to implement
mitigating actions.

Immediately

Verify mitigating actions
ensure CRE occupant
exposures to radiological
and chemical hazards will
not exceed limits and CRE
occupants are protected
from smoke hazards."

24 hours

Restore CRE boundary to
OPERABLE status.

90 days

AND
B.2

AND
B.3

(continued)

WBN Technical Specification (TS) Change TS-07-14
Inserts for Proposed Technical Specification Changes
Insert 3:
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION
CE.

C8.1

COMPLETION TIME

Be in MODE 3.

6 hours

C1.2

Be in MODE 5.

36 hours

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not met
in MODE 5 or 6, or during
movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies.

DG.1

Place OPERABLE CREVS
train in emergency mode.

Immediately

DC.2

Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.

Immediately

ED.

Two CREVS trains
inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4 due to actions taken as
a result of a tornado
warning.

ED.1

Restore one CREVS train to
OPERABLE status.

8 hours

FE-.

Two CREVS trains
inoperable in MODE 5 or 6,
or during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.

FE.1

Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies.

Immediately

DG.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A or B
not met in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4.

REQUIRED ACTION

AND

OR

/

OR
One or more CREVS
trains inoperable due to
inoperable CRE boundary
in Mode 5 or 6, or during
movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies.
(continued)
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Insert 4:
ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION
GF-.

Two CREVS trains
inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3,
or 4 for reasons other than
Condition B or ED.

REQUIRED ACTION
GF-.1

Enter LCO 3.0.3.

COMPLETION TIME
Immediately

Insert 5:
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.10.1

Operate each CREVS train for >_15 minutes.

31 days

SR 3.7.10.2

Perform required CREVS filter testing in accordance with the
Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP).

In accordance with
the VFTP

SR 3.7.10.3

Verify each CREVS train actuates on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

18 months

SR 3.7.10.4

V•rify ,n, CREVS train can maintain a poitive presur.e Of
Ž 0.125 *nshos.water gauge, rolativo to the outside
atm.epho. and adjacent ar.as dur.ng th. pressurization
moed of opcratiOn at a makeup flOW rate of•71 Gfm and
recirsulation flow Fatc Ž2960 and!•3618 cimn.

1 mon..ths on a
STAGGERED TEST

Perform requiredCRE unfilteredair inleakage testing in
accordancewith the Control Room HabitabilityProgram.

In accordance with
the Control Room
Envelope
Habitability
Program

AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

A.

(continued)

A.3

Restore offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status.

72 hours
AND

6 days from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO
B.1

Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for the
offsite circuits.
8 hours

AND
B.2

Declare required featuirs)
supported by the in erable
DG inoperable vn
its
required reed
ant feature(s)
is inoperge.

4 hours from
discovery of
Condition B
concurrent with
inoperability of
redundant required
feature(s)

Determine OP1QAI
are not inoperablN
common cause failL

12 hours

OR
B.3.2

Perform SR 3.8.1.2 for
OPERABLE DGs.

AND

Wafts Bar-Unit 1
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS
Bý.ýýc

COMPLETION TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
B.4

ý'd

Restore required DG to1

17 days from
discovery of failure to

.1

Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for the
offsite circuits.

1 hour
AND
Once per 8 hours
thereafter

AND

/2

.9

Declare required feature(s)
supported by the inoperable
DGs inoperable when its
required redundant feature(s) is
inoperable.

4 hours from
discovery of ;
Condition /
concurrent with
inoperability of
redundant required
feature(s)

AND
.3.1

59

3.2

Determine OPERABLE DGs
are not inoperable due to
common cause failure.

OR

Xhours

Ah2u

Perform SR 3.8.1.2 for
OPERABLE DGs.

1- hours

AND

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

.4

(continued)

Restore at least one required
DG to OPERABLE status.

gAND

COMPLETION TIME
72 hours

6 days from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO

6

f.

Two offsite circuits
inoperable.

.1
0

\

Declare required feature(s)
inoperable when its redundant
required feature(s) is
inoperable,

12 hours from
discovery o,
Condition 16
concurrent with
inoperability of
redundant required
features

Restore one offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status.

24 hours

AND
2

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)
I

CONDITION

/
.!o

I

One offsite circuit

NOTE------ -------Enter applicable Conditions and
Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9,
"Distribution Systems - Operating,"
when Condition/ is entered with no AC
power souotd' any train.

inoperable.
AND
One or more required
DG(s) in Train A
inoperable.

Restore offsite circuit to

1

OR

12 hours

OPERABLE status.

OQR

One or more required
DG(s) in Train B
inoperable.

t

12 hours

Restore required DG(s) to
OPERABLE status.

2

Train
Restore required DGs in

I.

IA

COMPLETION TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

One or more required
DG(s) in Train A
inoperable.

~1

2 hours

Restore required DGs in Train

A to OPERABLE status.

OR
AND

f.2
One or more required
DG(s) in Train B
inooerable.

<7

Required Action and
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, B, C,
D, E, or F not met.

Restore required DGs in Train
B to OPERABLE status

j

+

i

B1
Bein MODE 3.
AND

2 hours

6 hours

MOE5

t-2 Be in MODE 5.

36 hours
(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

6

Two offsite circuits
inoperable.
AND

/A
6

COMPLETION TIME

Enter LCO 3.0.3.

Immediately

Enter LCO 3.0.3.

Immediately

One or more required
DG(s) in Train A
inoperable.
OR
One or more required
DG(s) in Train B
inoperable.

fi /1

One offsite circuit
One offsite circuit

inoperable.

/(

AND
One or more required
DG(s) in Train A
inoperable.
AND
One or more required
DG(s) in Train B
inoperable.

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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Design Features
4.0

4.0

DESIGN FEATURES

4.1

Site
4.1.1

Site and Exclusion Area Boundaries
The site and exclusion area boundaries shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-1.

4.1.2

Low Population Zone (LPZ)
The LPZ shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-2 (within the 3-mile circle).

4.2

Reactor Core
4.2.1

Fuel Assemblies
The reactor shall contain 193 fuel assemblies. Each assembly shall consist of a matrix of
Zircalloy or Zirlo fuel rods with an initial composition of natural or slightly enriched
uranium dioxide (U0 2) as fuel material. Limited substitutions of zirconium alloy or
stainless steel filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with approved applications of fuel
rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies shall be limited to those fuel designs
that have been analyzed with applicable NRC staff approved codes and methods and
shown by tests or analyses to comply with all fuel safety design bases. A limited number
of lead test assemblies that have not completed representative testing may be placed in
nonlimiting core regions. Fmor lnit Iý++o^1,
Q- iathoried to plowe P m-P-vwmxof ;
Triti-m Producinq 9e--_ctor
B'r'mblo Abserbor Re into the
in a aperatin3 ,'rle

4.2.2

Control Rod Assemblies
The reactor core shall contain 57 control rod assemblies. The control material shall be
boron carbide with silver indium cadmium tips as approved by the NRC.

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.7
5.7.2.18

Procedures, Programs, and Manuals.
Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP) (continued)
A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent single failure, a safety
function assumed in the accident analysis cannot be performed. For the purpose of this
program, a loss of safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable,, and:
a.

A required system redundant to the system(s) supported by the inoperable
support system is also inoperable; or

b.

A required system redundant to the system(s) in turn supported by the
inoperable supported system is also inoperable; or

c.

A required system redundant to the support system(s) for the supported•
systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable.

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists. Ifia loss of safety function is
determined to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of
the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are required to be entered:
5.7.2.19

Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program
A program shall be established to implement the leakage rate testing of the containment
as required by 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, Option B, as modified by
approved exemptions. This program shall be in accordance with the guidelines
contained in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.163, "Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test
Program," dated September 1995.
,eaa•
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The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design basis loss of coolant
accident, Pa, is 15.0 psig.
The maximum allowable containment-leakage rate7,-La, at

Pa,

iS 0.25% of the primary,

containment air weight per day.

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.7

Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5: 7.2.19

Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)
Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:
a.

Containment overall leakage rate acceptance criterion is _<1.0 La. During the first unit
startup following testing in accordance with this program, the leakage rate acceptance
criteria are < 0.60 La for the combined Type B and Type C tests, and < 0.75 La for Type A
tests.

b.

Air lock testing acceptance criteria are:
1)

Overall air lock leakage rate is < 0.05 La when tested at

2)

For each door, leakage rate is < 0.01 La when pressurized to _ 6 psig.

> P,.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 do not apply to the test frequencies specified in the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.
The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

[. .72207
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Insert 6:
5.2.7.20

Control Room Envelope HabitabilityProgram

A Control Room Envelope (CRE) HabitabilityProgramshall be establishedand
implemented to ensure that CRE habitabilityis maintainedsuch that, with an OPERABLE
ControlRoom Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS), CRE occupants can control the
reactorsafely undernormal conditions and maintain it in a safe condition following a
radiologicalevent, hazardous chemical release, or a smoke challenge. The program
shall ensure that adequate radiationprotection is provided to permit access and
occupancy of the CRE under design basis accident(DBA) conditions without personnel
receiving radiationexposures in excess of 5 rem whole body or its equivalent to any part
of the body for the duration of the accident. The programshall include the following
elements:
a.

The definition of the CRE and the CRE boundary.

b.

Requirements for maintainingthe CRE boundary in its design condition including
configurationcontrol and preventive maintenance.

c.

Requirements for (i) determining the unfiltered airinleakagepast the CRE
boundaryinto the CRE in accordancewith the testing methods and at the
Frequenciesspecified in Sections C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.197,
"DemonstratingControlRoom Envelope Integrity at Nuclear Power Reactors,"
Revision 0, May 2003, and (ii) assessing CRE habitabilityat the Frequencies
specified in Sections C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.197, Revision 0.

d.

Measurement, at designatedlocations, of the CRE pressurerelative to all external
areas adjacentto the CRE boundary during,the pressurizationmode of operation
by one train of the CREVS, operatingat the flow rate defined in the Ventilation
Filter Testing Program(VFTP), at a Frequency of 18 months on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. The results shall be trended and used as partof the 18 month
assessment of the CRE boundary.

e.

The quantitativelimits on unfiltered air inleakage into the CRE. These limits shall
be statedin a manner to allow direct comparison to the unfiltered air inleakage
measuredby the testing describedin paragraphc. The unfiltered airinleakage
limit for radiologicalchallenges is the inleakage flow rate assumed in the
licensing basis analyses of DBA consequences. Unfiltered air inleakage limits for
hazardous chemicals must ensure that exposure of CRE occupants to these
hazards will be within the assumptions in the licensing basis.

f.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the frequencies for assessing CRE
habitability,determining CRE unfiltered inleakage, and measuring CRE pressure
and assessing the CRE boundary as requiredby paragraphsc and d, respectively.

•
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

5.9
5.9.5

Reporting Requirements (continued)
CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR)
a.

Core operating limits shall be established prior to the initial and each reload
cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a cycle, and shall be documented in
the COLR for the following:
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

b.

3.1.4
3.1.6
3.1.7
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.9.1

Moderator Temperature Coefficient
Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit
Control Bank Insertion Limits
Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor
Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor
Axial Flux Difference
Boron Concentration

The analytical methods used to determine the tore operating limits shall be those
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specifically those described in the following

1.

WCAP-9272-P-A, WESTINGHOUSE RELOAD SAFETY EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY," July 1985 (W Proprietary). (Methodology for
Specifications 3.1.4 - Moderator Temperature Coefficient, 3.1.6 Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit, 3.1.7 - Control Bank Insertion Limits,
3.2.1 - Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, 3.2.2 - Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot
Channel Factor, 3.2.3 - Axial Flux Difference, and 3.9.1 - Boron
Concentration.

2a.

WCAP-12945-P-A, Volume I (Revision 2) and Volumes 2 through 5
(Revision 1), "Code Qualification Document for Best-Estimate Loss of
Coolant Analysis," March 1998 (W Proprietary). (Methodology for
Specification 3.2.1 - Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, and 3.2.2 - Nuclear
Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor).

b.

WCAP-10054-P-A, "Small Break ECCS Evaluation Model Using
NOTRUMP Code," August 1985. Addendum 2, Rev. 1: "Addendum to the
Westinghouse Small Break ECCS Evaluation Model usingthe NOTRUMP
Code: Safety Injection into the Broken Loop and COSI Condensation
Model," July 1997. (W Proprietary). (Methodology for Specifications
3.2.1 - Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, and 3.2.2 - Nuclear Enthalpy Rise
Hot Channel Factor).
(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

5.9
5.9.5

Reporting Requirements
CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (continued)
3.

WCAP-1 0216-P-A, Revision 1A, "RELAXATION OF CONSTANT AXIAL
OFFSET CONTROL F(Q) SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION," February 1994 (W Proprietary). (Methodology for
Specifications 3.2.1 - Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (W(Z) Surveillance
Requirements For F(Q) Methodology) and 3.2.3 - Axial Flux Difference
(Relaxed Axial Offset Control).)

4.

WCAP-1 2610-P-A, "VANTAGE + FUEL ASSEMBLY REFERENCE
CORE REPORT," April 1995. (W Proprietary). (Methodology for
Specification 3.2.1 - Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor).

5.

WCAP-15088-P, Rev. 1, "Safety Evaluation Supporting A More Negative
EOL Moderator Temperature Coefficient Technical Specification for the
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant," July 1999, (W Proprietary), as approved by the
NRC staffs Safety Evaluation accompanying the issuance of
Amendment No. 20 (Methodology for Specification 3.1.4 - Moderator
Temperature Coefficient.).
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7.

WCAP-11397-P-A, "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," April 1989.
(Methodology for Specification 3.2.2 - Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot
Channel Factor).

8.

WCAP-15025-P-A, "Modified WRB-2 Correlation, WRB-2M, for
Predicting Critical Heat Flux in 17.x 17 Rod Bundles with Modified
LPD Mixing Vane Grids," April 1999. (Methodology for Specification
3.2.2 - Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor).

9.

WCAP-14565-P-A, "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for
Pressurized Water Reactor Non-LOCA Thermal-Hydraulic Safety
Analysis," October 1999. (Methodology for Specification 3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor).

c.

The core operating limits shall be determined such that all applicable limits (e.g.,
fuel thermal mechanical limits, core thermal hydraulic limits, Emergency Core
Cooling Systems (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as SDM, transient analysis
limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety analysis are met.

d.

The COLR, including any midcycle revisions or supplements, shall be provided
upon issuance for each reload cycle to the NRC

(continued)
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ENCLOSURE 3
Unit 2 TS Bases Review Matrix: Unit I Revisions 86 through 91 With Associated Markups
Tennessee Valley Authority - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Unit 2, Docket No. 50-391

UNIT 2 TS BASES REVIEW MATRIX: UNIT I REVISIONS 86 THROUGH 91,

TS BASES
SUBSECTION I TITLE

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL

TS Bases 3.3.1

R60 (A47)

Reactor Trip System
(RTS) Instrumentation

R90 (A68)

COMMENTS

R60 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to implement the changes made by A47 to Unit 1 TS
(allow an alternate method for the measurement of RCS total flow rate via
measurement of the RCS elbow tap differential pressures). Developmental Revision A
for the Unit 2 TS inappropriately stated, "The changes will be applied to Unit 2."
NRC approved A47 via letter dated 10/03/2003.
DISCREPANCY:
The changes per R60 were inappropriately incorporated into Developmental Revision
A of the Unit 2 TS.
Developmental Revision B of the Unit 2 TS Bases deleted the changes incorporated
into the Unit 2 TS Bases per R60 (A47); thus, an additional markup is NOT being
provided.

R90 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A68 (Allow relaxations of various logic completion times, bypass test times,
allowable outage times, and surveillance testing intervals previously reviewed and
approved by NRC under WCAP-1 4333-P-A, "Probabilistic Risk Analysis of RPS and
ESFAS Test Times and Completion Times," and WCAP-15376-P-A, "Risk-Informed
Assessment of the RTS and ESFAS Surveillance Test Intervals and Reactor Trip
Breaker Test and Completion Times." R90 also incorporated TSTF-169, "Deletion of
Condition 3.3.1.N," and TSTF-31 1, "Revision of Surveillance Frequency for TADOT on
Turbine Trip Functional Unit."). The changes per R90 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A68 via letter dated 06/30/2008.

TS Bases 3.3.2
Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation
System (ESFAS)
Instrumentation

R30 (A23)
R90 (A68)

R30 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A23 (ONE TIME exception to allow for relief from response time testing
1-FSV-47-027). This change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into
the Unit 2 TS Bases.
NRC approved A23 via letter dated 03/22/2000.

R90 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A68 (Allow relaxations of various logic completion times, bypass test times,
allowable outage times, and surveillance testing intervals previously reviewed and
approved by NRC under WCAP-14333-P-A, "Probabilistic Risk Analysis of RPS and
ESFAS Test Times and Completion Times," and WCAP-15376-P-A, "Risk-Informed
Assessment of the RTS and ESFAS Surveillance Test Intervals and Reactor Trip
Breaker Test and Completion Times." R90 also incorporated TSTF-169, "Deletion of
Condition 3.3.1 .N," and TSTF-31 1, "Revision of Surveillance Frequency for TADOT on
Turbine Trip Functional Unit."). The changes per R90 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A68 via letter dated 06/30/2008.
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TS BASES
SUBSECTION I TITLE

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL

TS Bases 3.3.6

R87

Containment Vent
Isolation Instrumentation

R90 (A68)

COMMENTS
R87 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases because of DCN 52220-A: tied the ABI and CVI
signals together so that either signal initiates the other signal. The changes per R87
were incorporated herein.
R87 was provided to the NRC via letter dated 09/22/2008.

R90 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit I TS A68 (Allow relaxations of various logic completion times, bypass test times,
allowable outage times, and surveillance testing intervals previously reviewed and
approved by NRC under WCAP-14333-P-A, "Probabilistic Risk Analysis of RPS and
ESFAS Test Times and Completion Times," and WCAP-15376-P-A, "Risk-Informed
Assessment of the RTS and ESFAS Surveillance Test Intervals and Reactor Trip
Breaker Test and Completion Times." R90 also incorporated TSTF-1 69, "Deletion of
Condition 3.3.1 .N," and TSTF-31 1, "Revision of Surveillance Frequency for TADOT on
Turbine Trip Functional Unit."). The changes per R90 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A68 via letter dated 06/30/2008.

TS Bases 3.3.8

R87

Auxiliary Building Gas
Treatment System
(ABGTS) Actuation
Instrumentation

TS Bases 3.4.1

R87 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases because of DCN 52220-A: tied the ABI and CVI
signals together so that either signal initiates the other signal. The changes per R87
were incorporated herein.
R87 was provided to the NRC via letter dated 09/22/2008.

R60 (A47)

RCS Pressure,
Temperature, and Flow
Departure from Nucleate
Boiling (DNB) Limits

R60 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to implement the changes made by A47 to the Unit 1
TS (allow an alternate method for the measurement of RCS total flow rate via
measurement of the RCS elbow tap differential pressures). Developmental Revision A
for the Unit 2 TS inappropriately stated, "The changes will be applied to Unit 2."
NRC approved A47 via letter dated 10/03/2003.
DISCREPANCY:
The changes per R60 were inappropriately incorporated into Developmental Revision
A of the Unit 2 TS.
Developmental Revision B of the Unit 2 TS Bases deleted the changes incorporated
per R60 (A47); thus, an additional markup is NOT being provided.

TS Bases 3.4.5

RCS Loops - MODE 3

R79 (A61)

R79 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A61 (authorize change in steam generator level requirement from greater
than or equal to 6% to greater than or 32% following SG replacement). This change
will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases at this time since Unit 2 will utilize
the original steam generators.
NRC approved A61 via letter dated 05/05/2006.
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TS BASES
SUBSECTION / TITLE
TS Bases 3.4.6

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL
R79 (A61)

RCS Loops - MODE 4

COMMENTS
R79 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A61 (authorize change in steam generator level requirement from greater
than or equal to 6% to greater than or 32% following SG replacement). This change
will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases at this time since Unit 2 will utilize
the original steam generators.
NRC approved A61 via letter dated 05/05/2006.

TS Bases 3.4.7

R79 (A61)

RCS Loops - MODE 5,
Loops Filled

R79 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A61 (authorize change in steam generator level requirement from greater
than or equal to 6% to greater than or 32% following SG replacement). This change
will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases at this time since Unit 2 will utilize
the original steam generators.
NRC approved A61 via letter dated 05/05/2006.

TS Bases 3.4.10

R89 (A66)

Pressurizer Safety Valves

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section Xl with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per.R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.

TS Bases 3.4.11

R89 (A66)

Pressurizer Power
Operated Relief Valves
(PORVs)

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section Xl with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.

TS Bases 3.4.12
Cold Overpressure
Mitigation System (COMS)

R89 (A66)

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section XI with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.
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SUBSECTION I TITLE

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL

TS Bases 3.4.13

R47 (A38)

RCS Operational
LEAKAGE

R68 (A56)

COMMENTS
R47 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by Unit
1 TS A38 (incorporate voltage-based Alternate Repair Criteria for steam generator
tubes). This change was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases. Changes to TS
Bases 3.4.13 per R47 were revised in entirety by R82; thus, no markup is included.
NRC approved A38 via letter dated 02/26/2002.

R68 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by Unit
1 TS A56 (revise the Updated FSAR by modifying the design and licensing basis to
increase the postulated primary-to-secondary leakage in the faulted steam generator
following a main steamline break accident from 1 to 3 gallons per minute). This
change was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases. Changes to TS Bases 3.4.13
per R68 were revised in entirety by R82; thus, no markup is included.
NRC approved A56 via letter dated 03/10/2005.

TS Bases 3.4.14
RCS Pressure Isolation
Valve (PIV) Leakage

R89 (A66)

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section XI with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST prbgram. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.
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SUBSECTION / TITLE
TS Bases 3.5.2
ECCS - Operating

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL
R14

COMMENTS

R54 (A43)

R14 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to update the hotleg recirculation timeframe.
Changes per R14 were SUPERSEDED by R61, and were NOT applied to Unit 2.
Since the changes per R14 were SUPERSEDED, no markup is provided.

R57 (A48)

R14 was provided to NRC via letter dated 02/09/1998.

R89 (A66)
R54 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A43 (revise, for ONE TIME ONLY, a portion of SR 3.5.2.3). This change is
NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases.
NRC approved A43 via letter dated 05/01/2003.

R57 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A48. The change to the TS Bases updated the hotleg recirculation
timeframe. Changes per R57 (A48) were SUPERSEDED by R61, and were NOT
applied to Unit 2. Since the changes per R57 (A48) revision were SUPERSEDED, no
markup is provided.
A48 was provided to NRC via letter dated 10/08/2003.

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section Xl with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.

TS Bases 3.5.4
Refueling Water Storage
Tank (RWST)

R61
(A40/A48)
R88 (A67)

R61 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A40 and A48 (specified maximum number of TPBARs that can be irradiated
in the Unit 1 reactor core). TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2; however, the boron
concentration changes per R61 will be used on Unit 2.
NRC approved Amendments 40 and 48 via letters dated 09/23/2002 and 10/08/2003,
respectively.

Since the Unit 2 TS markup is based on R88, no markup is required for R61.

R88 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A67 (revise the maximum number of TPBARs that can be irradiated in the
Unit 1 reactor core to 400.) TPBARS will NOT be used on Unit 2; however, the boron
concentration changes per R88 (A67) were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A67 via letter dated 01/18/2008.
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TS Bases 3.6.4

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL
R71 (A59)

Containment Pressure

COMMENTS
R71 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A59 (support steam generator replacement by allowing TEMPORARY use of
penetrations in Shield Building Dome during Modes 1-4). This change is NOT
applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases.
NRC approved A59 via letter dated 01/06/2006.

TS Bases 3.6.6

R89 (A66)

Containment Spray
System

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section XI with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.

TS Bases 3.6.8

R16 (A10)

Hydrogen Mitigation
System (HMS)

R16 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A10 (ONE TIME EXCEPTION to allow certain hydrogen igniters to be
inoperable for a LIMITED TIME PERIOD). This change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it
was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases.
NRC approved Al0 via letter dated 06/09/1998.

TS Bases 3.6.9

R71 (A59)

Emergency Gas
Treatment System
(EGTS)

R71 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by Unit
1 TS A59 (support steam generator replacement by allowing TEMPORARY use of
penetrations in Shield Building Dome during Modes 1-4). Developmental Revision A
for the Unit 2 TS stated, "This change will not be applied to Unit 2."
NRC approved A59 via letter dated 01/06/2006.
DISCREPANCY:
Contrary to the above, a minor portion of R71 (i.e., "See TS Bases 3.6.15, Shield
Building, for additional information on EGTS.") was incorporated into Developmental
Revision A of the Unit 2 TS Bases.
Since this wording is nothing more than an aid to indicate where additional information
on EGTS can be found, leaving this statement in the TS Bases has no impact on the
Bases.
The wording will be left in the TS Bases.

TS Bases 3.6.11

Ice Bed
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R81 (A62)

R81 (A62) revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A62 (support steam generator replacement - increased minimum ice weight
and total weight of stored ice.) Developmental Revision D to the Unit 2 TS and TS
Bases (submitted to the NRC on 10/12/2010) revised the ice weights to be consistent
with Unit 1.

TS BASES
SUBSECTION I TITLE
TS Bases 3.6.12

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL
R06 (A03)

Ice Condenser Doors

COMMENTS
R06 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A03 (allow A ONE TIME EXTENSION of the 3 month surveillance
requirement for the ice condenser lower inlet doors). This change is NOT applicable to
Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases.
NRC approved A03 via letter date 09/09/1996.

TS Bases 3.6.15

R71 (A59)

Shield Building

R71 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A59 (support steam generator replacement by allowing TEMPORARY use of
penetrations in Shield Building Dome during Modes 1-4). This change is NOT
applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases.
NRC approved A59 via letter dated 01 /06/2006.

TS Bases 3.7.1

R41 (A31)

Main Steam Safety
Valves (MSSVs)

R89 (A66)

R41 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by A31
{approve Power Uprate using Leading Edge Flow Meter (LEFM) for Unit 1}. This
change will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS at this time.
NRC approved A31 via letter dated 01/19/2001.

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section XI with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.

TS Bases 3.7.2
Main Steam Isolation
Valves (MSIVs)

R89 (A66)

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section XI with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities,, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.
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SUBSECTION I TITLE
TS Bases 3.7.3
Main Feedwater Isolation
Valves (MFIVs) and Main
Feedwater Regulation
Valves (MFRVs) and
Associated Bypass Valves

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL
R76
R89 (A66)

COMMENTS
R76 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases (the change per R76 that is applicable to this TS
Bases portion was the elimination of feedwater tempering flow; this was part of steam
generator replacement). This change is NOT applicable to Unit 2; it was NOT
incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases.
R76 was provided to NRC via letter dated 05/23/2007.

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section XI with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.

TS Bases 3.7.5

R89 (A66)

Auxiliary Feedwater
(AFW) System

R89 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A66 (replace references to ASME Section Xl with the ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code for IST activities, and remove reference to "applicable supports"
from the IST program. R89 also changed the applicability of SR 3.0.2 provisions to
other normal and accelerated frequencies specified as two years or less in the IST
program.). The changes per R89 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A66 via letter dated 12/18/2006.

TS Bases 3.7.6

R41 (A31)

Condensate Storage
Tank (CST)

R41 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by A31
{approve Power Uprate using Leading Edge Flow Meter (LEFM) for Unit 1}. This
change will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases at this time.
NRC approved A31 via letter dated 01/19/2001.

TS Bases 3.7.10
Control Room
Emergency Ventilation
System (CREVS)

R91 (A70)

TS Bases 3.7.12
Auxiliary Building Gas
Treatment System
(ABGTS)

R87

TS Bases 3.7.14
Secondary Specific
Activity

R91 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A70 (Adopt TSTF Change Traveler TSTF-448, R3: Control Room Envelope
Habitability.). The changes per R91 were incorporated herein.
NRC approved A70 via letter dated 10/08/2008.

R87 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases because of DCN 52220-A: tied the ABI and CVI
signals together so that either signal initiates the other signal. The changes per R87
were incorporated herein.
R87 was provided to the NRC via letter dated 09/22/2008.

'R47 (A38)

R47 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A38 (incorporate voltage-based Alternate Repair Criteria for steam generator
tubes). This change will NOT be incorporated into the Unit 2 TS Bases at this time.
NRC approved A38 via letter dated 02/26/2002.
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TS BASES
SUBSECTION I TITLE
TS Bases 3.8.1

WBN UNIT I
APPROVAL
R50 (A39)

AC Sources - Operating

COMMENTS
R50 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1 TS approved by
Unit 1 TS A39 (revise LCO 3.8.1's allowed outage time to restore an inoperable
emergency diesel generator to operable status from 72 hours to 14 days).
Developmental Revision A for the Unit 2 TS Bases stated, "This change will not be
applied to Unit 2."
NRC approved A39 via letter dated 07/0112002.

DISCREPANCY:
Contrary to the above, the changes incorporated version of TS Bases 3.8.1 that was
provided in Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2 TS Bases included the following
verbiage at the end of SR 3.8.1.14:
"Prior to performance of this SR in Modes 1 or 2, actions are taken to establish that
adequate conditions exist for performance of the SR. The required actions are defined
in Bases Table 3.8.1-2."
This verbiage was not shown in the markup provided for Developmental Revision A of
the Unit 2 TS Bases, and the verbiage should NOT have been incorporated.
This wording will be removed from the Unit 2 TS Bases via a future Developmental
Revision to the Unit 2 TS Bases.

TS Bases 3.9.8
Reactor Building Purge
Air Cleanup Units

R87

R87 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases because of DCN 52220-A: tied the ABI and CVI
signals together so that either signal initiates the other signal. The changes per R87
were incorporated herein.
R87 was provided to the NRC via letter dated 09/22/2008.
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12.

TSTF7-169,: "Ri.'

DELETE:

Underfrequency Reactor Coolant Pumps

(continued)

thereby reducing their coastdown time.following a pump
trip. The proper coastdown time is required so that
reactor.heat can be ý'removed..inmediately after-reactor
tri
The frequenc of each RCP bus' is monitored.
Above the, P•7.setpoi
a loss of frequency" de'tected
on two or more RCP.buses, 11•initiate a reactor trip.
This tripý Function willý gen
trip0before
the Reactor Coolant Flow.LowL w. L6o
Trip Setpoint
is reached
Time delays are jincorporated into the.
Underfrequfncy RCPs channels to prevent :reactor trips
due to mom ntary electrical power...tansients. The LCO re uires one Underfrequency RCP channel per
bus to be PERABLE.

TSTF-9,R
ýINSERT

;n . two 0ork more RCS,:
loops.

13.

In MODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint, the Underfrequency
RCPs trip must be OPERABLE. Below the P47 setpoint,
all reactor trips on loss of flow are automatically
blocked since no conceivable power distrlbutions could
occur that would cause a DN8 concern at this low power
level. Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor-trip on
loss of flow in two or more RCS loops is automatically
enabled.
Steam Generator Water Level-Low Low

Loss of the steam generator as a heat sink can: be
caused by the loss of normal feedwater , a station
blackout.or a feedline.rupture . Feedli~e rupttures
inside containment
protectedby the.containment
pre
h'igh pressureý tr10!;unction-, ba'sed on a 19 94 V
analys-is :(Ref. 3).• Feedline ruptures outside
containment and the other causes of.,.the:h hea t isnk loss
are protected by the SG Water Level Low'-Low trip
"
Function..
The SG Water Level L
Low Lowtrip Function ensures",that
protection.is providedagainst
a loss of heat sink-and
actuates i.the AFW System prior, to .uncove:ring11 the SG
tubes..., The SGs are the heat sink for the- reactor. In
order to act,.:as a heatVsink, the SGs""must contain a
minimum amount of-water. A narrow range low: low level
in any SG is indicative of, a loss of heat sink for-..the
reactor..The level transmitters:provideý input :to 'the
(continjed,
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Reactor Trio Systeem Interlocks (continued).
Ao ve. P-6 n
setpoint, the NIS Source,

Range'Neutron Flux, reactor trip ma] be b1ocked,
and this'FunctionIwould no longer be necessary.
In. MODE 3.4, 54. r 6;. the'P-6 interlock is: not
required to.be OPERABLE: because the NIS Source
Range is providing.core protection..
b.

LowPowerReactor Tris Bock, PThe Low PowerReactor Trips Block. P:-7 interlock
is actuated by input from either the' Power.Range
.,
Neutron Flux. P-40.: or the Turbine Impulse1
Pressure. P.-13. interlock. The LCO requirement
for the .P-7interlock ensures that the following
Functions are performed:
(1)

on increasJng power. the PR7 interlock..
automatical.ly:'enables reactor, trips on.the
following lunctions,:
-

Pressurizer Pressure-Low:
Pressurizer Water Level-High':
Reactor Coolant. Flow-Low ]Two Loops)'
Undervoltage RCPs- and'

"

underfrequency RCPs_
-:]TseTF-_169,

Ri

These reactor trips are only required when
operating,:above the P-7 setpoint
(appro6ximately,.01 power)... The' reacto r
trips ••r• vide protecti~on agai nIstvi ol at i ng
the DNbR Ii mit' Below the 'P-*7":setpoin-t.
the. RCS.is .capable of providing .sufficient
natural.,circulation withou .any RICP
running.

REPLACE WITH

(]n two or more R1S!i~i:],.
loops)

(2)

on decreasing power, the P-7 interlock
automatically blocks reactor trips on-the
fol loing Functions:
Pressurizer Pressure-Low;
Pressurizer Water Level-High:

(continued)
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b.

SAFETY. ANALYSES.
LCO. and
APPLICABILITY

Low Power ReactorTrips Block. P-7 (continued)
Reactor Coolant :Flow-ýLow: Two: Loops)!
undervol~tage RCPs;,.,and-Underf~eeuency,.RCPsi..•

.!TSTF-769,: "All

Trip Setpoint and Allowable Value are not,
applicable to the P-7' interlock because it Is a
logic Function and thus has no.parameter with

REPIACE WITH,:

(in

which to associate anrvLSSS.,

two or more RCS.:
loops)

The P-7 interlock is-a logic Function with train
and not channel :.identity.' Therefore, the LCO
..requires one"channel-per. train of Low.Power
'Reactor Trps.Block, P-7 interlock to beOPERABLE
in MODE 1.
Thelow power trips are blocked below the P-7
setpoint and unblocked above the P7 setpoint.

C.

TSTFm-169

DELETE

Ri

In MODE 2. 3, 4, 5. or 6, this Function does not
have to be OPERABLE because the interlock
erforms its Function when power level drops
elow 10% power. which is.in MODE 1.
Power Ranae Neutron Flux. P-8
The Power Range Neutron Flux. P-B interlock is
actuated at approximately. .48% power as determined
Aove proximately NIS
detectors,
.bv.two-out-of-four
48%power
paer range
the P-8 interlock
automat..l11v PnAh , the'
Reactortrip
Coolant
on low.flow
"reactor
Flow-Low
n .one .:or more RCS loops on..11 ncreasi ng. powerý.'
The LCO requirement for this trip Function
ensures that protectin is. provided.ý agai nst:,a
loss of .flow in any RCS loop that could' result in
DNB conditions -4, the core when greater than
approximate.y 48% power>. On.: decreasing :power.
the.reactor trip, on low flow in any:lOop is_
automatically blocked.
The LCO .requires .four: channels of Power Range
Neutron FluX,. P inhterlock to be.: OPERABLE.Iin.
MODE 1.

(continued)
Watts Bar-Unit I

B 3.3-34
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7
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TSTF-418, 'R2
REPLACE WITH

BASES
______________72

ACTIONS
( cortinued)

01

..

P2. 1: ,.2

2.a

3

Condi-t-on 0 appliess to the Power Range Neutrn Flux-High

Func-ti cnj
R2

TSTF-418,

REPLACE WITH
Reference 14 ý

The NIS pow r range' detectors provide i n u t to, the CRD
Systenand
e SG Water Level Control Sys em and', therefore,
have a tw-o0 t-Of-four trip logic. A knoi,iinoperable
channel must beplaced in the tripped cond' ion. This
resul ts in a artial trip conditi:or requir'
only
one-out-of-thee lgic for actuation. The6 ours allowed,
to place .:.i n Vno
n the
. tripped cond• ition is
F -"
-1U.1-c'adnieli
L Ferable
S j us t i f le d the

TSTF-418, R2,

In addition to placing the inoperable channel in the tnipped

REPLACE WITH

..dtion, THEPMA POWER must be reduced to . 75% RTP within
12 hours. Reducing the power level prevenits operation of
e core with radial power distributions beyond. the design
Slimits., WNith one.of the NIS apoer range detectors
l
.inoperabple,. .14of the radial bpwer distribution monitoring,

,78

TSTF-418,

R2

7capabi'lity is lost.

As an alternative to the ..above actions,: the inoperable

REPLACE WITH

, • nnel can be placed in the tripped cOndltion within
16: Iours and the :QPTR nonitored .onre every 1.2 hours -as per
•
L.
3 :2, 4.2, QPTR verificartion;. Calcuiating .OPTR:every

72

12 hours compensates:..for.th Ilost mionitoring caqabilityWdue
to the inoperable NIS power range .channel and a l
tows.,..d
rlnt inup in it. nnMr;tirnM` .t
ýnm r:--leve~ls , 75% RTA, The
6 hour Completion Time 'and the. -2 hour, Frequencylare,
'

TSTF-418,

R2

Seventy-eight

R2

INSERT

The 78-hour
Completion Time

includes 72 hours
for

POWER TILTr.

-

"

ansaler ative to the-. aboxe actions, the plarnit, qust .be
p laced :n
e1n:",e this.Function i s no longer. equired
OPERABLE
'Twelveours
are alklwed to place the p ant in
MODE 3. Tj,4-sa
:areasonable time, based on opera Ing
exper~i#ce, to reach MODE. 3 from, ful• power ni,.an rderly
manner Iand. without challenging plant systems..If equirred
1.kS cannot be coiimpleted within their allcwed C,mpl etionm
•imes,~L CO 3,0.3 must be. entered
.

REPLACE WITH-

TSTF-418,

,RANT

n

The. Required Actions have been modified bya, N0o te" hat
allows placing the inoperable channel' in *thebypas
condi,tion for up to
huirs while,perforing routi e
subrveil ance testi nfý f other chaninels. The Note ISID

channel

maintenance and an
additional

'for the

6 hours

~MODEl

reduction as
required by

REPLACE WITH

12
H•

TSTF-418, R2

Required Action'
I .3.

L~.

•

REPLACE WITH
is

wdLAA~dr-UrIIL
Ad
ýLS DU i-LitI 1l4

.

conti nued)
_

_

_

_

3,3-41
b31;,341

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

RTS Instrumentation
B 3-3.1

BASES
ACTION

""

REPLACE WITH::.",.,
12

EPCEWITH

Ref erence' 14

0..1, 01Z D.2.1,:o.2.2.'and 0, (continued)
allows placing the Inoperable chan ei in the bypass
.
.:condition' to allow. setpoint adjust nts of other channels
when required to•reduce. the setpoinl-i accordance.with
other Technic
tions.,, Th: hour, time: imit- is

justifie in efenc
Required tion 0,2.2 has. been modified by a :Note which only

reu r4SR 3.2.4 . 2 to be performed if the Power Range,
S:-Neutron Flux input to QPTR becomes Iinoperable:.- Failuire of a
component in:the Power Range.Neutron FFlux channel whichrenders the High :Flux trip Function .inoperable may not.:
affect the capabi.Ity to monitor QPTR.. As .such, determining
QPTR using the movable incore detectors .once per 12 hours
may not. benecessary,
EI ad E.22
E.

TSTF-ý418,R

S

REPLACE WITH
72,

it ":on
* Power

I

.' td the f
nge.

1ongr actor tri" Functions:

tron Flux-Low:. and

Power Ra ge Neutro

lux-High Positive Rate

'A
known iInoperab 6 hannel
d inthein tripped
condition:within
ours, mus
Placin
d n Pe
he ch'anne.l
the
"tripped:condition results in a part
itri :condition
requiring only one-cut-f-two logic for
ukation of the
two-out of-three trips and oneut-of-thr -1ic
'for
actuation of the two-out-of-four ris.Th
6]hours allowed
to place the 7o-0
hannel In the tripfte condition is
justified in eference 7.
7•
.
If the in erable channel cannot be-placed in the tripI
.. conditi
within the specified Completion Time, the plant
must
placed in a MODE.ýý where -these *Functions .are not
•Trequ6 ed OPERABLE.. An. additi6nal 6 hours is allowed to
1l: e;the plant in MODE 3. 'Six hours is a reasonable time.
. edon operating experience. to place the plant in MODE-•3
from full power in -an orderly manner. and. without challenging
TSF418,': R2.

a The
uired Actionsh
been
a
.allows
ing, the
erable Cha nel .in.the
condition fo
to 4 o•rs whle. rforming
::surveil ance-tes
th other,
:
Cnnels.
.dified.by

ýREPLACE .WITH:,

Reference :14'

REiPLACE

.

Note that

bypassed......
,
rout-'-.
Thel4 Aour. time

ItTHV

12

(cont~inued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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TSTF-418,: R2:.

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

REPLACE WITH

BASES

I

m

11

M.1 add:M

. :TSTF-169, RI
:REPLACE WITH

Condii

te chnnelin
Placng
the tripped condition

.'-:when ::abbve: the PS8:-:'
* se4tpoint:'resu'lts: in a
partial. trip

I

I

TSTF-'41:8: "R2

:

o M appl ies tor the foll ow ng

i3ni.tiate :areactor.

trip Two :trIipped
two
channelin each
RCS loopsS' :are, required.
trip,:'when below, the" P-8
IPetpoit and above the
P-ý7 :setpo6int . This
F-nction does' not have
to, be, OPERABLE below:
P 7' setpoint
the
: becauise .there, i~s no.:.

•loss offlow tr•ip below
-te: P-7setpoin•t.
There is'insuffi.ient"heat prod uc ion: to--,
generate:: D.N B.conditions
below.the P-7 setpoint.
The 72 :hours allo'wed
-to place :thee channe

TF-4118,2

Und rvol tage RCPs;' and

REPLACE.

Unde frequency RCPs..

coiition

-. additional': channel in
tesame, loop toJ

pFunct ions:,
eactor t~rip,

Wit

ne

WITH,'..'!

hannel:inoperable,. th

op,

le

hann 1

12.

pla ed n the..-tripped condition withi 6 .h rs
iaT r~ip"
'resu tsi a p
the tripped condi,ýti
i
chi nel
itnit late
4nnel
-co itionrequiring nly.one a, ditional' ::dbelow:
P-B
ie
t
tpoint
s
P7
the:
'a eactor rip above,
to be OPER BLE below
se p.oint . These Functions, do ot ha
S
oss of flotrip
are.no
the
because
P-7..se
th b
ow
the point
-7 setpoint.: The
hours alowed to p acet he
-i on:.S/justif£ied I:
he: tripped condition
cannel.i
Rfer enc 7. An additional 6 hour.is allowedto reduc:e
chan el, ca nnot
R to beilow P-7:"i f th inoperable.
T ERMAL,
ti
:restored to OPERABLE" status
pecifie in trip ithin
the
r!.tip placed
Time.
pecified Completion

"'

i.lowance of this time inter al takes into consid ratioin the
by the remaining re undan.t
.edundant capabilit prov.d
OPERABLE channel, and' the ow p.robability of occu rence of
an event during this. pern d that mayrrequire thepr)rotec tion
Condition M.
afforded by the Functioo

in

the: tripped condition
:ý:is:*J;uatified' in
ReMference 14. ,.An
additional 6 hours is

:ý::alllowed to reduce
Pwerto below
THERAL
P-7 :if- the :inop90erable

The' Required Acti ons

allows placing the,

a.vel

e

f the o"
surveillance
is justified inme.e•
limit

DELETE::,:ý,

Note that
Y
p• sed
t e

h

"
T. channe

4

ti rm
,hou-

channelZ: cannot be
...
re:stored :.to ":OPERABLE
S:.status'

or plaed

in,:

th
tripihi
spciied Coqmpl.etMon
an.e. of.-."this: time
Al-.
intervai'. takes ""into
the
e
onside-ation
apabiiitty:
redundant
provided by',the

raining redudn

OPE.-RALE channel,
:,6occurrence

durng;thi

,"':-::.:.may' :re~q~

ow:
It6eRac
W -71

fI.

.)no~perv
o r ripj ntion. .With one inchannel-.
rpM i..
must-...bePlcd
channeV:
o~perable:

:

Co nd~itio.n..

"t....

s to

o

Co lnt

...

1Acedn t r~ip' i~i t heý61.,ou~,i
•hn~nel
l~~~the
Pr8\e, po~iln•.
t
UIP•E R niS .:b:.r~et e:6.id: e~h W.he::
EM L
t n
i
n
e . x f:, ::h ou r's• Th i s .\::.ace~s
1
!•.~ e `un i t n iiM DE": .
.
cuse\
A :Setpoint
.t:he":ýE"e
..:• i t ,•..
ý
.Pi•
\to•.OPER•
hL
~e!6
.. . . ...RA
ot avle
doe

and

of6 -an event

peiodthat

:
TftF-418,-••2

re.:the::.::,:.

the, Fnction -ais'iated
.witqh nndition N.

l

REPLACE W1IfTH

B 3;3-46
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES
N.1: and N;.2

ACTIONS

(continued)

•her Rltrip
.Iznctio
provi e core rotectkon, bel \w thet
P-.•: setpo0nt. T
6 ho s allo ed to0hecha
store
siei
to
Urs
OPRABLE s atus o. place *n trip nd the 4 -addi .ionala
.IERMAL
allo•ed
to educe:
are j.:ti--e
in Re
f,.ene..:- OWER t, bel owhe _P-8 etpoi

TSTF-169, R1
DELEPTE

I

The Required Actions have been modified by a Note that
o..ws :pl.acing,.an-iJ.

TSTF-,418, R2

.

REPLACE WITH

con

rable 'channele] in ýt~he bypassed:i ,

6urs wh:iile: performing, .routine
The,

4
1hannels.

also

12

channel may be placed 1by
n

-time

TSTF-418, R2
ýREPLACE WITH:::'
Reference

14

:TSTF-7418

R2

lIM~t.l.!s Jusý T

it•

oneitime

Refe:rence1 7-1.: :'

..

..

.

hour
.-.

0.1 and 0.2TTF4,
Condition 0 applies to Turbine Trip on Low Fluid /il

DIELETE

Pressure. With one channel inoperable, :the inoprabl
#xm<1 must be placed in the tripped condi
'hin
n
=.ours.IT:•l.pac
in the tripped condi t J 0, this results
in a partial trip condition requiring only one ::additional
channel to initiate a reactor trip. -If :the channel cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in the tripped
condition, then power must b ýduced below the P-9 setpoint
'6hours allowed to place t.hp
within th--.
inoperable channel in the tripped conditi.on and the 4 hours
allowed for reducing power are- justified inl:Reference 7

REiPLACE 'WITH
Placing the
channel

TSTF-418" R2
REPLACE :WITH

The Required Actions have been' modified by a -Note that
allows plac'ing the
pable channel .in
the byp
condition for up t
hours while perrformin
e
.
surveillance testi
o
han
1h .4 hour ie

li-mit is:J List I fiednhReference, 7.

Condition P app:l s to the S.
ut from ESFAS reactor trip
and t J S uto atic Trip
gic ih, MODES -I and 2. These
actions addre's 'h tr
orientation'
the :RTS for these

Functions.
TST....,
F: 418,

.

Wit

on

:rain inoperable.ý 6 h*ours are aloe

.2

R.EPLACE WITH

12

!

Watts Bar-Unit 1

TSTF~48,
Pr7

TSTF-418,.P

24

REPLACE WITH

B3

3.47

:.,Reference 14,

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

TSTF418,. R2.
REPLACE WITH.

BASES
"I

TSTF-418 `:R2.::::

RP.1 and. P..2

(continued)

: INSERT-:-.

to reestore: the train :to OPERA LE statu (Requi red
Action P.I) or thepplant mustbe p
i
n MODE 3 within the
.next 6 :hours.. T,
h e Comp Teti onf ime of 6 hours :(Uequired.

The. 24 hours allowed

to restore :the

Action P.1) is reasoniable' cons derin

:inoperable RTS
Auto'maltic Tri Lgc
,.tr ain to:,OPERABLE
justified'.:
statuseý:nis
i.n: Reifereince: 14.

at in,thi s;

Condition, .the 'remaining:OPERA LE train, is: adequate:tob'
perf rm r the ,safety function an given the:ý low, probabi li ty of
an event during this- interval.
The Ompl.etion. Time: of
6.hours (Required Act.ion P.2) Jis reasonable, based on
operating experience, to, reach MODE. 3 from full power .in an
orderly manner and without.challenging plant systems.

TS9TF-411, :Ri_

The Required Actions have b en.modified by a Note that
allows bypassing one train u 'to 4 hours for surveillance
testing, provided the other
4ain: is OPERABLE.

REPLACE WITH
24. hours are.aloed

Q.17' and 0.2
.maintenance'

tCondition.q appliesto the RTBs , 'n MODES I and 2.
:ac'i~s adress .thetr~ain orient.to
fteR~o

These
h

inoperable, 1 hour
h u,.• is' allowed
to be
re'store With,
the one.train,
train to OPERABLE":'sau
P•,LIst
:Ri'

TSITF-4l1,

pLaced in MODL 3 within the next 6hours. The Completion
Time of 6 hoursis reasonable' based on operating
experience, to reach 'MODE 3 from full power in an orderly

INSERT...

The 24 hour-Completion'.Time.ýis:
justified in:
.-.":Reference 15:. :

r urel

TSTF-411,R

h
o

6

odi ed.

ne etnprv
tion

Tmhe

e

heo e

abeen
odifie to

han.wi

toe Not s.ewt

REPLACE WITH

LCon3.it3onr appliesn ato -the
, an P-,v enterof~.
Wiplth
one cannelinopeable ortoeoto-w ortw-ot-f-ou

Pthe"!
i
unit
in
r.eu.-lts
e
in

Mod

Condition C entry
while'RTB:(s)

"

are

ne..chnnl

noerchbne.

inoperable.
The.- Required. Actions,

:have beenm~odified ibyi

a ,Note':':.
:train:i0
to,:
:.:allows
:one Th~e:Note
be byp:a.s .ed fxor pt
4 hours or
.surveillance

:testing,.'

:,provided teote
is. :OPERABLE.::
:.i 'I:h6:u
::e• •:ý:l :: :

train

The 4-hor tielmt

is4- ju
sstilfiedi
in
"::":Reference.:.15".:.:: :i::

1
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tor bnebypassed•tw

or tw-up t-of

o

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1
BASES
ACTIONS

T.I

T.2.1,

and T.2.2

(continued)

TheCompletioo Time of 6'hours is a reasonable time, based
on operating experience. to reach MODE 3 from full power in
an orderly manner, and without challenging plant systems.
With the RTBs open and the plant:in MODE 3, .this trip
Function- is no longer required to be OPERABLE. The affected
RTB ::shall . not be -bypassed while one of: the. diverse features
is. inoperable except:for thbe tierequired to perform.
maintenance -to one,, of, the diverse,.features. The allowable
time formperforni'rnaintenance of the diverse features is
2 hours for the reasons stated .under Condition Q.
The Completion Time of 48.hours for Required Action T.1 is
reasonable considering that in. this Eondition there is one
remaininq diverse, feature for the affected RTB,.and one
OPERABLE..RTB capable of performing the> safety function and
given the low probability:.of an event occurring during this.
T STF-41,

R2

U..Ij ,I U,1.2,

and'u,2:

•i. • "

•

/

.

R EPLACE WITH_72

Condition U applies to
e.Steam Genera
Low- ow reactor trip F nction.

A known inoper able

r Water Level--

hannel must be restored to.

ABLE

status or placed h'the tripped condition withi 6 hours.
Placing the cha el in the tripped condition requires only
-one out of.
logi for actua£tion of the two out of three
trips. Th 6 hours allowed to:place the inoperable channel

in the tr'ipp'e

coIndition! is;J'qstjifie~d in Reference 7...

I f a channel failsit
in. the tripped
ndition
and does not affect the isITOplaced
setpoint calcula ti s [for.. the
remaining OPERABLE channels... It is then. net sary for the
operatorto force the use of the shorter.1T
ime.delay by
adjustment of the single steam generator. ime delay
calculation. (Ts) to .match the ýmultiple
ea•ngenerato r time
delay calcul'atton (TM).for'. the.affect
protection set,
through the Man Machine: Interfacee.:"
STF-418,
EP.ACE WITH

IftePaneQri
:f the inoperabl 6ch
cannt be restre
.placed in
the tripped condition within .the. specified Con.pletioni':Time,

the. plant must be placed in a MODE- where.'these Functions are
required OPERABLE.
An additional 6 hours-is allowed to

1not

Watts-Far-Unit.1

IB 3.3-50,

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1
BASES
ACT IONS,

1U1:.",
U1.1 .2, and U.2

(continued),

place the piafit i~ni
MODE 3.. Six hours is a reasonable time,
based on:: -operating experiiente,, -oto. place the plant in"MODE 3
from MODE • from full power inian orderly manner and without
challenging plant:. systems.
.TSTF-418

R2

.:.REPLACE WITH

14

The. R eq6ired :1.Ac t ions have beenmI o ' fied,
i
by, a,:
Note that
wall'o
placing an i
erable chaann 1 in the bypassed
•condition..for up, to
hhos whiie erforming routine

surveill.ance: testing,
týhe othe:e*r cannel s.
The
e"al.s'o
allows a channel to be' p
ed :in by ass for up' toý4d hours
for testing lof the bypasse ch`annel,
.channel may: be placed.inbyp
s at: a

However, oy:o, Q_,
one tii
.Th
:4hour

TS§TF-'418,P2
REPLACE WITH
12

Cond i tion, V appl i~es to the Vessel 'AT. Equivalent :to: Power.
.reactor tripFunction.
Failure of the vessel AT'channel input (failure of m6re than
one TH RTD or failure of both TC RDs') affects the TTD
calculation for a protection set. This, results in the
requirement that the operator adjust the threshold power
level for. zero seconds time delay from 50% RIP to 0% RTP.
through the Man Machine Interface.
If the inoperable channel cannot be restored or the
threshold power level for zero seconds time dcla' ad~ust...
within the specified Gompletibr, Tiret..the plant Mus.½b•

placed in :.a MODE where these, :F unctAions" are not requ;ru,.e
be OPERABLE. An additional 6 hours is, all owed to p ac!, -plant iJn MODE 3. Six hours iS a reasonable time,. basecd,
operating experience, to pl0ace:the. plant, in MODE 3 fro n.
MODE I f rom :full poWer i n an o'rderly manner and wit hout
cha-lleng.ing. pl.ant systems.

TSTF-418, R.2
REPLACE WITH
12
TSTF-418, R.2
REPLACE-WITH

Watts Bar-Uni-t 2

The...Required Actions have been' modi
a.Note ýt t
all1-ows placing an
anneng
in th bpae
condition Dfor.:up t 4.hours while performing routIn
surveil1ance testing of the other ch.nnes:. Thes
a so
al lows ::a channel.: tobeplaced in bpass, f'or' utD
4 ht rs
for. testinq of the•
channe ..However.,
.bypassed
channel may be placed in: byphas's at• a
ne ttime,.h,
hou),
time limit is justified in Referentes
7.
.
:

B 3.3-51

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES
W.1 and W.2

ACTIONS

(continued)
Condition W applies to, the Tfollowing-.ý reactor trip functioos;

Overtemperature AT;
* Overpower AT; and

, Pressurizer Pressure-High" .-

:

TSTF-741B',.,R2
REPLACE. WITH'
:72 :

A known .inoperab
dn
the tripped
....condition
•within 6.channele
s. Placing the cha hel in the.
tripped conditi
esultsjnapatial tri'p\cond ition
..requiring: only one-out-of-two logic-for act•,t ion of the
two-out-of-three trips and one -outof-three.
ic for;
actuation of the two-outb:tofi--four; trips. The.hours allowed
to place- the Inoperabli
hannel iny the tripped condition is
justified in Referenc7
:

TSTF-`418, R.2
REPLACE WITH
14

TSTJF-7418,'ýR2
REPLACE WITH
.121

If the operable channel cannot be restored or placedin the
trip'.condition within the specified Completion Time, the
plant must be placed in ,-a
:MODE where .these Functions are not
required OPERABLE. 'An additional .6 hours is allowed to
place the plant An MODE 3. Six hours is a reasonable 0time,
based on operating experience, to place :the plant in MODE 3
from full power in an orderly manner 'and without challenging
plant systems.
The Required Actions have been mod'
y a Note th'a
allows placing an'm
anne] in:the.bypassed I
condition for up to
us,wl
ine
su rveillance testi:n
the, othr-channels. Tlhe
Ij'so
allows a channel to.be placed in bypassý f-or up to
, 's
for testing of the bypassed channel.
However, only o
channel
may
be
placed.,
in
bypass
at
a
yone
.time.
Theh]5hour
t i mne:." 1im I i s . st~i fied ,,'
Rýef n e : ::i
:..

TSTF-418, R.2

Condition X applies:,to the folIowirng reactor ]trip functions:
REPLACE WITH

4*Pressurize! Pressure-Low;
14'

* Pressurizes Water LevelI:HiJK; : 'and,

.(Col

Watts Bar-Unit .1

B 3.3-52

TSTF-418,

RIS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

i

R2

.DELETE,

BASES

X.1 and X.2

ACTIONS
TSTF.-418,, -R2

:.
::.the

inoperable channel musdt:-..-1

be ' placdd ih:' thie tripped.

condition' within .72:"
hours. Pla cin .g:the

:

channel. ini:the -tripped 'd
:,condition
-when- abov~e the,
P-7:

setpoint -'results. in
i partial:.trip::onditio
':reqIuiring. onilyp
one
:ýadditiIonal channezlto':

a
:

iniitia.te'area.ctor trip.'
These rFuctionsý, do not
:
b
ýhaIve: to be . OPERA.BLE 1eiow.
the P77: se~tpoint: since
there.:' is :insuf ficient
hetpoducqtion to
gen~erate: 'DNB :c'onditions
below :thew:P-77."setpoint.::
The :72 -hours :atllowed- to
plaia
ceLi the. Chiannel int:.nthe...
':tripped :condition i's.:
justified
in Reference,
14.
An additional 6
:hours is allowed:to
reduce THERMAL POWER to
below P-7 if the
',inoperale: channel cannot
be restored to.OPERABLE .;:

status or placed in: trip
within ~the specified
Completion Time-

...

12
TSTF-418, R.2..
ýREPLACE-:WITH

I

o.WL 4Tw>

With one channel noperable, thee inoperable channel must be
.placed -in the tr ipped- conditifon Within 6 hours.. a,'Placing the
channel inl the tripped conditionh results.. in a partial tri.p.
condi ti on requi-ring: ionly .one additional channel to initiate
.a. reactor trip. above the P-i7.settpoi-nt.ý and' below-,the :P-8:
setpoint. . These 'Functions do .not.IhaVe.: to ..ýbe'OPERABLE below
the P-7 setpoint .bec ause the.re.:::are no: loss of flow trips,
beloW the P-7 •setpoint..: The 6 hours. al-lowed -to-pl.ace::the
channel in the tripped condition is justified in Reference.
7. An additional 6 hours:i:.s :allowed to reduce THERMAL: POWER.
to below%P-7 if the inoperable channel: cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the specified
Completion lime.
Allowance of this time. interval 'takes into. considerationr the
redundant capability provided by the remaining..redundant
OPERABLE channel, and the low .probabi li ty,:of occurrenceý of
an. event during .this period that .may require the .protection
afforded by the Functions associated with, Condition X.
The Required Actions have been modified by-a Note that
allows placing an i
erable channel in the. bypassed
condition for up to
hours'whi
perform ng routine
surveillance tes ig of the other cha
S.
salso
e
allows a channel o be placed in
ass for
F4 ours

for testingq of

e bypassed

ne

.

owever, on.

channel may of'
b placed in Pss at ar3one,
t ime limit
justi
nP•fe:ehenc
Y ",.I a n d

Cond

TSTF-ý418, R2
REPLACE WITH

aJ

ŽQo

REPLACE WITH

With ý.one chainel::•
i nopepr able,th
..

(continued)_

h'.

: ' . .. a" 4'... .::'
ion Y applies.to the"Turbine Tr pI•n Stop.. Val•e
:

Cloure.". With one, two. or three .chan e01s inopable;
.Channel s must be placed in the t ri.p.CoSidit
.i, .
itin| 6: ours. S'ince iall tEe valves must t- trr
:p;,
f ulyy
),.. in order for the reactod• tri p siqnal
a t b
.
ener ted, it is acceptable to place": ore tthan one Turbi r'
to Valve ClosUre channel n tha :tri conditionr.
t
Wicth
or.:. ore channel sin
the trip conditio i., a'pa rti-alI reactor
t p conditsion exists. All of the::rep ailTinngq TurbinQ Stop.
V lye channels are required to iactuati in orlder- to init-iatC
reactor' trip.. If a channel cannot.e restoredto OPERA[..

tatus. or. placed in the. trip.,conditio

At.

r •e•;to below the: P-I9 -setpoint within
The 6 ours 'alowed to place a n. inaoperabl "'
trip condition. and the: 4 hours:_ al owed, fc:
are justified in Reference
.. ... 1,

B 3.3-53
'14

TSTF-418, R2

.

IREPLACE WITH

Watts Bar-Unit 1

T...

PLACE WITH
REPLACEWITH
14

14.

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR

3.3.1.3

SR 3.3.1.3 compares theincore system to the NIS channel.,.,
output every 31 EFPDO: If the .absolute difference is Ž.3%,
the NIS ,channel is stil'IOPERABLE, but must: be readjusted.
If the, NIS channel cannot be properly readjusted, the
channel:.is declared noperable,.: This Surveillance is.
performed to verify the f(AI) input ýto the: Overtemperature
AT Function.
Two. Notes modify SR 3.13.3. Note I indicates that the
excore NIS channel shall be adjusted if t'he' absolute'
difference between the incore' and excore AFD is 23%.
Note: 2 clarifies that the Surveillance is.required only 'if
reactor power is > 15% RTP and that 96 hours is allowed for

performing the first': Surveill.ance after reaching 15%7 RTP!
T4is surveillance i s:7:typically. performed at 50% RTP to
ensure the• results %ofthe evaluation are more accurate and
the.adjustments more reliable. Ninety-six' (96) hours are

allowed to ensure Xenon stability and allow for
instrumentation alig~nments.

The Frequency of every 31EFPD is adequate.
It is based on
unit operating experience, considering instrument
reliability and operating history data for instrument drift.
Also, the slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel cycle
can be detected during this interval.
TSTF- 11, Ri.
REPLACE:WITH
62

::

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a TADOT ever
ays on. a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS., This test shall verify OPERABILITY by
actuation of the end devices.
The RTB test shall1 ilncl:.ude" separate ver.ificat-ion of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms:.I. Independent
verifiication of RTBS undervoltage and shunt..trip Funct.ioni's
not: required. for the bypass breakers. No capability is
provided for performing such 'atest at power. The bypas~s.
breaker test shall include a local shunt; trip. A Note hasbeen added to indicate that this test must be performed on
the bypass breaker prior to placing ýt in, servi ce.

:)
Watts Bar-Unit 1

B•3-3.356

RTS Instrumentation
TSTF-4111, Ri1'

B 3.3.1
TSTF-4 . ,::. i ý .

REPLACE WITH

BASES [
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

92

SR

Icons idering
SR

justified in:'"
Reference 15.

RELC.WITH
92

juistif ied: in..
Reference 15.'

ued

I!t is, base'Aoh industry .operating. e.xperience,
instrunient\rel iabi:iiity' and .:operatingrn h•'i story

I.

I

I

3.3.1L-5

SR 33.1.1":15..i s the perfo

of an: ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.

ysas.on
STAGGERED TEST' BASIS,
The train being tested is
using the semiauttomatic:.tester.
placed in the bypass .condition,thus preventing inadvertent
actuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, :all possible
combinations, with and without applicabble permissives,
l
The SSPSis .tested• ever

are ••

.fr

3a
3

n
each ýprotection Function.

Te Frequency.,of
IL IsI

ays on. a.STAGGERED.TESTi BASIS iadequaLe.
based on. industry operating experience*, conside:ring..
ýinstrument'reliability and operating'history data.
ever .31

SR
REPLACE :WITH:

ot

3.3.1.4:

S:adequate.

REPLACE WITH

.,,REPLACE WITH

I--

3.3.1.6

SR 3.3.1.6 is a calibration of the excore channels to the
incore channels.' If the. measurements do not agree, the
excore channels are not declared inoperable but must be
calibrated to agree with the incore detector measurements.
If the excore channels cannot be adjusted, the channels are
This SurVeillance .is performed to
declared inoperable.
verify the f(WA) input,'to the OvertemPerature aT Function.
A Note modifies SR 3.3.1.6,
The Note states that this
Survelllance is required only if-reactor power is > 50% FT.P
;and that .6 days is allowed for performing tthe first
surveillance after reaching 50% RTP.
It is based on
The Frequency of 92 EFPDU is adequate.
industry operating experience, considering instrument"
reliability and operating history data for instrument dr'.ift.

(conti
Watts Bar-Unit I

B 3.3-157

ed)

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR

31.3.1.7.

SR 3.3,1.7 isthe perfo'rmance, of a'C.OT eveOry

days..
d2

A-COT is performed on each required channel.to ensure theentire channel will perform the intended:: Fnction.
ues specified in
be within the : Allowable:V
Set
:
,:
:
1-1, _:.l:
3 .3. must
Tableoints
TSTF-7'411 :,R1:
:REPLACE WITH
184

'TSTF-411, R1
RELiCE .WITH
15

TSTF-411,- R1
REPLACE WITH
184

The: difference between the current "as found"' values and the
previous, test ."as left" values must be cons'istent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology.. The,.
setpoint shall be left set consistent with the, assumptions
.of the current unit :specific setpoi:nt methodology.
The "as found" and'"as left". values mustl.Iso be recorded
and reviewed for. consistency with-the ass• tions of
References 6.and 7.
SR 3.3.1.7 is modified by a Note.that, this tes shall
include 'verification that the P-1O interlock is in the
required state for the existing unit condition..
ays is justified in Reference 7 except
The Frequency
I is
.
tfication for.Function
for, Fun ctio
..
in IReference, 9.I
provided
SR

3.3,1.8

TSTF"411,. R1
REPLACE. WITH...
Refkerenes :ý9`and 15.

SR 3.3.1.8 is the, performance of a COT as described in
SR 3.3.1.7, except it is modified-bytwo Notes. Note I
provides .a4.hour delay in the requfrement .,to- perform this
Surveillance for source range instrumentation when entering
MODE 3 from MODE 2. This Note allows a'normal shutdown to
.proceed without a delay for testi:ng in MODL 2 and for a
short time in lMODE 3 Until the RTBs are open and SR 3.3.Y. 8
is no longer required:to be performed. If .the unit i s to.. be
in MODE 3 with the:.RTBs closed for :greater than r 4 hours,* .
this Surveillancem•ius"t be per formed wi thin4 -hours after
entry into MODE 3. Note 2 states that this test shall
include I:verificaticn that :the P-6 in terlock, is in the
required state for: the existing uniJt condi tion. The
.
Frequency. is modified by a Note that allows thi s.
to be satisfied if it has been performed with-in
surveillance
31"days prior to reactor startup and 4 :hours after reducing.
power below. P:,10 and P-6. The Frequency of "prior to
•startup" ensures this surveillance is performed prior to.

(continuQd)
Watts Bar-Unit I

B 3.3-58

j?~o

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
.REQUIREMENTS

I

':/

DELETEI

SR

3.3.1.8

(continued,)

critical operations and appl:i'es-to the source and
intermediate range instrument channels.d The :Frequency of "4
hours after. reducing power below P-bO" (applicable to
intermediate channels) and".."4 hours after reducingpower
belOw'.P-6" (.applicable to source range channels) alows a
normal shutdown to. be compl eted: and. the Unit removed from
the MODE of.Applicabii ty0 forthi.s.survei:llance without; a
testing.requi:red b,'y this surveill•ance.
v K
the
's thereaf ter appli es -if'
The Frequency, o e ery
ýplant' remain in
•I he MODE .of ;
after" the initiaal
our hours
r to reactor Istartup
performances-. of:
:M
w r b l o ,,P 1 or P.h~e.
g
,a~fte rr.. ed u c~in

iIity
or this surveil-l.ance is • P-10 for thepower
Ichannels.and. P-61f
rowandjintermediate.range
range
hannels- Once the unit is in MODE,3, this
,
,
surveillance is no -longer required. If ppwer Is to be
maintained < P-iO or < _P-6 for more than 4 hours, then the
testing required by this surveillance must be performed
prior to the expiration of the 4hour limit. Four hours is
te the required testing or place
a reasonable tim
the unit in.a MODE. where thi's surveillance is no Ionger
required. This test ensures that the NISlsource,

'Anliti

EntPrmPtdi.ifP.

an( pnwpr ran4P•-lnw

rh~nnPl

r,.
;rfPFR

R1 F

I

inor to taking the reactor-critical and after reducing
Ipower into the applicable MODE (< P-1O or < P-6) for periods
>4 hours.
SR

3.3.1.9

REPLACE ::WITH

source and intermediatei
.....
.:range channels are.,
OPERABLE channels : .

SR 3.3.1A. is the performance of a TADOT ,and V perforr 0•
every 92 days, as justified i~n Reference 7
cf
-1ificatio.
The SR is modified by a Note that excludes ve
RCP
applies,.to
thi.s..SR
Sitnce
.TADOT.
the
from
:setpoints
undervoltage and unde-frequency relays, setpoint.
veri fication requires - elaborate bench! calibration and i s
accompllished during the CHANNEL.CALIBRATION.

(Continued)
Watts :-Bar-:Unit I
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3,1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR

3.3.1. 11

(continued)

the Surveilllance
the potential for'anunplanned transient.Aif Operating
.
wilth the reactor'.at power..
were performed
experience has shown these,:components usually pass the
Surveillance when performed on the 18:1month Frequency.
SR

3.

.1

.12

SR, 3.-33.1.12 is! the perf6rmance of a COT: of RITS interlocks
every 18 months.,
The Frequency, is based on the known reliability. of 'the

interl~ock~s and thie.mulitichannel redundancy available,

and.

has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.
SR

3.3.1.13

SR 3.311.13 is the performance of a TADOT of.the Manual
Reactor Trip, Reactor Trip from Manual SII, and the Reactor
Trip from Automatic SI Input from ESFAS. This TADOT is
performed every 18 months. The test shall independently
verify the OPERABILITY of the undervoltage and shunt trip
mechanisms for these Reactor Trip Functions for the Reactor
Trip.Breakers. The test shall also verify OPERABILITY of
the.Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers for these Functions.
Independent Verification of the Reactor Tri -Bypass Breakers
undervoltage and-shunt trip mechanisms is not required.
The Frequency .isbased on Jthe knownreliabil]ity of ,the
Functions and the multichannel redundancy available:, and has
been shown to be acceptabl'e through operatiwjg: exp(ehjence.
The SR i s modf ied 'by, a Note that excl udes. verif i.cat ion.1. F,
The. Functions aaf fectfedý hayve, no
seCtpoints "from the, TADOT.
setpoints associated with .theml.TSTF-,.311`
REPLACE .WITH

nDr
the perfi tervos1dyhe
S:e11.3-3 1-14 is
a~s desci bec" .in 'SR::I•
This TADOT)}
FEunCtcions.
:int.e ,rlck w)hene~ver
theunithas :be'ew~i
MOE3. This

p
rifict
..eP COP,"
1
31-;

I. Not:e,!.:s~tate~s t~hat. th i -Surve i llance,:...:. no6t. :r•eq'Uyre-d i f :i't h a s
,-. .,v e r-i..fic Iat.1 on"
the previous 3l day~s,"
UTLht
jee:.tllrufi~

(corti':nuerd'
1Watts Esar-Unit 1

Sý 3.61
3,3-611

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.31
BASES

SURVEILLANCE.
REQUIIREMENTS

SR

33.11,14

(continued)

of the Trip Setpoint does not -have to, be performed for this
Surveil lance,. Performance of thisltest -wi.l
r thAf the.
.P.EPLACE.WITH
exceeding the. P-9
inteirlock.

taking"the

reactor critical. This'.test.cannot be performed:wt.i th
e
reactor at power andmust therefore be- performed' prior to

reactor:, startup.
SR

3.3'.1.15

SR 3.3, 11:15 verifies that the individual channel/train.
actuation, response times are, less . than .Or equal to -the
':maximum: values... assumed in_.the atccident analysis. Response
i,-time6i testing acceptancecri teria are;included in Technical
Requirements Manual. Section 3.3.1 (Ref. 8). . Individual

component response times are not modeled in the analyses.

The analyses model the-overall or total elapsed time, from
the
at which
exceeds the trip setpoint
valuepoint
at the
sensor the
to parameter
the piint..at
which theequipmerit

reaches the requi red functional state (i.e., control and
shutdown rods ful ly l nsert ed in. the reactor'core)..:
For channels. that include dynamic transfer Functions (e.g.,
lag, lead/lag. rate/lag, .etc.). the response time test may
be performed with the transfer Function set to one, with the
resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate
FSAR response time. Alternately. the response time test can
be performed with the time constants set to their nominal
value, providedthe required, response time is analytically
calculated assuming the time constants are set at their
nominal values The response time may be measured by, a
series of sequential tests such that the entiere sponse.
time is measured.

TSTF,-4 11, Ri
.. INSERT

(Re f.

Response time: may be verified by actual response time tests
in any series of sequential ,overlapping or total channel
measurements, or by the summati on of. al located .sensor., signal
processi
ang-aid
actuation logic response:,4times wi tha'ctual
'
response time tests. on• the remai nder of the -channel,
Allocations for sensor response. .timeSmay be obtained from:
(1) hi stori cal records based on acceptab.le response time
tests (hydraulic, "noise. or power interrupttests). (2) 'in
ptace, onsite, or offsite (e.g. vendor): test measurements, or
(3) utilizing vendor. engineering specifications. WCAP-13632P-A Revision 2.; Elimination of Pressure :Sensor Response.Time.,:.1
Testing Requirements" provides the basis and methodology forý 1
usi n". a I a ted, sO€
senjor response ti mes ifn the overa l I
verification of the cha .nel. r#esponse time for ,speci fic
sensors
in the
Response timeby verification
for other:idehtifiedý
sesor types
mustWCAP.
.be demonstrated:
test.,

11),

7(copntint.ueu
Watts Bar-Unit I

Revision 34
Amendment 24

RTS instrumentati on
B 3.3.1
BASE.S
SURVEILLANCE,
REQUTREMENTS.

SR

3:.3.1. 5

(continued)

WCAP-14O36-P-A. Revision 1,.. Elimi.nation of Periodic

Protectin Chnnel Response T'm Test

.

provides the basis

and methodology for using a located .sgna.l processing and

actuation logic response times in thi overall verification of
the protectionsystem .channel:r responk e time The allocations
TST

,

.

INSERT

(Ref.12);

for, sensor ssi gnal conditiningf
andiactuation logic response.
times must be. veritied, prior, to placingthe
nin
component
operational service: and re-verified following. maintenance
that mayi adversely affect response time. In.general.

el ectr.i cal repair, work: does not iimpac rsponse titme provi dad
the parts the~~am
used fo
irepair
are
r: :oftheype typ, andvaue.
anddf
Specific components identified' in the WCAP may be, replaced

without: verification testing. One example .where response time
could be affected is replacing thelsensing assembly of a
transmi tter.

As appropriate. each .channel's response must be verified
every 18 months On a STAGGEPED TEST BASIS.

Testing of the

final actuation devices is included in the testing.
Response times:,cannot :be determined during unit operation
- because equipment operation is
s,'required' to. measure response
times, Experience has shown that these components usually
pass this surveillance when performed at the 18 month
Frequency. Therefore. the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from,.a reli ability standpoint.,
SR 3.3.1,15 is modified by a Note stating that neutron
detectors are excluded from RTSRESPONSE TIME testing, This
Note i s necessary because of1the di fficulty- i n generating an
appropriate detector input signal. Excluding .the detectors
is acceptable because '.the princi-ples of 'detector operation'
ensure a virtually instantaneous response.

Watts..Bar-Unit I

. B.3-62a

Revision. 34
Amendment 24
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BASES

REFERENCES

""1.:.

Watts. Bar FSAR,
Features

v'Jatts:Bar .FSAR,
Controls.

-2.

:iatts

3..

Section 6.0,1

"Engineere4d Safety

Section 7.0'

"Instriamentation and

".

Bar FSAR,: Section 15.:0,

'Accidenýt Anal ys is.

of Electrical and Electronic.Engineers,
Institute
IEEE-279-1971, "Criteria for .Protection Systems for
Nuclear. Power Generating Stations,. April 5, ,197_2..

4.

TSTF-418, R2.,
INSERT
14 YCAP-14 333 P'-,A, Rkevision 1,r "Probabilist~ic Rkliský:
Analysis, of the: RPS :-and ý'ESFAS Test Times and Completion.,

Times," October 1998.::,
15-.
WCAP-15376-ýP-A
of.the

Revision 1, "Risk-Informed Assessment::

RTS and .ESFA.S

Surveillance

Test Intervals and

-"Reactor, Trip Breaker`.Test .:andl Completion Times!,
2003.

March..,

Evaluation of the applicability of WCAP-1027i-P-A,
supplement 1. and Suppleentt 2, Re•'ision 1, to Wa•tt

9.

ISA-

0.

-67.04,

1•982,

"Setp int

for:Nuclear Safety

Relat d Instrumentation Used in Nuclear. Power
Plant
WCAP-I.- 3.-P-A R .vision 2,

1i

Sensor
19906

,Eliminatinti0on
WCAP-1403 -P-A, Revision 1,
Protectio Charinel Response 'Tizie Tests,'
.
1.. 98.

12.

S13.
*

',.•tts Bar-Unit '1

'Eliminat-ion

of

Pressure-:

esponsee Tire Testing. 'Requirements,": Jariuary

Of Periodic
October"

ReV. 0, "ROSý FI-6w Measemcl:nt..Usi
tCAP160 67~*
ApIl
Elbow.Tap Me h(odolojy a t 1Wa t s Bar Unit I
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B 3.3-63

"evision

133

m~endzrment 24, 47

60

ESFAS Instrumentation
8 3.3.2
BASES
ACTIONS

B1],

B.2.1 and B.2.2 -:.(continued).

isolation, fai ure of one or both channels's in one train
:renders the train inOperable.
nCdniti
Bn therefore,
encompasses both situations'. The specified Completion T.ime
is
.reasonable considering that theree are two.automatic
actuation tra ins and, :another" manual i n iatii ion: tra in
OPERABLE for each Function, and thelow probability of an
event .occurring during this interval
If•the train cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status, the plant must be placed in
a MODE in which the: LCO does not appl'y. This is done byplacing the plant in at least MODE 3 with.in an additional
6 hours (54 hours total time) and in MODE 5 within an
additional :30 hours (.84-.hours tot-al tie).
The allowable
Completion Times are

eas onable,

ebased

en operating

experience, to reach the:req6ui:red plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and .without
challenging plant syste.s.
The allowance of 48 hours is
justified in Reference 7.
ýTST]F418,1 R.2:
.

C.]. C.2.1 and C.2.2

INSERT~i'"

The24hours:"
allowed for
restoring the. `
:,inoperable train '.I.,.,
toOPERABL
stat
.?. us, are .:.:"
:jUstified in
Reference: .17,..

Condition C applies to the' automatic actuation logic and
actuation relays for

the following functions:

TF4...
"

•

-

Containment Spray;

REPLACE WITH

Phase A.Isolaticni;

3

* PhaseB, Isolation, An
b

q Automatic Switch'over td Containmeint Sump,.
This. action addresses the ýtra in orientation of the SSPS and
master and slave rely.s
If one t rain is i.noperable,
6 - ours are .allowe d to r store the, traitn:.to OPERABLE status.
41'

ied.Completion Tin.e is, reasonable cons~idering tiat

I2
is :another train5 PERABLE,

F

REPLACE WITH
24
_____________

and :the- low probability of

evnt::occur~ing duri g this inter~valKI tetri
cnotb~e restored to 0ERALE: st atush
ln
utb

TSTF-8,an

_

placed in a: MODE i n wh,'ch the LCO :dobes' not.
c.,apply. This;!. i-s
done by placing the 1.nt in,,
at leastMODE 3 withinh ,an.
addi tiional.: 6:"hours
hours 'total time), and in MODE 5
" :

Watts Bar-Unit 1

.." ....-

B 3.3-102

i_---•

"

(contin~ued)

ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2
BASES
C.,I. C.2..I,

ACTIONS

and C.2.2 (continued)

within an additional 30 hours (42' urs• total time).
The
Completion Timess are r'easona e, ased on :operating
experience, to ,reach the req ired plant -conditi-ons ffrom full
.,power coniditions.in an order y manner.: and without
plant:;, systems.
gingh

....4 ,-e
REPLACWITH

i :6: :60,:i

The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one
train to be bypassed for. up to 4 hours.for surveillance
testing., provided the Other train is OPERABLE.ý This
allowance is based ,on* the reliability analysis :assumption of
WCAP•10271.-P-A (Ref. 7 that:4.hours isý;the average time
required to perform channel surveillance."
D•1.•, 'D.2.1,

and D02.29
TT-418, R

Cond'ition D applies to:
REPLACE.WITH

•

Containment Pressure-High;

*

Pressurizer Pressure-Low;
Steam Line Pressure-Low;

and

TS , Steam Line Pressure-Negative Rate-High.
TSTF-418, R2

:REPLACE WITH.

.

If one channel

is inoperable,

the channel to OPERABLE: statu

6 hours'are allowed to restore
r to place it in the tripped

condition.
Generally.this Condition applies to functions
that operate on two-out-of-three logic. :Therefore, failure
of one channel places the. Function in a two-out-of-two
conf iguration. One channel must be tripped to. place:. the
Funct ion: i n,.ý a one-out -of-three configuration that satisfies
redundancy,::requiremeFtnn ts.
TSTF-418ý, R2ýý
INSERT:,.'.

The72 houirs :a'llow~ed:]to
restore thep channel, to
OPERABLE sitatusi
bc to
or
place it in' the': tripped
condition are justified

.iniReference: 17..

(7cOnti

Watts Bar-Unit I
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ESFAS Instrumentation
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-REPLACE WITH
72

BASES

D.1.1

ACTIONS

D.2•1,

and Q.ý2.2

(continued)

Failure to.: restore the inoperable channel
PERABLE status
hours requires
or place it in the, tripped condition within
the plant be p0l'aced in MODE 3 within the followi~ng 6 hours..
and MODE-4 within the next: 6 h6urs.ZI:
The allowed Completion. Times. are reasonable, based on
operating experience, ,:to reach, the required plant conditions

ut pow.

rom
2:!-i
P.
: .TSTF-418,
REPLACE WITH
12..
TSTF-418, R2,
.DELETE.

ems

LE

n MODE 4, these Functions are

urs al Iow•ed for t es ti n

arjustiie

i

R2.

C

:REPL.CE WITH

Steam Line Isolation Containmnwt Pressure-Hicih Hiqh:.
:.
And.

TStF-418, R2,
REPLACE WITH

ition E applies to:
Containment Spray Containment Pressure-Ifigh High;

12

.
17.s
4•-

o.

fied by aeNote., that"The Required Acti, ns have bee
the bypassed
all ows placi.ng:an: n erable channe
routine
or
condition for up I-t A.hours while
0
The
fother channels.
surveillance test i
ours
4
uppt
for
allows a channel to be placed in bypass
for testing of. the bypassed channel. ýHobwever, on y one
channel maybe placed in bypass at any one time. The
t

TSTF-418,

conditions in an orderly manner and without

nt
challen ý1
no longer requ e

i•:!!:.

.

Containment Phase B Isolation Containment Pressure•High High.

None of. these signals has input to a control. function.
Thus, .two-out:-of-three logic is necessary, to meet acceptable
7twoout-of-three design
prootecti ve requirements. However), a
would .require tripping a :fai l edý: ýchannel . Thi s is
undesirab]le because a singlie fail•re would then, cause
spurious containment spray initiation. Spurious sprayý,
problems.
actuation is undesirable because of the cleanup ned
wi th.1..
Tnhereoe, these chnels aredSig
pe See ted
(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit I
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BASES
ACTIONS

E.1, .E.2.1,

and E.2.2

(continued)

two-out-of-four logic so that
failed channel. may be
bypassed rather than tripped. a Note
that, one-channel may be
bypassed and still satisfy the single failure criterion.
Furthermore, with onel.channel bypassed, a single
instrumentation channel failure: will not spuriously initiate
containment. spray.
ýTSTF-418,R
REPLACE WITH

REPLACE vWITH:: •':
The Required
J,
Actions are
modified by, a
Note that allows
placing
one
channel'ini:
'bypassii:for
:upto0

12 hours while
:.performing,
:-:routine'.

testing.,

The

channel to be
tested
can be

tested in .,bypass.
-with:the

inoper;able:
channel:: alsoin
bypass.
The
time limit
is

jusAtlified in
Reference i17'.'

To. avoid
e inadyertent actuation of containment spray and
. Phase B c .n. ainrnerit: is:i"ol at i ohn the inoperable channel should
not be p1 c;d in the tripped ondititon. Instead it is
bypassed
R storing.the channe1 to OPERABLE status, 'or
placi
i operable channel in the. bypass condition,
W .ithi '6hur, is sufficient to assure that the Function
rEema..AE
and m.inimizes thl:e time that the Function
-may be in a pa ti."aT trip co'ndit.ion (assuming the :inoperable
channel has fai ed.high).
The Completion Time is further
justified based n the low probability of an event occurring
during this inte val; Failure. to. restore the inoperable
channel'to OPER
status, or pllace it in,'the bypassed
condition wilthi 6 hours, requires 'the:plant be placed in
MODE 3 within the ollowing '6 hours and MODE .4 within the
next 6 hours. The allowed Completion Times: are reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in anlorderly manner
and without chall,ýenging plant systems.
In MODE 4, these.'
Functions are no longer required OPERABLE. _

The Requ 'red ýActi n-s -are
dified..
A.No
that 11 ows
a
d6ditiona.
Ia ý.ch
C Iann t.I to b b 'aIssed .f r up.ý
.
t
4
hou
.
r
for
dl
.S rve
rvE i Ilan e testi
a \-h
PI ac dif* sec
e nd
n ch.a
h.,a eel.iUr6n (31
he,
foe
ur
f
t
1
0
by asst con
r 0 t i on -fo Lip to 4ý'ass
hours
4- h f o
esýtjý
1, ,Ipurpp.
IS
\cc
a cIc 0t ab166ý sed om: e Tesa
s ý.l.I s5 o.f 'Re' rence,
e
I
F.I, F.2.1,

and F 2.:2

Condi.tion F appliestto:"
-

Manual

*

Loss' of Offsite Power;-

S

Initiati on of SteamLine Isolation;

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump. Sucti"on' Transfer on Suction
Pressure-Low; and

("ontinued)
Watts Bar-Unit 1
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F;I,

F,2.1•

and F.2.2

(continued)

P-4. Interlock.

TSTF-41&,,:R2

Th'Ie .24 hours.
allowed fo6
<:iirestoringc the
cdhannel to
.:OPERABLE,status
.iorý_to ,plaace:.it: in.
thrpped
condition "are
justifiedý in
17.
Reference

For the.: Manual Ini t i at ion:. and. the P-4. Interl ock Functions
this .action, addresses the tra in orientation of: the :SSPS.
For the Loss of Offsite Power Function, this iction
recognizes the,. lack of manual. trip provision for a failed
.,channel, For the AFW System pump, suction. transfer:channels,
.tis sa
-tion
recognizes that p1acihg a"failed channel: in trip
d!urinq operat ion is not: neceý!sri ly a c0nýryvat jive acti on..!
Spurious trip. of .this functi~on co~ild align the AFW System to
a source that .is not immediately capablle of. supporting pump .
sucti.on.. If a train or channel is inoperable, 48 hours is
al lowed to return it. to OPEABLE status. .The specified
Compl:etion .Time is .. eason bl eý coný ider inhg the natlre of
these Functions,: the aval able red.undancy, and the low
probability of an event.:o cu~rringduring this interval.
If
the Function cannot be re urned to OPERABLE status, the
plant'must b-' placed i.n M DE 3 within the next 6 hours and
NIDDE 4 within the followi gg6 hou•rs.
The all owed. Completion
Times are reasonable, has d on operating experience, to
reach the required plant onditions: f rom full .power in an
orderly manner and withou challenging plant systems.
In
MODE 4, the plant does no. have any analyzed transients or
conditions that require tie explicit use of the protection
functions noted above.

GfIjG..1 and G.2.2
"

.TSTF-418,
R2

REPLACE WITH

:?ii-: 24 ::::::::::::

Condition G appl ies to the a utomatic actuat)ion logic and
actuation relays' fo. the S te am Line: Isolation:and:,AFW
actuation Functions.
The action addresses the t ain orientation of the- SSPS and
the master anid slave elay for these .functions.- If one
train i'sinoperable,
o6-s•• are. all:owed to; restore the
train •.0 OPERABLE status..: The Completion Time for. restorin.g
a train to OPERABLE statusjis reasonable considering that
'there is another train OPERABLE, and.. the low probability of
an event occurring during .this interval.
If the train,
cannot be'returned to OPERABLE status, the" plant must be
broughtI to MiDE 3'.within the next ;6": h9urs and MODE 4':
within
the following 6:.hours.
The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, -based on operatltng .experi.nce,
r
reach the
-

1
7

Watts Bar-Unit I
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G.1, G.2.I and G..2- (continued)
r
requ
ired plant conditfionns from, ful .ipowerconditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems..
Placing the unit in MODE 4 removes all requirements for
OPERABILITY of the protection
channels and actuation
functions.
In.this MODE, the plant does nothave analyzed
transients. or condi•tions:: that require the explic.i.t 'use of
the protection functions noted above.
The Required Actions are modified by a Note that allows one
train to be bypassed for, up to 4 hours for surveillance
testing Provided the other train is OPERABLE.
This
allowance is:based on the reliability analysis (Ref. 7)
assumption that 4 hours is the average time required to
perform channel surveillancel

TSTF- 4 18,
81R2

Hj, H.2.1 and H.2.2

INSERT

Condition H applies to the automatic actuatio

The. 24 hoursý...

actuation relays for the Turbine Trip and Fee
Isolation Function....

:allowed for
i,

restoring

the

logic and
ater

chainnel to

This action addresses the train orientation of the SSPS and
the master an
ave relays for this Function.
If one train
is inoperable
hours are allowed,.to restore :t e train to
OPERABLE sta s or the plant must be.placed in TODE 3 within
6 hours.and
n MODE ;4: i1n the following 6 hours,. The"

OPERABLE.status,,-

or :to: placeb

itint

the.tripped

l"""<condition arei.-;'-:
juis tfied in

:Reference

Completio'

.

17

REPLCEWI.TH24.
_-_..

... .,._.

__

.

..

:

oOPERABLE status i:s

reasonabi, considering that there is another .trai n OPERABLE,
and the:. w probability of an eventoccurring during:this
T nterval•.
1i
The allowed Completion Times are reasonabl e:,
.
to reach MODE 4 'from .full.
based
on
operating
experience,
'power, conditions in.an
o.0rderly manneri and without
4

T..2...

--

ime'. for restori'ng.a train

_

.

challenging.plant
t
These: Functions ,are no longr
required iin MODE 4'. Pl.acing.the plant in MODE 4.removes ;alI
requirents for, OPERABILITY'of the proteCtion channels and
actuation functions.
In this MODE,:the plant does not have
analyzed.transi'ents or conditions that require -the explicit
use of the protection.functions noted above.
The Required Actions are
y'odifiedby
a Note that allows one
.trainto be bypassed for up to 4: hours-for surveillance
testingr provided the :other "train :is OPERABLE.
Th~iS'

allowance is based on the reIiability.:

a

. MPA
Watts Bar-Unit 1
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BASES
H.1, H.2.1 and H.2.2

ACTIONS
:TsTF-418,

R2

-:1:REPLACE. WITH'
:721
TsTF-ý418,ý ýR2
REPLAMCEWITH
The .:72 hours
allowed.to
restore. :the
channelt o 4
dOPERABLE status:.•

or' to place : it iin:
:

the:' trip'ped
condition -are:
j•Ustifiedý Ain:;Reference .17.:

(continued)

assumption that 4 hours is the average time rrequ-ir ed to
perform channel .surveillance.

11, 12-1 and :1.Z. 2• onrdli ti

on

J

Ifoe

ppl

te.

.ýwa:'-w•:t e

hnnlisi

eV
v1: i:;,iH Tg

. Hi

~h.(•

14.)i:,

er

6hur

ne

Fai lure to- restore te

realwed torestore
one channel -to OPERBL sta
tohplace.it.in thetripped
fr
conditi.on." if plac d in the
ipped candition: the Function
i~thenr i n a part~i• trip ýcondi•!•.h••e:-:~+•e~Z}.'
Is
Nus.ýfe2in, efe

i noperabI e channel toO:..0'.P
LE status -or pl ace. 'itin the:
tripped condition withinn6 ours requires ..the. pInt to be.
placed in:MODE 3 in 6 hours. d in MODE 4 inthe fojJowina 6

hours.

The allowed Completion

5

on operating experience, to reach MODE, 4 fro
conditions in an orderly manner:and without
plant systems.
In MODE 4, these Functions a
required OPERABLE.

TST-4r

•R.

REpiLCE WITH:'.,
72

TSTF-418, .R2
REPLACE 'WITH:;"

12.

The RequiredAc
s have b n modified by a Note.that
allows pel
an inoperable .hannel
in bypassed,:condition
for up.t 4 hurs whi1 e perf:or Thg routine. surveiil ance
testing
eerchannel S.. The
e a)lso a] ows a channe.
to be placed in bypass for upo. 4• ours.,: for tes ti ngof: he
bypassed
npz
arn
4ný byp~ass' channel.
att a nyY nen However,
t i mp..:, 'nl
Th e::,v.-oL .ho
si.N._ mav hQ-nI
P;e[':
ai.
t;he!:;-

Wo

norbnl
....

TSTF-418, R2
:..:.:ýREPLACE: WITH:.

'c
J o

n,. .

n e..T-

.?be

..

Iio;n'tr
.. a.. ..

. .

J. I.and J:.2
.Condition J applies to the AFW pump start on trip of all .MFW

pumps:

The. 12 .hourstestingar
justified.'byReference,17..

T~he OPERABILITY of the AFW System mustibe aassuredzby
a l, owting automatic start of :the AFW .Sysitem. pumps. I f a
channel is -inoperable, 48 hours are allowed to, return it to

ti nued)

Watts Bar-Unit I
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J.1 and Jo2.

(continued)

an OPERABLE statu:s.
.If the- function., cannot.be. returned to
an OPERABLE status, 6 hours are allowed to place: the plant
in MODE-3.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
from full power conditions iin an orderly'manner .and without
challenging plant systems.
In MODE 3, the plant does not
have any analyzed transients or conditions that require the
explicit use of the protection function noted above.
The
allowance of 48 hours to return the train to an OPERABLE
status is justified in Reference 7.
K,1•

K.2.1 and K.2.2

Condition K applies to. RWST Level-Low Coincident with•
Safety Injection and Coincident with Containment Sump
Level -High.
RWST Level-Low Coincident With SI and Coincident With
Containment Sump Level -High provides' actuation of
switchover to:the containment sump.
Note that this Function
reauir s,the comparators to.energize to perform their

require
prevent

REPlACITH

failed c
prematur:

72

.....

R"::.EPLACE
WITH .'
10, 17, and

References

tin
The failur~e of up ýto' two chia~n'els will not
operation of this Function. However, p]acing a

in the tripped Condition could' resul:t, in a
to theisump,.prior to the injection of
theminim
vlumever
-om
the RWST.
Piacing 'the' inpera
channel i:
ass r
configurat on: wCh.sa.. asfi
the requirement to al.l]ow.
Another fai ue without. dJ `blng actuation of the...
switchover he
eqUired.R
qthe
tring
channel" to OPERABLE
status or p ci
he inoperab
cannel-in the bypass
condition wi i i :61 hours is: suffi
nt to ensure that the
Function rema n
ERABLE, and minim es the time that the
Fuhction may
in a partial trip condi 'oniassUring the
inoperable cha nel h
1)
T
6 hour, Completion
Time is .justifidin~d
R~ef~ence 7.
I th
annel cýannot be
returned to OPE ABLE
us opaced: in t hebypass
... condition
D
::withi
:6 hours,:: h pant "must
n:-, the
>be brought
d,:Oth
t0to
5
.... .3 .withint
MODE
ollowin
hours and MODE
wthin the
'next 4,u oM5urs. 7 l
o w ::Comp letion Tmes are reasonable,
based on operating experi ence, to reach the requi redplant
iconditio ns...f rom full ' power .condi.tions in .an oder.y manner
and without: chal.l engi-ng plant systems...":IinI MODE 5, the.. plant
n

tc

(cninued)I
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K.1. K.2.1 land K2.22

.(continued.)

does :not have any analyzed transients or conditions that
require the explicit use of: the protection, functions noted
above.
The Requ i red Act ions are modified by a Note that allows
_plac.ing a :second channel in the :bypass :condition foil" up to
4,hours.for surveillance testing. The-total of 12 hours to
reach MODE 3 and 4 hours for a second channel to be bypassed
is acceptable based on the results of Reference 7.
L.2.1 and L.2..2

__LA

Condition L applies to the P-.I.

Th e: Reqired

for. upto:

inoperable, the .operator must verify' that
the interlock is in the required state for the existing unit
condition. This action manually accomplishes the function

one:

of: the interlock.
Determination must be made within I hour.
The 1 hour Completion Time is equal to the time allowed ,by

bypassý-

LCO 3.0.3 to initiate shutdown actions in the event, of a

12:.-hours:

whiIe .:perfodrmingrk

routine
surVeillance

.- ý"testing~
:iThe t i T
channelto-be.
tesited: can'beý

tested inbypass:
with the
inoperabilechannel

also isn bypass.
The time limit is'
justifi'ed :in

interlock.

With one channel

Actions are

modilfieid byir a ýNote
that alows,
-plaacing
channel in,

"

:]

complete loss of ESFAS function.
If the interlock is not in
the required state (or placed in the required state) for the
. h. "
existing plant condition, the .plant must
be placed in MODE 3
within the next 6h*ours.. nd" MODE 4 wiHthinthe f lowing
6 hours. The allowed Completion Tirmes are reasonable, based
on operating experience, to.reach the required plant
conditions .from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and :without challenging plant systems.
Placing the .plant in
MODE 4: removes all requirements for OPERABILITY:of these:
interlocks.

Ref erence .17.

(coniti nued)
Watts Bar-Unit I
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J

M.,I.LM.1.2. and M. 2

(conti nued)
Condition M is applicable to the SG Water
...
Function.
TStF-4!818,: R:2:iA

!l Low-Low

known channel inoperable, must be restored to.
BLE
tus, or placed in :..the tripped! conditin wihhi6
h
ours.
pla ing1trip
the channe
inthe
1codrequiring
part
tripped
itin
r:
n a
condit'ion
only:one< out 0tw 'logic
for ac .,ation of the two outlof thre.rip.
The 6
urs
al I owed
nrnt.p,1 e i;0perab•!
k h
in the:
ed

REPLACE WITH
.:.,t0o restore the-,
Pchannel: to:
O0PERABLE, s~ta'tas: or:
t.o ,place it,

condition, i~s justified -inRe fe~rence 7.
J

TSTF-418,

R2

:.REPLACE'WITH:
:::.are
,

If a c nn0 fals it is plai
in the t•riipped condit ion
an
oes not affect the
hT
etp-o nt calculation s for the
remaining. OPERABLE: cha
s. It is then: necessary for the
operator to forcet
use ofthe shorter TTD Time Delay.by
adjustment of t
single SG time delay calculation (Ts)-to
match the mu
pe SG time delay calculation (TM) for the'
affected
otection set, through the Man-MaChine Interface.

TSTF-418,-' R2
REPLACE WITH,

If the inoperable channel cannot be restored or placed in
the tripped condition within the specified Completion Time,
the plaInt must be placed in MODE 3 within the following.6
hours and MODE: 4 within the next 6 hours.
The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to pl;ace the plant in, MODE 3 from MODE I full
power conditions in an orderly manner.and without
challenging plant systems.
The Required Actions have been modified by a Note.that
allows placing an
rable channel . in. the bypassed

cond itioqn for up

41 ours w4h il1e,. perf ormin riqrout ine

survei ll anceý testi
.:.-i:TSTF-418,,: : R•..
REPLACE WITH

er channels". The Not.

ýal Iows a channel to e ace
for testing o f "t h
y P
L

as Sýfor u
n P

so ,

4 hours
0

0

channel ýmay. be placed, in bypass atV
one. ti4time limit is justifiied in Refernenc d7.1.

our

12

REPLACE WITH:.
17

1(Continued)
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N.I and N.2

ACTIONS
(conti nued)

-Condition N applies to ..the Vessel AT Equivalent. to Power
Function..
Fajilure of the vessel AT channelinput (ffailure of more than
one TH RTO or failure Of both 'T RTDs) -Will affect the TTD
calculation for a protect-ion set. This results:.in the
requirement that the. operator adjust" the./threshold power
level for zero seconds time delay from 50% RTP:to 0% RTP,
through the. Man-Machine Interface:.'
If the inoperable:channel. cannot be. restored or t:he
threshold power level for zero seconds time delay adjusted
within the specifhied Completion Time, the plant: must be
placed in a MODE where this Function is not required to be
An: additional 6 hours is allowed to :place the
OPERABLE.
Six. hours is a reasonable time based on
plant in MODE' 3.
operating experience,- to place the plant in MODE 3 from MODE
I full power conditions in an orderly manner and w~ithout
challenging plant systems.
The Required Actions have been modified .by a Note that
t rrab.le channel: in. the bypassed
allows placing an
condition for up .t o.,4 Fours".whileýperforming routine
also
he other channels. The,
surveillance :testi

[

allows a channel to be ']a

______________
R2re
TSTF`418.,

n

EIT
,

eyas

in b
n

channel may: be pl.aced in, bypas~s at
'time, limi-t is justtified i n Referenc

i

for
hours

ne time..... 1

h

7.

-12

TSTF-41,

P2,

Conditihn 0 applies to

REPLACE WITH
17

-Hi

.If
___

______':______.

Ts.F/.4..
,
REPLACE WITH

Si..justified

t ort`hor South, MSVV Room Water Level

gh.

one channel is inoperablel69: our are -allowed to restore
r.place it ih.the: tripped
that channel to' OPERABLE- st'
condition.
I f pl aced. ii.n
-tripped .-condi tj on, the Function
W e e one'-out-of-two
is .1jen In a partl a I rip
l•gic will resul tz in ýact(uat ion, Th , 6 1,our!sa1"llwedo to
i-•:.:
ace :..the
J .-.ý'.n
,abi , e ha 4,1 1'.
the
.ped conditiOn ion
in Referenc
.
TS T!F-ý418,

1
•: Bar.
- Unit:,.: .:::.".
Watts
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REPLACE WITH
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Referen"eb:.10. and 17ý.
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0.1 and 0.2

(.continued)

Failure to., restoire the:.inoperabl]e.0hAnel
EJRABLE .status
orplace -it i n:the .tripped conditiodn .- th•i 6 ou•rs-.Trequ ires
the pl ant 'to .,be placed in MODE 3wih.. i
h
1-owing. 6
hours. The allowed Complet1ion Time.: .of i s, reasonablee,
based on operating experience,-:too:.reachl MODE 3. from full.
power conditions in an orderl manner and without
challenging plant systems. -In MODEý 3,p :these functions are
no longer required OPERABLE.
TrSTF-4 18, R2.."

The Required Acti ns, a h
modi1filed. by a Note that
allows placing tan
th
perable,
I
hebypassed
condition for up t

12

surveillance 'testi

4hours while pe.fbrming

f the 6ther chAnnels,

limit is justified, in.lTRefernce. .
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

"-

The 4ý our time

The SRs for each E AS Function are identified by the SRs
column of Table 3 .2-1.
.
A Note has bee added to the SR Table to clari fy that
Table 3.3.2-1 etermines which SRs apply. towhich ESFAS
Functions.

TSTF-418, PR.2
"RE'PLACE WITH::

References

10i:andi: 17.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both
trains of theESFAS.
When testing channel'I I train-Aand
train, 8must be examined.
Similarly, train.Aand train B
must be examined wVhen jtesting channel II, channe 11,I1I,i:'and
..channel IV. 'The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and COTs are performed.
in a, manner that is consistent with the assumptions used in
analytical ly calcul at i ng: the.: requi red channel accuracies.

(continued)
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The protection Functions assoc'iated with .the EAGLE-2ITM
Process Protection System have an,. installed bypass.
capability,; and may be tested in either the trip orbypass
mode, as approved. in Reference 7. When testing is performed
in the bypass. mode, the SSIS input"relays are not operated,
The input relays.are checked
as .justified in Reference 10.
during the CHANNEL CALIBRATION:every 18 months.
SR:ý :3.3 2. 1
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every -12 hours, ensures
A
that aIgross failure of instrumentation has not occurred.
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison 'of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a simi.1ar:parameter on other
channe:ls:. It i s based on the assumption'that instrument
channels monitoring: the same parameter should read
approxiriately the same value.. Sign ificant deviations between
the two instrument channels could be an. indication of
excessive instrument drift, in one of the channels or. of
something even more serious. 'ACHANNEL CHECK wi1ll detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
Agreement. criteria are determined by the unit staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
If ýa channel is.
including indication and reliability.
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the
sensor or the signal. processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit.
The Frequency isl base"d onn operating experience that:
demonstrates channel.fa lure .is rare. The CHANNEL CHECK
supplements less formal, but more frequent., checks. of
channels during normal:, operational use of the displays
assoc iated with. the LCO:, requ i red channell s.:.
___

T±STF-411, R1

92

.

. C•TEST.
'of.nCTUATION
LOG
SR 3.3 2.2 is. the erfor
The SSPRS is tested-every 31 dcaysi onh a STAGGERED-TEST. BAS IS,
is,
ethe, The tra In'beitang-.t
er.
semiautomaticites-ed
using
pl0aced in the bypass.condition, thus preventing inadvertent
Through-the semiautomatic tester, al .possible
.actuation.
ves,
e-J:
p
pris:si
logiccobi ,at ion s," th.:. and 'without'' app]
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SR,3.3.2.2

a re :,:tested fo r each protection fonction . In additi on, the
:-master. rela coil1 Is pulse: tested ...for:continuity.T::h::Th is
ven ties that the
ic modules are OPERABLE and that there
is an intact voltage
'
path to the :master. relay coils.

REPLACE WITH

.:-.The Frequency 'of evert: 31 a•ýs on a STAGGERED TiST:
s.
equat .
i
ase
industfkopera.g ep enee,rI

::~:i~.TSTF-:411. 'R~i
92

TS

(cont'rnUe;d),

co, : deri
data.,

irei

nstru. t..

oper

in i

ry"

411,
"R1i.:

'SR 3.3.2:3

0a

REPLACE WITH

SR 3.3.32.3 is .the performance of a: MASTER RELAY;TEST. The
MASTER RELAY TEST is.
the ,ene'rgizing of the master rel.eay,
veri fying :contact.operation and a low voltage _continuity
check of the slave relay coil.. Upon masteý relay contact
operation,.. a low voltageis. injected to the slave:relay
col . ,!n~is voltage is-1,nsu fic ent to ick up the :slave
relay. but large 'enough:to demonstrate s
path.
continuity
. This teston
a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS.
" ....
' ..
I
11
mi ry p~
g xý.ence.
idernin xstrumi

iiin::
.justified
:: -Reference~i 1:8 . :: .

:TSTF-411, Ri
REPLACE WITH
9.2

J

!

,,TSTF-411, RI:

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a COT.
A COT is performed on :each required channel to ensure the
entire channel will perform the intended Function,
Setpoints must be found within, the Allo wabl e Values
specified injTable 3A3.1-1.

'REPLACE WITH:..-: ::

The Frequency of 92:

days
is..justfied
1
.in..Rerencfer'e1.e.:

.:.TSTF-411,

SR 313.2.4

The difference between the-current "as found" values. and the
previous, test.. "as. left" values, must be consistent with.:the
drift allowance used in:the setpoint methodology. The:
setPointý shal'l be left se, cons'ilstent with the assumptions ,
of the ,current. ýunitt,:s.•peci~fic..setpoint methodology...

Ri.

-I

REPLACE WITH_.

The !"as found" and "as left" :'values must ýalso be.
."and revi•ewed for consiste'cy ;with the assumntions
.. L._._"F_ ....
--- ......
qq .....
I ........

Reference: 6:'.:.

U1id1 Y xIi~~
inrdr

IiVtNI:IqNI

IaN~lji
|

%

'"

qte~se~point~met
ble. rind
•

•

"

" % "

•

.

...

I
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1

8 3.3.2

REPLACE WITH
REPLACE. WITH-

eASES
<"18.

_
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SR

3 3.2,4

(..c:(ont
ýnued)

The Frequency, of' 92 as is ýust ifi ed::i n. Referencie
excentý
foCThe
•Frequehcy for' Function.:7
justi fied,
i h:[Refernce 10
..
TSTF-4.11., ::R1Y
RE PLACE WITH
References-, 1 0 and 18.,

`SR

1332.5

SR 3.312.5.i is the, performance of a SLAVE RELAY TESTý. The
.-SLAVE RELAY TEST is the enegi zi ng of the ,slave'relays.
-Contact operation is verifie• •in one of two:ways. Actuation
equipment that may be.. operated in.the design mitigation MODE
"is either allowed.to function:, or -isplaced' in a.condition
"
where'the relay. cohtact operation can be vel-rfied without :
operation of the equipment. ý,Actuation equipment . that may
not be .operated :i n the design mitigation MODE.is prevented
fromloperation. by: the.SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit.: For thi's
latter case. conhtact operation.is Verified by a continuity
check of the circuit containing the slaveI relay.' This test.
ifs: performed every 92 days.. ..The Frequency' is adequate...
based on industry operating experience, considering
instrument reliability and operating history data,.
For.ESFAS slave relays'which. are Westinghouse.type AR
rel ays. the SLAVE RELAY TEST, is performed every 18 months.
The frequency is based on the relay reliability: assessment
presented in Reference 13. This reliability: assessment is.
telay specific and. applies' only to Westinghouse type AR.
relays with AC coils. Note that, for normally energized
applications, the relays may-'require periodic replacement, in
accordance with the guidance given :in Refe'rence 13.
This SR is modified by a Note, Which states4.that performance
'of this test is not requiredjfor those relays tested by SR
3.3.2.7.

SR 3:.3.2.6

,.-:

::.:

.. ::

::,

SR 3.3.2.6 is.the performance of.a TADOT every"92 days..
This.test is a check of the.Loss ]of Offsite Power (Functloni
6.d).AFW- Pump Suction Transfer on.Suction Pressure-Low for
motor driven -and:turbine driven pumps (Functions 6. f and 6.g respectively).• and '"Turbine TrOip. and Fe6dwaterý Isolation :..Main'.:Steam Valve VaUlt Rooms Water&7i-Level
High (Functi.on.
-

5d).
The.SR. is modified by a Note that excludes' verification of,
setpoints for: relays.. RelayI:setpoi.nts require elaborate
.bench calibrationwand are, verified during.CHNNEL
CALIBRATION.
The Frequency is adequate. It
based .on
indus.try operating experience, considerng nstr "ent:

reliability and. operating'hi story data...
(Continued)
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TSTF-411, R1

I

(Reference 15)

test.
e s(hydraul
e-r).:in
(2r
SI
place.
onste or offsise eg.v endcr) test measurements. or
"() utilizing' vend-o r engineeri•g:specif:icat ion
(.I
"WCAP-136321A
Revis
ion 2,
2
l iminat
i n o,,
f •the
Pressure
Respose i•for
Time
....::: P-A
~~TestiR:,
ng, ReqUirements•
prov-ided
"basi-s•Sensor
and .methodo~ogy
us ng-alocate sensor- response times',in, the over 11.

,

:__......

TSTF-411, R1

ir;

INSERT
INSERT

(c. tin u"ed)

verificaition oof :t
:he channei response time.
-for -Spei I C
sensors identifi ed i the WCAP Responet'e veri ficti on
forther:senr -ypes, must be -demonstrated bytest
-..

INSERT

________

SR,3"3"

...........

(Reference 16),

-;CAP 1•4036-P-A,

Revisi•on-.
l
'Eiminati0n of p1rod .
.
Protect~ion, Chann~e1
:ReSponse T~ime •T-ests" provides
::the basisk':
,ted ;S(a_•arIssi o• nq and.
i II ,Lo
ad-method o Y fcr
erIfi-atibdn
times in e ove ra
nespohse
actuati n 'ogic r
othe protec•tion system channnel response t•me• The
,
allocati ons for senssor , si ýIn conditiuor
r
njr, and
Factutati onr
ogic responsse times must"be-vL 'i.fi
e
i:to
ed pfior :
pl acing :the

component in operational service and re-veri f ed, fol l owi g
.maintenance:that may adversely affect response time In.
general, electrical repair work: does not impact response
time provided the parts used for"..repeai:r are of*the same type
Sand value. Specif i ...components ý'identi fied, in, the 1WCAP may be.
repl aced wi thou t .:veri fic at ion testi g. One .iexap le 'where
response: .timeacoul d-be:.affected is replacing the sensing,
assembl' lof a tr~ansmitter.
ESF RESPONSE TIME tests are conducted on an.18 •nth STAGGERED
TEST BASIS, Testing of hefinal actuation-devices, which make
up.-the.:,b~k of the re 'ponsetime.. is included in te testing of
each clhannel
e
The /final actuat•Iion ldev:c e in
rlu
..rain
rT'oneis tested
w~itri each channel
Therefore. staggerd ttestingresults. in. reSponsp
e tIme•.
.eri fýication of these 'devices every 18 months,. The18 month
tFrequenCy is consisten't with the typical refueling cycle and..s
n unbased
nit operating experience, Wh•ch shows that r adom
failures of instrumentton omp-nents csin s ousresponse
ti pdegradajti on. but not channelI fiilure. are i nf requent
occurrences

:(contiued)
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SR 3.3.2.10 (continued)
This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR should be deferred until
suitable test conditions are established. This deferral is required because there
may be insufficient steam pressure to perform the test.
There is an additional note pertaining to this SR on Page 3 of Table 3.3.2-1 of
the Technical Specification, which states the following (Ref. 14):
oto I;: For
the tome poriod b.voon F3b ruy 23, 2000
... .....
tO.b..
r. t. f o
the ext time-tho t......-.e4.e...
..
.
...
.,f, ...... ), the ,esponse
for 1. FSV A.7 027.
timo tost requiremont of SR 3 3 2.10 i; not applicrb

SR 3.3.2.11
SR 3.3.2.11 is the performance of a TADOT as described in SR 3.3.2.8, except
that it is performed for the P-4 Reactor Trip Interlock, and the Frequency is once
per RTB cycle. This Frequency is based on operating experience demonstrating
that undetected failure of the P-4 interlock sometimes occurs when the RTB is
cycled.
The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of setpoints during the
TADOT. The Function tested has no associated setpoint.
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Containment Vent Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

B 3.3
B 3.3.6

INSTRUMENTATION
Containment Vent Isolation Instrumentation

BASES
BACKGROUND

Containment Vent Isolation Instrumentation closes the
containment isolation valves in the Containment Purge
System.
This action isolates the containment atmosphere
from the environment to minimize releases of radioactivity
in the event of an accident.
The Reactor Building Purge
System may be in use during reactor operation and with the
reactor shutdown.
Containment vent isolation is initiated by a safety
injection (SI) signal or by manual actuation.
The Bases for
LCO 3.3.2, "Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Instrumentation," discuss initiation of SI signals.
Redundant and independent gaseous radioactivity monitors
measure the radioactivity levels of the containment purge
exhaust, each of which will initiate its associated train of
automatic Containment Vent Isolation upon detection of high
gaseous radioactivity.
The Reactor Building Purge System has inner and outer
containment isolation valves in its supply and exhaust
ducts.
This system is described in the Bases for LCO 3.6.3,
"Containment Isolation Valves,"

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The containment isolation valves for the Reactor Building
Purge System close within six seconds following the DBA.
The containment vent isolation radiation monitors act as
backup to the SI signal to ensure closing of the purge air
system supply and exhaust valves.
They are also the primary
means for automatically isolating containment in the event
of a fuel handling accident during shutdown.
Conta'inment
isolation in turn ensures meeting the containment leakage
rate assumptions of the safety analyses, and ensures that
the calculated accidental offsite radiological doses are
below 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1) limits.
The Containment Vent Isolation instrumentation satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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(continued)

3.

Containment Radiation
The LCO specifies two required channels of radiation
monitors to ensure that the radiation monitoring
instrumentation necessary to initiate Containment Vent
Isolation remains OPERABLE.
For sampling systems, channel OPERABILITY involves
more than OPERABILITY of the channel electronics.
OPERABILTTY may also require correct valve lineups and
sample pump operation, as well as detector
OPERABILITY, if these supporting features are
necessary for trip to occur under the conditions
assumed by the safety analyses.
Only the AllowabLe Value is specified for the
Containment Purge Exhaust Radiation Monitors in the
LCO.
The Allowable Value is based on expected
concentrations for a small break .OCA, which is more
The Allowable
restrictive than 10 CFR 100 limits.
Value specified is more conservative than the
analytical limit assumed in the safety analysis in
order to account for instrument uncertainties
The actual nominal
appropriate to the trip function.
more conservative than
Trip Setpoint is normally still
If the setpoint.
that required by the Allowable Value.
does not exceed the Allowable Value, the radiation
monitor is considered OPERABLE.

4.

Safety Injection

(SI)

Refer to TCO 3.3.2, Function 1, for all
Functions and requirements.

APPLTCABTLITY

initiating

The Manual Initiation, Automatic Actuation Logic and
Actuation Relays, Safety Injection, and Containment
in MODES 3, 2, 3,
Radiation Functions are required OPERABLE.
and 4, and during movement of irradiated fuel, assemblies
Under these conditions, the potential
within containment.
exists for an accident that could release significant
Therefore,
fission product radioactivity into containment.
the Containment Vent Isolation Instrumentation must be
_5-ee 4v,9I1r70ov' - j4-Sr--,o•t/
OPERABLE in these MODES.

(continued)
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INSERT 1
The plant design basis requires that when moving irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary
Building and/or Containment with the Containment open to the Auxiliary Building
ABSCE spaces, a signal from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors 0-RE-90-102 and 103 will initiate a Containment Ventilation Isolation (CVI) in addition to their normal
function. In addition, a signal from the containment purge radiation monitors 1-RE-90130, and -131 or other CVI signal will initiate that portion of the ABI normally initiated
by the spent fuel pool radiation monitors. These changes will require that the
containment ventilation instrumentation remain operable when moving irradiated fuel in
the Auxiliary Building if the containment air locks, penetrations, equipment hatch, etc are
open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces.

TS Bases 3.3.6

INSERT 2
When moving irradiated fuel inside containment or in the Auxiliary Building with
containment air locks or penetrations open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces, or
when moving fuel in the Auxiliary Building with the containment equipment hatch open,
the provisions to initiate a CVI from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors and to initiate
an ABI (i.e., the portion of an ABI normally initiated by the spent fuel pool radiation
monitors) from a CVI, including a CVI generated by the containment purge monitors, in
the event of a fuel handling accident (FHA) must be in place and functioning. The
containment equipment hatch cannot be open when moving irradiated fuel inside
containment in accordance with Technical Specification 3.9.4.
The ABGTS is required to be operable during movement of irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary
Building during any mode and during movement of irradiated fuel in the Reactor Building
when the Reactor Building is established as part of the ABSCE boundary (see TS 3.3.8,
3.7.12, & 3.9.4). When moving irradiated fuel inside containment, at least one train of
the containment purge system must be operating or the containment must be isolated.
When moving irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary Building during times when the containment
is open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces, containment purge can be operated,
but operation of the system is not required. However, whether the containment purge
system is operated or not in this configuration, all containment ventilation isolation valves
and associated instrumentation must remainoperable. This requirement is necessary to
ensure a CVI can be accomplished from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors in the
event of a FHA in the Auxiliary Building.

Containment Vent Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

BASES
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3.3.6.1

(continued)

are determined by the unit staffs,, based
Ayreement criteria
on: a :combination of the channel .'instrument uncertainties,

including indication:and readability. :'If a chann.elI i s.-i

it may be an indication that -the:
outside the criteria,
sensor or•the signal. processing equipment has drifted,.
-m

outs ide its limit.
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Containment Vent Isolation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6
BAS ES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR

3.3.6.6

SR 3.3.6;.6 is the performance -of a.TADOT.
This test is a
check of the Manual Actuation Functions and is performed
every 18-, months'.
Each Manual Actuation Function is tested
up to, .and including, the master relay coils.
In some
instances, the test,
includes actuation:of 'the end device
(i.e.,
pump starts,
valve cycles, etc.).
For these tests, the relay trip
setpoints are verified and
adjusted as necessary.
The Frequency is based on the- known
reliability
of the Function an
h:,t
e redundancy :.available,
and has been 'shown to be •acceptable throughoperating
experience.
The SR is modified by a Note ithat excludes verification of
setpoints during the TADOT.
The Functions tested have no
setpoints associated wi"th them.
SR

3.3.6.7

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling.
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies thac the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.,
The Frequency is based on operating experience and is
consistent with the typical industry refueling cycle.
REFERENCES

1.

Title 10, Code of federal Regulations, Part 100.11,
"Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population Zone,
and: Population Center Distance.."

2.

NUREG-1366, "Improvement to Technical Specification
Surveillance Requirements," December .1992.

3.

WCAP-13877, Rev. 1. ".Reliability
A$sessment of
Westin'ghouse Type AR Relays Used as SSPS Slave
Relays.," August 1998.

INStRT
4.- WCAP" 15376-P-A,` :Revision- i, Risk-Informed
Assessment of ithe: RTS .and ESFAS: Surveillance::
T'est etIntervals and:MReactor Trip,.ýreaer Test an
Comhpletion Times,"-. March 2003.
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ABGTS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.8

B 3.3
B 3.3.8

INSTRUMENTATION
Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment

(ABGTS)

Actuation

instrumentation

BASES
BACKGROUND

The APGTS ensures that radioactive materials in the fuel
building atmosphere following a fuel handling accident or a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) are filtered and adsorbed
The system is
prior to exhausting to the environment.
described in the Bases for ICO 3.7.12, "Auxiliary Building
The system initiates filtered
Gas Treatment System."
exhaust of air from the fuel handling area, ECCS pump rooms,
and penetration rooms automatically following receipt of a
fuel pool area high radiation signal or a Containment Phase
A Isolation signal.
Initiation may also be performed
manually as needed from the main control room.
High area radiation, monitored by either of two monitors,
Each ABGTS train is initiated by
provides ABGTS initiation.
high radiation detected by a channel dedicated to that
train.
There arc a total of two channels, one for each
train.
High radiation detected by any monitor or a Phase A
tsolation signal from the Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS) initiates auxiliary building
These actions function to
isolation and starts the ABGTS.
prevent exfiltration of contaminated air by initiating
filtered ventilation, which imposes a negative pressure on
the Auxiliary Building Secondary Containment Enclosure

IV

c

T

APPLTCABRE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(ABSCE).

The ABGTS ensures that radioactive materials in the ABSCF.
atmosphere following a fuel handling accident or a LOCA are
filtered and adsorbed prior to being exhausted to the
This action reduces the radioactive content in
environment.
the auxiliary building exhaust following a LOCA or fuel
handling accident so that offsite doses remain within the
limits specified in 10 CPR 100 (Ref. 1).
The ABGTS Actuation Instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

1)
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ABGTS Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.8
BASES
LCO
(continued)

3.

Containment Phase A Isolation
Refer to LCO 3.3.2, Function 3.a,
Functions and requirements.

APPLICABILITY

for all initiating

The manual. ABGTS initiation must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4 and when moving irradiated fuel assemblies in the
fuel handling area, to ensure the ABGTS operates to remove
fission products associated with leakage after a LOCA or a
The Phase A ABGTS Actuation is also
fuel handling accident.
required in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to remove fission products
caused by post TOCA Emergency Core Cooling Systems leakage.
High radiation initiation of the ABGTS must be OPERABLE in
any MODE during movement of irradiated fuel. assemblies in
the fuel handling area to ensure automatic initiation of the
ABGTS when the potential for a fuel handling accident
-v 7',1,
/.S~--5
)'C,
Wv4
ex,.sts.

5&i-TV

While in MODES 5 and 6 without fuel handling in progress,
the ABGT8 instrumentation need not be OPERABLE since a fuel
handling accident cannot occur.

ACTIONS

The most common cause of channel inopcrability is outright
failure or drift sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
Typically, the
by unit specific calibration procedures.
drift Is found to be small and results in a delay of
If the Trip
actuation rather than a total loss of function.
Setpoint is less conservative than the tolerance specified
by the calibration procedure, the channel must be declared
inoperable immediately and the appropriate Condition
entered.
A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the
The Conditions of
application of Completion Time rules.
this Specification may be entered independently for each
Function listed in Table 3.3.8-1 in the accompanying LCO.
The Completion Time(s) of the inoperable channel(s)/train(s)
of a Function will be tracked separately for each Function
starting from the time the Condition was entered for that
Function.

(continued)
Watts Bar-Unit 1
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TS Bases 3.3.8

INSERT 3
The plant design basis requires that when moving irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary
Building and/or Containment with the Containment and/or annulus open to the Auxiliary
Building ABSCE spaces, a signal from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors 0-RE-90102 and -103 will initiate a Containment Ventilation Isolation (CVI) in addition to their
normal function. In addition, a signal from the containment purge radiation monitors 1RE-90-130, and -131 or other CVI signal will initiate that portion of the ABI normally
initiated by the spent fuel pool radiation monitors. These changes will require that the
containment ventilation instrumentation remain operable when moving irradiated fuel in
the Auxiliary Building if the containment and/or annulus air locks, penetrations,
equipment hatch, etc are open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces.

TS Bases 3.3.8

INSERT 4
When moving irradiated fuel inside containment or in the Auxiliary Building with
containment air locks or penetrations open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces, or
when moving fuel in the Auxiliary Building with the containment equipment hatch open,
the provisions to initiate a CVI from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors and to initiate
an ABI (i.e., the portion of an ABI normally initiated by the spent fuel pool radiation
monitors) from a CVI, including a CVI generated by the containment purge monitors, in
the event of a fuel handling accident (FHA) must be in place and functioning. The
containment equipment hatch cannot be open when moving irradiated fuel inside
containment in accordance with Technical Specification 3.9.4.
The ABGTS is required to be operable during movement of irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary
Building during any mode and during movement of irradiated fuel in the Reactor Building
when the Reactor Building is established as part of the ABSCE boundary (see TS 3.3.8,
3.7.12, & 3.9.4). When moving irradiated fuel inside containment, at least one train of
the containment purge system must be operating or the containment must be isolated.
When moving irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary Building during times when the containment
is open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces, containment purge can be operated,
but operation of the system is not required. However, whether the containment purge
system is operated or not in this configuration, all containment ventilation isolation valves
and associated instrumentation must remain operable. This requirement is necessary to
ensure a CVI can be accomplished from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors in the
event of a FHA in the Auxiliary Building.

RCS Loops - MODE 3
B 3.4.5

BASES
ACTIONS
(continued)

D.1, D.2, and D.3
If all RCS loops are inoperable or no RCS loop is in operation, except as during
conditions permitted by the Note in the LCO section, all CRDMs must be
de-energized by opening the RTBs or de-energizing the MG sets. All operations
involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be suspended, and action
to restore one of fhe RCS loops to OPERABLE status and operation must be
initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation for proper mixing, and
opening the RTBs or de-energizing the MG sets removes the possibility of an
inadvertent rod withdrawal. The immediate Completion Time reflects the
importance of maintaining operation for heat removal. The action to restore must
be continued until one loop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.5.1
This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the required loops are in
operation. Verification includes flow rate, temperature, and pump status
monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications and alarms
available to the operator in the control room to monitor RCS loop performance.

/R

3.4.5.2 requ es verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG OPERABILITY is
verified by ensu

g that the secondary side narrow range water level is greater

than or equal to-92 (value does not account for instrument error, Ref. 1) for
required RCS loops. If the SG secondary side narrow range water level is less
than 32%, the tubes may become uncovered and the associated loop may not be
capable of providing the heat sink for removal of the decay heat. The 12 hour
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other indications available in the
control room to alert the operator to a loss of SG level.

(continued)

Revision 29
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
B 3.4.6
BASES
LCO
(continued)

The Note requires that the secondary side water temperature
< 50°F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures before the start of an RCP
with any RCS cold leg temperature < 350 0F. This restraint is to prevent a low
temperature
overpressure event due to a thermal
transient when an RCPi
[
..
started.
An OPERABLE RCS loop comprises an OPERABLE RCP and O/OPERABLE
SG, which has the minimum Water level specified in SR 2.4. .
Similarly for the RHR System, an OPERABLE RHR loop comprises an
OPERABLE RHR pump capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR
heat exchanger. RCPs and RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of
being powered and are able to provide forced flow if required.

APPLICABILITY

In MODE 4, this LCO ensures forced circulation of the reactor coolant to remove
decay heat from the core and to provide proper boron mixing. One loop of either
RCS or RHR provides sufficient circulation for these purposes. However, two
loops consisting of any combination of RCS and RHR loops are required to be
OPERABLE to meet single failure considerations.
Operation in other MODES is covered by:
LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2";
LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3";
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled";
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
LCO 3.9.5, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LCO 3.9.6, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
B 3.4.6

"Col

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

*••''•
Idi"
>

SR 3.4.6.3

..

.

SR 3:4.6.3 requires verifi ation of SG OPERABILITY. SG OPERABILITY is
verified by ensuring that th econdary side narrow range water level is g.eat4•instrument error, Ref. 1). If the SG
than' cr
Ireq"y"n
tr-a
(value aQlfor
secondary side narrow range water level is 1--the tubes may
ot be capable of providing the
become uncovered and the associated loop m
heat sink necessary for removal of decay hea The 12 hour Frequency is
considered adequate in view of other indicati ns available in the control room to
alert the operator to the loss of SG level.
4

O2o,

SR 3.4.6.4
Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that an additional
RCS or RHR pump can be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by verifying
proper breaker alignment and power available to the required pump. The
Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating
experience.

REFERENCES

Watts Bar-Unit 1

1.

Watts Bar Drawing 1-47W605-242, "Electrical Tech Spec Compliance
Tables."
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)
B 3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
BASES
BACKGROUND

In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of the reactor coolant
is the removal of decay heat and transfer this heat to either the steam generator
(SG) secondary side coolant or the component cooling water via the residual
heat removal (RHR) heat exchangers. While the principal means for decay heat
removal is via the RHR System, the SGs are specified as a backup means for
redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot produce steam in this MODE, they
are capable of being a heat sink due to their large contained volume of
secondary water. As long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower
temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will occur. The rate of heat
transfer is directly proportional to the temperature difference. The secondary
function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison,
boric acid.
In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, the reactor coolant is circulated by means of
two RHR loops connected to the RCS, each loop containing an RHR heat
exchanger, an RHR pump, and appropriate flow and temperature instrumentation
for control, protection, and indication. One RHR pump circulates the water
through the RCS at a sufficient rate to prevent boric acid stratification.
The number of loops in operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The
intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least one RHR loop for decay
heat removal and transport. The flow provided by one RHR loop is adequate for
decay heat removal. The other intent of this LCO is to require that a second path
be available to provide redundancy for heat removal.
The LCO provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal capability. The
first path can be an RHR loop that must be OPERABLE and in operation. The
second path can be another OPERABLE RHR loop or maintaining two SGs with
secondary side water levels qwate; than o;• q''•l to 32,4 narrow range to
provide an alternate method for decay heat removal.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled.
B 3.4.7
BASES (continued)
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

In MODE 5, RCS circulation is considered in the determination of the time
available for mitigation of the accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops
provide this circulation.
RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled) have been identified in the NRC Policy
Statement as important contributors to risk reduction.

LCO

Wks,'

T

urpose of this LCO is to re - e that at least one of the RHR loops be
ERABLE and in operation with a dditional RHR loop OPERABLE or two
SGs with secondary side water level ....o
..... - .... r
1 t. 32% narrow range.
One RHR loop provides sufficient forced circulation to perform the safety
functions of the reactor coolant under these conditions. An additional RHR loop
is required to be OPERABLE to meet single failure considerations. However, if
the standby RHR loop is not OPERABLE, an acceptable alternate method is two
SGs with their secondary side water levels

arntnr

th_

-r
-

_@91
1@ to X2%/- narrow

range. Should the operating RHR loop fail, the SGs could be used to remove the

ecay heat.
d
Note 1 allowsýoop
to be inoperable for a period of up to 2 hours,
provided that the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation. This permits
periodic surveillance tests to be performed on the inoperable loop during the only
time when such testing is safe and possible.
Note 2 requires that the secondary side water temperature of each SG be less
than or equal to 501F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures before the
start of a reactor coolant pump (RCP) with an RCS cold leg temperature less
than or equal to 350 0 F. This restriction is to prevent a low temperature
overpressure event due to a thermal transient when an RCP is started.
Note 3 provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to MODE 4 during a
planned heatup by permitting removal of RHR loops from operation when at least
one RCS loop is in operation. This Note provides for the transition to MODE 4
where an RCS loop is permitted to be in operation and replaces the RCS
circulation function provided by the RHR loops.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7
BASES
LCO
(continued)

RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are
able to provide flow if required. A SG can perform as a heat sink when it has an
adequate water level and is OPERABLE.

APPLICABILI FY

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced circulation of the
reactor coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to provide proper boron
mixing. One loop of RHR provides sufficient circulation for these purposes.
However, one additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE, or the
secondary side water level of at least two SGs is required to be greater theR a;
eg-da 4Q 2=4onarrow
range.

-7.4%
I
PS

Operation in other MODES is covered by:
LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2";
LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3";
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4";
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
LCO 3.9.5, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LCO 3.9.6, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS

1)ý* 601b/

A.1 and A.2
RHR loop is inoperable and the required SGs have secondary side water
level§@s
022 narrow range redundancy for heat removal is lost. Action
must be initiated immediately to restore a second RHR loop to OPERABLE
status or to restore the required SG secondary side water levels. Either
Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 will restore redundant heat removal
paths. The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining
the availability of two paths for heat removal.
B.1 and B.2
If no RHR loop is in operation, except during conditions permitted by Note 1, or if
no loop is OPERABLE, all

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7
BASES
ACTIONS

B.1 and B.2 (continued)
operations involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be suspended
and action to restore one RHR loop to OPERABLE status and operation must be
initiated. To prevent boron dilution, forced circulation is required to provide
proper mixing and preserve the margin to criticality in this type of operation. The
immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for
heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.7.1
This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the required loop is in operation.
Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which
help ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency of
12 hours is sufficient considering other indications and alarms available to the
operator in the control room to monitor RHR loop performance.

ýN

-7 ýio

Verifying that at least two SG

e OPERABLE by ensuring their secondary side

narrow range water levelts are

thap Qr eqwal to 32% (value does not

account for instrument error, Ref. 1) narrow range ensures an alternate decay
heat removal method in the event that the second RHR loop is not OPERABLE.
If both RHR loops are OPERABLE, this Surveillance is not needed. The 12 hour
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other indications available in the
control room to alert the operator to the loss of SG level.

SR 3.4.7.3
Verification that a second RHR pump is OPERABLE ensures that an additional
pump can be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat removal and
reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker
alignment and power available to the RHR pump. If secondary side water level
is .r.a... than Gr
.....to 32, narrow range in at least two SGs,

(continued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

BASES
ACTIONS

A.1 (continued)
coincident with an RCS overpressure event could challenge the integrity of the
pressure boundary.

B.1 and B.2
If the Required Action of A.1 cannot be met within the required Completion Time
or if two or more pressurizer safety valves are inoperable, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the requirement does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to
MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. With
any RCS cold leg temperatures at or below 350 0F, overpressure protection is
provided by the COMS System. The change from MODE 1, 2, or 3 to MODE 4
reduces the RCS energy (core power and pressure), lowers the potential for
large pressurizer insurges, and thereby removes the need for overpressure
protection by three pressurizer safety valves.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.10.1
SRs are specified in the Inservice Testing Program. Pressurizer safety valves
-anXIof the ASME
are to be tested in accordance with the requirements ofS-t•
GoC4-the ASME OM Code (Ref. 4), which provides the activities and
Frequencies necessary to satisfy the SRs. No additional requirements are
specified.
The pressurizer safety valve setpoint is ± 3% for OPERABILITY, however, the
valves are reset to ± 1% during the surveillance to allow for drift.

REFERENCES

1.

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, NB 7000, 1971
Edition through Summer 1973.

(continued)
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10
BASES

REFERENCES

2.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Safety Analyses."

3.

WCAP-7769, Rev. 1, "Topical Report on Overpressure Protection for

(continued)

Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors," June 1972.

4.

ASWAMEBir and PrOPcurO Vocol Gods, Section XI,
"Ru-Iao - forF lncr':Ficc InGeption of Nuclear PoWer Pbnt
Comp-eent-ASME OM Code, "Code for Operation and
Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants"
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11
BASES (continued)
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR- 3411.1
Block valve cycling verifies that the valve(s) can be opened and closed if
needed. The basis for the Frequency of 92 days is the ASME OM Code,
SeGoeR X! (Ref. 3). If the block valve is closed to isolate a PORV that is
capable of being manually cycled, the OPERABILITY of the block valve is of
importance, because opening the block valve is necessary to permit the PORV
to be used for manual control of reactor pressure. If the block valve is closed to
isolate an inoperable PORV that is incapable of being manually cycled, the
maximum Completion Time to restore the PORV and open the block valve is
72 hours, which is well within the allowable limits (25%) to extend the block
valve Frequency of 92 days. Furthermore, these test requirements would be
completed by the reopening of a recently closed block valve upon restoration of.
the PORV to OPERABLE status.
The Note modifies this SR by stating that it is not required to be met with the
block valve closed, in accordance with the Required Action of this LCO.
SR 3.4.11.2
SR 3.4.11.2 requires a complete cycle of each PORV. Operating-a PORV
through one complete cycle ensures that the PORV can be manually actuated
for mitigation of an SGTR. The Frequency of 18 months is based on a typical
refueling cycle and industry accepted practice.

REFERENCES

Watts Bar-Unit 1

1.

Regulatory Guide 1.32, "Criteria for Safety Related Electric Power
Systems for Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, February 1977.

2.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.2, "Condition II - Faults of Moderate
Frequency."

3.

ASME OM Code, "Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear
I
Power Plants." ASME Boiler and PFre,,. Veel Code, Sect:-a..nof,nse'ic
N-^uc,*lear
.n.p.c. POWr P
"Rules fr
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COMS
B 3.4.12
BASES
REFERENCES
(continued)

7.

Generic Letter 90-06, "Resolution of Generic Issue 70, 'Power-Operated
Relief Valve and Block Valve Reliability, and Generic Issue 94,
'Additional Low-Temperature Overpressure Protection for Light Water
Reactors,' pursuant to 10 CFR 50.44(0."

8.

ASME OM Code, "Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear
Power Plants." Boiler and PrOssurc Vnessl Code, Section.

9.

Letter WAT-D-9448, "Tennessee Valley Authority Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant Units 1 & 2 Revised COMS PORV Setpoints", August 27, 1994.

Watts Bar-Unit 1

B 3.4-73

Watts Bar-Unit 1

B 3.4-73

RCS PIV LEKAGE
B 3.4.14
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.14.1 (continued)
leakage limit of 0.5 gpm per inch of nominal valve diameter up to 5 gpm
maximum applies to each valve. Leakage testing. requires a stable pressure
condition.
For the two PIVs in series, the leakage requirement applies to each valve
individually and not to the combined leakage across both valves. If the PIVs are
not individually leakage tested, one valve may have failed completely and not
be detected if the other valve in series meets the leakage requirement. In this
situation, the protection provided by redundant valves would be lost.
Testing is to be performed every 18 months, a typical refueling cycle, if the plant
does not go into MODE 5 for at least 7 days. The 18 month Frequency is
consistent with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) (Ref. 8) as contained in the Inservice Testing
Program, is within the frequency allowed by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) OM Code, S #tion l •(Ref. 7), and is based on the need to
perform such surveillances under the conditions that apply during an outage and
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with
the reactor at power.
In addition, testing must be performed once after the valve has been opened by
flow or exercised to ensure tight reseating. PIVs disturbed in the performance of
this Surveillance should also be tested unless documentation shows that an
infinite testing loop cannot practically be avoided. Testing must be performed
within 24 hours after the valve has been reseated. Within 24 hours is a
reasonable and practical time limit for performing this test after opening or
reseating a valve.
The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure associated with MODES 1
and 2. This permits leakage testing at high differential pressures with stable
conditions not possible in the MODES with lower pressures.
Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish the necessary differential
pressures and stable conditions to allow for performance of this Surveillance.
The Note that allows this provision is complementary to the Frequency of prior to
entry into MODE 2 whenever the unit has been in MODE 5 for 7 days or more, if
leakage testing has not been

(continued)
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RCS PIV LEAKAGE
B 3.4.14
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3,4.14.1 (continued)
performed in the previous 9 months. In addition, this Surveillance is not
required to be performed on the RHR System when the RHR System is aligned
to the RCS in the shutdown cooling mode of operation. PIVs contained in the
RHR shutdown cooling flow path must be leakage rate tested after RHR is
secured and stable unit conditions and the necessary differential pressures are
established.

REFERENCES

1.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Section 50.2, "Definitions-Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary."

2.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Section 50.55a, "Codes
and Standards," Subsection (c), "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary."

3.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix A, Section V,
"Reactor Containment," General Design Criterion 55, "Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary Penetrating Containment."

4.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), "Reactor Safety Study--An
Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power
Plants," Appendix V, WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014), October 1975.

5.

U.S. NRC, "The Probability of Intersystem LOCA: Impact Due to Leak
Testing and Operational Changes," NUREG-0677, May 1980.

6,

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 3.9, "Mechanical Systems and Components"
(Table 3.9-17).

7.

ASME OM Code, "Code for Operation. and Maintenance of Nuclear
Power Plants." oilp.cr and PFo.
.u.eVessel Code, S^ction Xl.

8.

Watts Bar-Unit 1

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Section 50.55a, "Codes
and Standards," Subsection (g), "Inservice Inspection Requirements."

B 3.4-86
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2
BASES (continued)
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.5.2.1
Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow path from the ECCS
pumps to the RCS is maintained. Misalignment of these valves could render
both ECCS trains inoperable. Securing these valves in position by removal of
power or by key locking the control in the correct position ensures that they
cannot change position as a result of an active failure or be inadvertently
misaligned. These valves are of the type, described in Reference 6, that can
disable the function of both ECCS trains and invalidate the accident analyses. A
12-hour Frequency is considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls that will ensure a mispositioned valve is unlikely.

SR 3.5.2.2
Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic
valves in the ECCS flow paths provides assurance that the proper flow paths
exist for ECCS operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these were verified to be in the
correct position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A valve that receives an
actuation signal is allowed to be in a nonaccident position provided the valve will
automatically reposition within the proper stroke time. This Surveillance does not
require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the correct position. The
31 day Frequency is appropriate because the valves are operated under
administrative control, and an improper valve position would only affect a single
train. This Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

SR 3.5.2.3
With the exception of the operating centrifugal charging pump, the ECCS pumps
are normally in a standby, nonoperating mode. As such, flow path piping has the
potential to develop voids and pockets of entrained gases. Maintaining the
piping from the ECCS pumps tothe RCS full of water by venting the ECCS pump
casings and accessible suction and discharge piping high points ensures that the
system will perform properly, injecting its full capacity into the RCS upon
demand.* This will also prevent water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of
noncondensible gas (e.g., air, nitrogen, or hydrogen) into the reactor vessel
following an SI signal or during shutdown cooling. The 31 day Frequency takes
into consideration the gradual nature of gas accumulation in the ECCS piping
and the procedural controls governing system operation. Anote i•.3ddod to th_
F -RE YF=PG
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2
BASES
SR 3.5.2.3 (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

*For the accessible locations, UT may be substituted to demonstrate the piping
is full of water. An accessible ECCS high point is defined as one that:
1) Has a vent connection installed.
2) The high point can be vented with the dose received remaining within
ALARA expectations. ALARA for venting ECCS high point vents is
considered to not be within ALARA expectations when the planned, intended
collective dose for the activity is unjustifiably higher than industry norm, or
the licensee's past experience, for this (or similar) work activity.
3) The high point can be vented with industrial safety expectations remaining
within the industry norm.
...

"-

SR: 3.5.2.4

P
dic surveillance testing of ECCS p ps to detect gross degradation caused
y impeller structural damage or other draulic component problems is required
e. This type of testing may be
by .Stoo..4-4-the ASME OM
pump developed head at only one point of the
accomplished by measuring
verifies both that the measured performance is
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the reqluirements..
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nd 3.5.2.6

.

These Surveillances demonstrate that each automatic ECCS valve actuates to
the required position on an actual or simulated SI signal and that each ECCS
pump starts on receipt of an actual or simulated SI signal. This Surveillance is
not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative control. The 18 month Frequency is
based on the need to perform these Surveillances under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for unplanned plant transients if the
Surveillances were performed with the reactor at power. The 18 month
Frequency is also acceptable based on consideration of the design reliability
(and confirming operating experience) of the equipment. The actuation logic is
tested as part of ESF Actuation System testing, and equipment performance is
monitored as part of the Inservice Testing Program,

(continued)
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.5.2.7
Realignment of valves in the flow path on an SI signal is necessary for proper
ECCS performance. These valves are secured in a throttled position for
restricted flow to a ruptured cold leg, ensuring that the other cold legs receive at
least the required minimum flow. The 18 month Frequency is based on the same
reasons as those stated in SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6.
SR 3.5.2.8
Periodic inspections of the containment sump suction inlet ensure that it is
unrestricted and stays in proper operating condition. The advanced sump
strainer design installed at WBN incorporates both the trash rack function and
the screen function. Inspection of the advanced strainer constitutes fulfillment of
the trash rack/screen inspection. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need
to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage, on the need to have access to the location, and because of the potential
for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at
power. This Frequency has been found to be sufficient to detect abnormal
degradation and is confirmed by operating experience.

REFERENCES

Watts Bar-Unit 1

1.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix A, General
Design Criterion 35, "Emergency Core Cooling System."

2.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria
for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Plant."

3.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.3, "Emergency Core Cooling System."

4.

FSAR Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis"

5.

NRC Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R.L. Baer, "Recommended
Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components," December 1, 1975.

6.

IE Information Notice No. 87-01, "RHR Valve Misalignment Causes
Degradation of ECCS in PWRs," January 6, 1987.

7.

W£N License Amendment Reqwest WBNLTS 03-11 dated April 81 2003
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RWST
B 3.5.4
BASES
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

volume. The deliverable volume limit is set by the LOCA and containment
analyses. For the RWST, the deliverable volume is different from the total
volume contained since, due to the design of the tank, more water can be
contained than can be delivered. The minimum boron concentration is an explicit
assumption in the main steam line break (MSLB) analysis to ensure the required
shutdown capability. The maximum boron concentration is an explicit
assumption in the inadvertent ECCS actuation analysis, although it is typically a
nonlimiting event and the results are very insensitive to boron concentrations.
The maximum temperature ensures that the amount of cooling provided from the
RWST during the heatup phase of a feedline break is consistent with safety
analysis assumptions; the minimum is an assumption in both the MSLB and
inadvertent ECCS actuation analyses, although the inadvertent ECCS actuation
event is typically nonlimiting.
The MSLB analysis has considered a delay associated with the interlock
between the VCT and RWST isolation valves, and the results show that the
departure from nucleate boiling design basis is met. The delay has been
established as 27 seconds, with offsite power available, or 37 seconds without
offsite power.

5.4.3, 'RWST," match boron concentrations to the number of tritium produ
bur
e absorbers rods (TPBARs) installed in the reactor core. Wattr
is
authore
lace a maximum of 400 TPBARs into the reactor
n operating
cycle. Generally,
BARs act as burnable absorber rods
mally found in
similar reactor core des
However, unlike burn
absorber rods which lose
.

their poison effects over the Iii

the cycle

e residual effect remains in the

For a large break LOCA Analysis, the minimum water volume limit of 370,000
gallons and the minimum boron concentration limit is used to compute the post
LOCA sump boron concentration necessary to assure subcriticality. This

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

minimum value'-lopandc on thc nembcr of TPBARS in the cr.
oocfiod
tho orO Op
" _Itn"
imite Rop9rt (COLR) for ch epe^ tinq cyic. The large
break LOCA is the limiting case since the safety analysis assumes least negative
reactivity insertion.
The upper limit on boron concentration of 3300 ppm is used to determine the
maximum allowable time to switch to hot leg recirculation following a LOCA. The
purpose of switching from cold leg to hot leg injection is to avoid boron
precipitation in the core following the accident.
In the ECCS analysis, the containment spray temperature is assumed to be
equal to the RWST lower temperature limit of 60'F. If the lower temperature limit
is violated, the containment spray further reduces containment pressure, which
decreases the rate at which steam can be vented out the break and increases
peak clad temperature. The acceptable temperature range of 60°F to 105°F is
assumed in the large break LOCA analysis, and the small break analysis value
bounds the upper temperature limit of 105 0F. The upper temperature limit of
105,F is also used in the containment OPERABILITY analysis. Exceeding the
upper temperature limit will result in a higher peak clad temperature, because
there is less heat transfer from the core to the injected water following a LOCA
and higher containment pressures due to reduced containment spray cooling
capacity. For the containment response following an MSLB, the lower limit on
boron concentration and the upper limit on RWST water temperature are used to
maximize the total energy release to containment.
The RWST satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

The RWST ensures that an adequate supply of borated water is available to cool
and depressurize the containment in the event of a Design Basis Accident
(DBA), to cool and cover the core in the event of a LOCA, to maintain the reactor
subcritical following a DBA, and to ensure adequate level in the containment
sump to support ECCS and Containment Spray System pump operation in the
recirculation mode.
To be considered OPERABLE, the RWST must meet the water volume, boron
concentration, and temperature limits established in the SRs.

(continued)
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Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4

BASES (continued)
ACTIONS

A. 1
When containment pressure is not within the limits of the LCO, it must be
restored to within these limits within 1 hour. The Required Action is necessary to
return operation to within the bounds of the containment analysis. The 1 hour
Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1, "Containment,"
which requires that containment be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour.
the Shieetedfeeta
the Anlsmy
than +0.3

exee thee
,-inn .

pressure be
iment and
r an -0. 1and equal to or less
thsop rton

B.1 and B.2
If containment pressure cannot be restored to within limits within the required
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.4.1
Verifying that containment pressure is within limits (>_ -0.1 and < +0.3 psid relative
to the annulus, value does not account for instrument error, Ref. 3) ensures that
plant operation remains within the limits assumed in the containment analysis.
The 12 hour Frequency of this SR was developed based on operating
experience related to trending of containment pressure variations during the
applicable MODES. Furthermore, the 12 hour Frequency is considered
adequate in view of other indications available in the control room, including
alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal containment pressure condition.

REFERENCES

Watts Bar-Unit 1

1.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2.1, "Containment Functional Design."

2.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix K, "ECCS
Evaluation Models."

3.

Watts Bar Drawing 1-47W605-242, "Electrical Tech Spec Compliance
Tables."
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Containment Spray System

B 3.6.6
BASES
ACTIONS

C.1 and C.2 (continued)
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems. The extended interval to reach MODE 5
allows additional time and is reasonable when considering that the driving force
for a release of radioactive material from the Reactor Coolant System is reduced
in MODE 3.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.6.1
Verifying the correct alignment of manual, power operated, and automatic
valves, excluding check valves, in the Containment Spray System provides
assurance that the proper flow path exists for Containment Spray System
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position since they were verified in the correct position prior
to being secured. This SR does not require any testing or valve manipulation.
Rather, it involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those valves
outside containment and capable of potentially being mispositioned, are in the
correct position,
SR 3.6.6.2
Verifying that each containment spray pump's developed head at the flow test
point is greater than or equal to the required developed head ensures that spray
pump performance has not degraded during the cycle. Flow and differential
head are normal tests of centrifugal pump performance required by Sertic.". X!
of-the ASME OM Code (Ref. 4). Since the containment spray pumps cannot be
tested with flow through the spray headers, they are tested on bypass flow. This
test confirms one point on the pump design curve and is indicative of overall
performance. Such inservice tests confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating abnormal performance.
The Frequency of this SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

(continued)
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Containment Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES (continued)
REFERENCES

Watts Bar-Unit 1

1.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix A, "General
Design Criterion (GDC) 38, "Containment Heat Removal," GDC 39,
"Inspection of Containment Heat Removal System," GDC 40, "Testing of
Containment Heat Removal Systems, and GDC 50, "Containment Design
Basis."

2.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2, "Containment Systems."

3.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix K, "ECCS
Evaluation Models."

4.

ASME OM Code, "Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear
Power Plants," ABolor -nd Pre..u.. Vessei Code, Secftin X!, "Rules
fr nI.R'eieo!scpe-.Vctn o1f,,-1^a PoweI-r Plant C.mpo..nts..
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York.
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HMS

B 3.6.8
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR

3.6.8.3

(continued)

experience has shown that these components usually pass the
SR when performed at the 18 month Frequency, which is based
on the refueling cycle.
Therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

T PORARY
CON
ION

REFERENCES

Watts Bar-Unit 1

LCO 3.6.8 is modified by Notes that provide temporary
requirements for the HMS due to a condition discovered
April 3, 1998, wherein two Train A ignitors (30A and
A)
were found inoperable during surveillance testing.
he
ignitors are located in high radiation and tempe ture areas
of Unit 1 containment and should be repaired
"th the
reactor offline to avoid personnel safety h ards associated
Sth making repairs online.
The Notes a
justified in
Re rence 4 on the basis the HMS will
ill
be capable of
perfo
ing its
intended function.
e Notes establish the
followi
for the temporary perio
(1)

This te orary specific
entry int
ODE 3.

(2)

The BASES of L
.6.8 on page B3.6-51 is modified by
defining that
rain A is considered OPERABLE with
32 of 34 ig tors 0 RABLE.
This allowance is only
permi~tt~e
or the con 'ion where ignitors 30A and
31A ar the only inopera e A-train ignitors.

(3)

C
ITION B of LCO 3.618 is m ified to allow two
Specific containment regions (R ctor Cavity Region
and Steam Generator No. 4 Enclosur Lower Compartment
Region) to have no OPERABLE ignitors
or a period of

(4)

SR 3.6.8.1 is modified
n
to permit
32 ignito
energized for HMS Train A to demonstrate opera
The testing must be performed at an increased
frequency of 46 days.

ion will expire at WBN's next

ty.

1.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.44,
"Standards for Combustible Gas Control Systems in
Light Water-Cooled Power Reactors."

2.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 41, "Containment
Atmosphere Cleanup."

3.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2.5A, "Hydrogen Mitigation
System Description."
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Ice Bed
B 3.6.11

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
B 3.6.11 Ice Bed

"2

BASES
BACKGROUND

The ice bed consists of over 24Q4,5QQ lbs of ice stored in 1944 baskets within
the ice condenser. Its primary purpose is to provide a large heat sink in the
event of a release of energy from a Design Basis Accident (DBA) in containment.
The ice would absorb energy and limit containment peak pressure and
temperature during the accident transient. Limiting the pressure and
temperature reduces the release of fission product radioactivity from containment
to the environment in the event of a DBA.
The ice condenser is an annular compartment enclosing approximately 3000 of
the perimeter of the upper containment compartment, but penetrating the
operating deck so that a portion extends into the lower containment
compartment. The lower portion has a series of hinged doors exposed to the
atmosphere of the lower containment compartment, which, for normal plant
operation, are designed to remain closed. At the top of the ice condenser is
another set of doors exposed to the atmosphere of the upper compartment,
which also remain closed during normal plant operation. Intermediate deck
doors, located below the top deck doors, form the floor of a plenum at the upper
part of the ice condenser. These doors also remain closed during normal plant
operation. The upper plenum area is used to facilitate surveillance and
maintenance of the ice bed.
The ice baskets contain the ice within the ice condenser. The ice bed is
considered to consist of the total volume from the bottom elevation of the ice
baskets to the top elevation of the ice baskets. The ice baskets position the ice
within the ice bed in an arrangement to promote heat transfer from steam to ice.
This arrangement enhances the ice condenser's primary function of condensing
steam and absorbing heat energy released to the containment during a DBA.
In the event of a DBA, the ice condenser inlet doors (located below the operating
deck) open due to the pressure rise in the lower compartment. This allows

(continued)
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Ice Bed
B 3.6.11
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.6.11.2
The weighing program is designed to obtain a representative sample of the ice
baskets. The representative sample shall include 6 baskets from each of the
24 ice condenser bays and shall consist of one basket from radial rows 1, 2, 4, 6,
8, and 9. If no basket from a designated row can be obtained for weighing, a
basket from the same row of an adjacent bay shall be weighed.
The rows chosen include the rows nearest the inside and outside walls of the ice
condenser (rows 1 and 2, and 8 and 9, respectively), where heat transfer into the
ice c
er is miost
nfluence melting or sublimation. Verifying the
aloweight of ice ensures that th
s adequate ice to absorb the required

amount of energy to mitigate the
DBAl,

Pd
1110

If a basket is found to contain less than 4 .•-lbof ice, a representative sample of
20 additional baskets from the same bay shall be weighed. The average weight
of ice in these 21 baskets (the discrepant basket and the 20 additional baskets)
shall be greater than or equal to 42&;lb at a 95% confidence level. [Value does
not account for instrument error.]

Weighing 20 additional baskets from the same bay in the event a Surveillance
reveals that
asket contains is less than .J23.7lb ensures that no local
e exists that i rossly deficient in ice. Such a zone could experience early
melt out during a DBA transient, creating a path for steam to pass through the ice
bed without being condensed. The Frequency of 18 months was based on ice
storage tests and the allowance built into the required ice mass over and above
the mass assumed in the safety analyses. Operating experience has verified
that, with the 18 month Frequency, the weight requirements are maintained with
no significant degradation between surveillances.

(continued)
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Ice Condenser Doors
B 3.6.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.6.12.3
Verifying, by visual inspection, that the ice condenser inlet doors are not impaired
by ice, frost, or debris provides assurance that the doors are free to open in the
event of a DBA. For this unit, the Frequency of 18 months (3 months during the
first year after receipt of license - the 3 month performances during the first year
after receipt of license may be extended to coincide with plant outages) is based
on door design, which does not allow water condensation to freeze, and operating
experience, which indicates that the inlet doors very rarely fail to meet their SR
acceptance criteria. Because of high radiation in the vicinity of the inlet doors
during power operation, this Surveillance is normally performed during a
shutdown. The ......--.... .. f-cqu
as,,,,, , .J b- ,fi
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SR 3.6.12.4
Verifying the opening torque of the inlet doors provides assurance that no doors
have become stuck in the closed position. The value of 675 in-lb is based on the
design opening pressure on the doors of 1.0 Ib/ft2 . For this unit, the Frequency of
18 months (3 months during the first year after receipt of license - the 3 month
performances during the first year after receipt of license may be extended to
coincide with plant outages) is based on the passive nature of the closing
mechanism (i.e., once adjusted, there are no known factors that would change
the setting, except possibly a buildup of ice; ice buildup is not likely, however,
because of the door design, which does not allow water condensation to freeze).
Operating experience indicates that the inlet doors usually meet their SR
acceptance criteria. Because of high radiation in the vicinity of the inlet doors
during power operation, this Surveillance is normally performed during a
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Ice Condenser Doors
B 3.6.12
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.6.12.5
The torque test Surveillance ensures that the inlet doors have not developed
excessive friction and that the return springs are producing a door return torque
within limits. The torque test consists of the following:
1.

Verify that the torque, T(OPEN), required to cause opening motion at the
400 open position is < 195 in-lb;

2.

Verify that the torque, T(CLOSE), required to hold the door stationary
(i.e., keep it from closing) at the 400 open position is > 78 in-lb; and

3.

Calculate the frictional torque, T(FRICT) = 0.5 {T(OPEN) - T(CLOSE)},
and verify that the T(FRICT) is < 40 in-lb.

The purpose of the friction and return torque Specifications is to ensure that, in
the event of a small break LOCA or SLB, all of the 24 door pairs open uniformly.
This assures that, during the initial blowdown phase, the steam and water mixture
entering the lower compartment does not pass through part of the ice condenser,
depleting the ice there, while bypassing the ice in other bays. The Frequency of
18 months (3 months during the first year after receipt of license - the 3 month
performances during the first year after receipt of license may be extended to
concide with plant outages) is based on the passive nature of the closing
mechanism (i.e., once adjusted, there are no known factors that would change
the setting, except possibly a buildup of ice; ice buildup is not likely, however,
because of the door design, which does not allow water condensation to freeze).
Operating experience indicates that the inlet doors very rarely fail to meet their
SR acceptance criteria. Because of high radiation in the vicinity of the inlet doors
during power operation, this Surveillance is normally performed during a
shutdown. The ur-'!.--olenc frgquncw
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Ice Condenser Doors
B 3.6.12
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

REFERENCES

SR 3.6.12.7
Verifying, by visual inspection, that the top deck doors are in place, not
obstructed, and verifying free movement of the vent assembly provides assurance
that the doors are performing their function of keeping warm air out of the ice
condenser during normal operation, and would not be obstructed if called upon to
open in response to a DBA. The Frequency of 92 days is based on engineering
judgment, which considered such factors as the following:
a.

The relative inaccessibility and lack of traffic in the vicinity of the doors
make it unlikely that a door would be inadvertently left open;

b.

Excessive air leakage would be detected by temperature monitoring in the
ice condenser; and

c.

The light construction of the doors would ensure that, in the event of a
DBA, air and gases passing through the ice condenser would find a flow
path, even if a door were obstructed.

1.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.0, "Accident Analysis."

2.

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix K, "ECCS
Evaluation Models."
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Shield Building
B 3.6.15
BASES (continued)
ACTIONS

A.1
In the event shield building OPERABILITY is not maintained, shield building
OPERABILITY must be restored within 24 hours. Twenty-four hours is a
reasonable Completion Time considering the limited leakage design of
containment and the low probability of a Design Basis Accident occurring during
this time period.
B.1
The Completion Time of 8 hours is based on engineering judgment. The normal
alignment for both EGTS control loops is the A-Auto position. With both EGTS
control loops in A-Auto, both trains will function upon initiation of a Containment
Isolation Phase A (CIA) signal. In the event of a LOCA, the annulus vacuum
control system isolates and both trains of the EGTS pressure control loops will
be placed in service to maintain the required negative pressure. If annulus
vacuum is lost during normal operations, the A-Auto position is unaffected by the
loss of vacuum. This operational configuration is acceptable because the
accident dose analysis conservatively assumes the annulus is at atmospheric
pressure at event initiation. (Ref. 3) A Note has been provided which makes the
requirement to maintain the annulus pressure within limits not applicable during
venting operations, required annulus entries, or Auxiliary Building isolations not
-_-________
__F_________________________
,-J,

,.-+,.

Shield Building
B 3.6.15
BASES
ACTIONS

B.1 (continued)

C.1 and C.2
If the shield building cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.15.1
Verifying that shield building annulus negative pressure is within limit (equal to or
more negative than - 5 inches water gauge, value does not account for
instrument error, Ref. 2) ensures that operation remains within the limit assumed
in the containment analysis. The 12 hour Frequency of this SR was developed
considering operating experience related to shield building annulus pressure
variations and pressure instrument drift during the applicable MODES.
SR 3.6.15.2
Maintaining shield building OPERABILITY requires maintaining each door in the
access opening closed, except when the access opening is being used for
normal transient entry and exit. The 31 day Frequency of this SR is based on
engineering judgment and is considered adequate in view of the other indications
of door status that are available to the operator.

(continued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1
BASES (continued)

LCO

The accident analysis requires that five MSSVs per steam generator be
OPERABLE to provide overpressure protection for design basis transients
occurrirLagt4 99.69; RTP. The LCO requires that five MSSVs per steam
ekI,• e OPERABLE in compliance with Reference 2 and the DBA analysis.
ge
The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open upon demand
within the setpoint tolerances to relieve steam generator overpressure, and
reseat when pressure has been reduced. The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is
determined by periodic surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program.
This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform their designed safety
functions to mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in a
challenge to the RCPB, or Main Steam System integrity.

APPLICABILITY

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, five MSSVs per steam generator are required to be
OPERABLE to prevent Main Steam System overpressuration.
In MODES 4 and 5, there are no credible transients requiring the MSSVs. The
steam generators are not normally used for heat removal in MODES 5 and 6,
and thus cannot be overpressurized; there is no requirement for the MSSVs to
be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate Condition.
entry is allowed for each MSSV.
With one or more MSSVs inoperable, action must be taken so that the available
MSSV relieving capacity meets Reference 2 requirements.
Operation with less than all five MSSVs OPERABLE for each steam generator is
permissible, if THERMAL POWER is limited to the relief capacity of the
remaining MSSVs. This is accomplished by restricting THERMAL POWER so
that the energy transfer to the most limiting steam generator is not greater than
the available relief capacity in that steam generator.

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1
BASES
ACTIONS
(continued)

B.1 and B.2
In the case of multiple inoperable MSSVs on one or more steam generators, with
a reactor power reduction alone there may be insufficient total steam flow
capacity provided by the turbine and remaining OPERABLE MSSVs to preclude
overpressurization in the event of an increased reactor power due to reactivity
insertion, such as in the event of an uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at
power. The 4 hour Completion Time for Required Action B.1 is consistent with
A.1. An additional 32 hours is allowed in Required Action B.2 to reduce the
setpoints. The Completion Time of 36 hours is based on a reasonable time to
correct the MSSV inoperability, the time required to perform the power
reduction, operating experience in resetting all channels of a protective function,
and on the low probability of the occurrence of a transient that could result in
steam generator overpressure during this period.
The maximum THERMAL POWER corresponding to the heat removal capacity
of the remaining OPERABLE MSSVs is determined using a conservative heat
balance calculation as described above (Action A.1) and in the attachment to
Reference 6. The values in Specification 3.7.1 include an allowance for
instrument and channel uncertainties to the allowable RTP obtained with this
algorithm.
Required Action B.2 is modified by a Note, indicating that the Power Range
Neutron Flux-High reactor trip setpoint reduction is only required in MODE 1. In
MODES 2 and 3 the reactor protection system trips specified in LCO 3.3.1,
"Reactor Trip System Instrumentation," provide sufficient protection.
C.1 and C.2
If the Required Actions are not completed within the associated Completion
Time, or if one or more steam generators have > 4 inoperable MSSVs, the plant
must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the plant must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in
MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.1.1
This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by the
verification of each MSSV lift setpoint in accordance with
the Inservice Testing Program. The ASME OM Code,

reeti.e..*XI(Ref.

4),

requires that safety and relief valve tests be

(continued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.1.1 (continued)
ant-aerc .anc. - *.with ANISI/4A.SME GM 1 1987-

performed as follows:
N . '!

L7=.

a.

Visual examination;

b.

Seat tightness determination;

c.

Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting); and

d.

Compliance with owners seat tightness criteria;

(Ref. ). I

The ASME OM Code ........... tan.dad requires that all valves be tested
every 5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves be tested every 24 months.
Additional test frequency requirements apply during the initial five year period.
215

.........

d

in.Refar.nc.

. The ASME OM Code specifies the activities and

frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements. Table 3.7.1-2 allows a ± 3%
setpoint tolerance for OPERABILITY; however, the valves are reset to ± 1%
during the Surveillance to allow for drift. The lift settings, according to
Table 3.7.1-2 correspond to ambient conditions of the valve at nominal operating
temperature and pressure.
This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and operation in MODE 3
prior to performing the SR. The MSSVs maybe either bench tested or tested in
situ at hot conditions using an assist device to simulate lift pressure. If the
MSSVs are not tested at hot conditions, the lift setting pressure shall be
corrected to ambient conditions of the valve at operating temperature and
pressure.
REFERENCES

1.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 10.3, "Main Steam Supply
System."

2.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section III, Article NC-7000, 'Overpressure Protection," Class 2
Components.

3.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.2, "Condition II - Faults
of Moderate Frequency," and Section 15.4, "Condition
IV- Limiting Faults."

4.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, (ASME) OM Code, "Code
for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants," Reii-

and sscurc Vessel Gode, Soction Xl.

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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NRC Information Notice 94-60, "Potential Overpressurization of the Main
Steam System," August 22, 1994.
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MSIVs
B 3.7.2

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)
The Frequency is in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program or
18 months. The 18 month Frequency for valve closure time is based on the
refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.. Therefore,
the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.
This test is conducted in MODE 3 with the unit-at operating temperature and
pressure, as discussed in Reference 5 exercising requirements. This SR is
modified by a Note that allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to
performing the SR. This allows a delay of testing until MODE 3, to establish
conditions consistent with those under which the acceptance criterion was
generated.

REFERENCES

1.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 10.3, "Main Steam Supply System."

2.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.2, "Containment Systems."

3.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.4.2.1, "Major Rupture of a Main Steam
Line."

4.

10 CFR 100.11.

5.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, OM Code, "Code for
Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants,". 8ei4eF aR4-

Pressurc Vesse$Code, SectiGA XI,

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
B 3.7.3

Main Feedwater lsolation Valves (MFIVs) and Main Feedwater Regulation Valves
(MFRVs) and Associated Bypass Valves

BASES
BACKGROUND

The MFRVs isolate main feedwater (MFW) flow to the secondary side of the
steam generators following a high energy line break (HELB). The safety related
function of the MFIVs is to provide the second isolation of MFW flow to the
secondary side of the steam generators following an HELB. Closure of the
MFIVs and associated bypass valves or MFRVs and associated bypass valves
terminates flow to the steam generators. The consequences of events occurring
in the main steam lines or in the MFW lines downstream from the MFIVs will be
mitigated by their closure. Closure of the MFIVs and associated bypass valves,
or MFRVs and associated bypass valves, effectively terminates the addition of
normal feedwater to an affected steam generator, limiting the mass and energy
release for steam line breaks (SLBs) or FWLBs inside containment, and reducing
the cooldown effects for SLBs.
The MFIVs and associated bypass valves, isolate the nonsafety-related portions
from the safety related portions of the system. In the event of a secondary side
pipe rupture inside containment, the valves limit the quantity of high energy fluid
that enters containment through the break.
One MFIV and one MFRV are located on each 16 inch MFW line. One bypass
MFRV and one bypass MFIV are located on a smaller 6 inch startu flow
feedwater line. Both the MFIV and bypass MFIV are located in the ifnain steam
valve vault close to containment.

6//eed~fr0

(continued)
Wafts Bar-Unit 1
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3
BASES

L.•1

\I

D.1

ý
)he

With on MFIV or MFRV bypass valve in one or more flow paths inoperable,
action
st be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status within
72 hour The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and the low probability of an event
occurring during this time period that would require isolation of the MFW flow
paths. The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience.

--

v-Jc

,.function.

With an MFIV and MFRV in the same flow path inoperable, there may be no
redundant system to operate automatically and perform the required safety
Under these conditions, at least one valve in the flow path must be
restored to OPERABLE status, or the affected flow path isolated within 8 hours.
This action returns the system to the condition where at least one valve in each
flow path is performing the required safety function. The 8 hour Completion Time
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to complete the actions required
to close the MFIV or MFRV, or otherwise isolate the affected flow path.

E.1
With two bypass valves in the same flow path inoperable, there may be no
redundant system to operate automatically and perform the required safety
function. Under these conditions, at least one valve in the flow path must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours. The Completion Time of 8 hours
is consistent with Condition D.

(continued)
Watts Bar-Unit 1
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 32.7.3

BASES
ACTIONS
(continued)

C.1
Withobne.MFIV or-MFRV bypass valve'in one or more flow paths
inoperable, action, must., be taken to restore the' affected
valy.vet to OPERABLE, status within 72 *hours..:,TW
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that would require isolation-of theMFNW flow paths.
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Completion .Time Is reasonable, based .on
operat ing experience,
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Withan MFIV and MFRV in the same flow path inoperable,
there may be no redundant system to operate automatically
and. perform the required safety function.
Under these
conditions, at least one valve in the flow path must be
restored to OPERABLE status, or, the affected, flow path
isolated within 8 ,hours. This action returns the system to
the-condition where at least one valve in each flow path is
The.8:8.hour
performing the required'"safety function.
Completion Time is reasonable', based on operating
oxperience,. to completethe actiOns, required,'to close, the
'MIV~or MFRV, or otherwise isolate the affected, flow path.
E.1
Wit~h :two bypass, valves in, the. same, flow pathf' inoperable,
-there-niay be no redundant, system' to',operate "aotbmatically
and perform the required safety function. 'Under these
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

BASES
ACTIONS

E.1 (continued)
conditions, at least one valve in the flow path must be restored to OPERABLE
status within 8 hours. The Completion Time of 8 hours is consistent with
Condition D.
F.1 and F.2
If the MFIV(s) and MFRV(s) and the associated bypass valve(s) cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status, or the MFIV(s) or MFRV(s) closed, or isolated
within the associated Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be placed
in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.3.1
This SR verifies that the closure time of each MFIV, MFRV, and associated
bypass valves is _ 6.5 seconds on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The
MFIV and MFRV closure times are assumed in the accident and containment
analyses. This Surveillance is normally performed upon returning the unit to
operation following a refueling outage. These valves should not be tested at
power since even a part stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve closure
with the unit generating power. This is consistent with the ASME OM Code,
S=etion X! (Ref. 2), quarterly stroke requirements during operation in MODES 1
and 2.
The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program
or 18 months. The 18 month Frequency for valve closure is based on the
refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month Frequency.

continued)
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3
BASES (continued)
REFERENCES

1.

FSAR, Section 10.4.7, "Condensate and Feedwater Systems."

2.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, OM Code, "Code for
Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants,". Bngtr-and

Proccuro

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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AFW System
B 3.7.5
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.7.5.2
Verifying that each AFW pump's developed head at the flow test point is greater
than or equal to the required developed head ensures that AFW pump
performance has not degraded during the cycle. Flow and differential head are
normal tests of centrifugal pump performance required by S,,tioaP--4 efthe
ASME OM Code (Ref. 2). Because it is undesirable to introduce cold AFW into
the steam generators while they are operating, this testing is performed on
recirculation flow. This test confirms one point on the pump design curve and is
indicative of overall performance. Such inservice tests confirm component
OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. Performance of inservice testing discussed in the
ASME OM Code, Se ....R.XI (Ref. 2) (only required at 3 month intervals)
satisfies this requirement. The 31 day Frequency on a STAGGERED TEST
BASIS results in testing each pump once every 3 months, as required by
Reference 2.
This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR should be deferred until
suitable test conditions are established. This deferral is required because there
may be insufficient steam pressure to perform the test.
SR 3.7.5.3
This SR verifies that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate steam generator
in the event of any accident or transient that generates an ESFAS, by
demonstrating that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct
position on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This Surveillance is not
required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required
position under administrative control. The 18 month Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were
performed with the reactor at power. The 18 month Frequency is acceptable
based on operating experience and the design reliability of the equipment. This
SR is modified by a Note that states that the SR is not required in MODE 4.
MODE 4 does not require automatic activation of the AFW because there is a
sufficient time frame for operator action. This is based on the fact that even at
0% power (MODE 3) there is approximately a 10 minute trip delay before
actuation of the AFW system to allow for operator action. In MODE 4 the heat
removal requirements would be less providing more time for operator action.
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

REFERENCES

Watts Bar-Unit 1

SR 3.7.5.5
This SR verifies that the AFW is properly aligned by verifying the flow through
the flow paths from the CST to each steam generator prior to entering MODE 2
after initial fuel loading and prior to subsequent entry into MODE 2 whenever the
unit has been in any combination of MODES 5 or6 for greater than 30 days.
Operability of AFW flow paths must be verified before sufficient core heat is
generated that would require the operation of the AFW System during a
subsequent shutdown. The Frequency is reasonable, based on engineering
judgment and other administrative controls that ensure that flow paths remain
OPERABLE. To further ensure AFW System alignment, flow path
OPERABILITY is verified following extended outages to determine no
misalignment of valves has occurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from
the CST to the steam generators is properly aligned.

1.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 10.4.9, "Auxiliary Feedwater System."

2.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, OM Code, "Code for
Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants," goie.e-and
P,--SUre V86601 Code, SGction X1.

B 3.7-33

I

CST
B 3.7.6
BASES
APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

power.
Single failures that also affect this event include
the following:
a.

Failure of the diesel generator powering the motor
driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam generators
(requiring additional steam to drive the remaining AFW
pump turbine); and

b.

Failure of the steam driven AFW pump (requiring a
longer time for cooldown using only one motor driven
AFW pump).

These are not usually the limiting failures in
consequences for these events.

terms of

A nonlimiting event considered in CST inventory
determinations is a break in either the main feedwater
bypass line or AFW line near where the two join.
This break
has the potential for dumping condensate until terminated by
operator action.
This loss of condensate inventory is
partially compensated for by the retention of steam
generator inventory.
Because the CST is the preferred source of feedwater and is
relied on almost exclusivexly for accidents and transients,
the CST satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

•jJ!
I'

As the preferred water source to satisfy accident analysis
assumptions, the CST must contain sufficient cooling water
to remove decay heat for 2 hours following a reactor trip
inn!9.6%RTP, and then to cool down the RCS to RHR entry
conditions, assuming a coincident loss of offsite power and
the most adverse single failure.
In doing this, it must
retain sufficient water to ensure adequate net positive
suction head for the AFW pumps during cooldown, as well as
account for any losses from the steam driven AFW pump
turbine, or before isolating AFW to a broken line.
The CST level required is equivalent to a usable volume of.
> 200,000 gallons, which is based on holding the unit in
MODE 3 for 2 hours, followed by a cooldown to RHR entry
conditions at 50°F/hour.
This basis is established in
Reference 4 and exceeds the volume required by the accident
analysis.

(continued)
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
B 3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS)

BASES
BACKGROUND

i.
Bases Insert 1,

The CREVS provides a protected environment from which epeFatem occupants
can control the unit following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity, hazardous
chemicals, or smoke.

i

The CREVS consists of two independent, redundant trains that recirculate and
filter the airin the control room envelope (CRE) ai- and a CRE boundary that
limits the inleakage of unfiltered air. Each CREVS train consists of a high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, an activated charcoal adsorber section for
removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, valves or
dampers, doors, barriers,and instrumentation also form part of the system.
The CREVS is an emergency system, parts of which also operate during normal
unit operations.
Actuation of the CREVS occurs automatically upon receipt of a safety injection
signal in either unit or upon indication of high radiation in the outside air supply.
Actuation of the system to the emergency mode of operation, closes the
unfiltered outside air intake and unfiltered exhaust dampers, and aligns the
system for recirculation of the Gnr#94 reem air within the CRE through the
redundant trains of air handling units, with a portion of the stream of air directed
through HEPA and the charcoal filters. The emergency mode also initiates
pressurization and filtered ventilation of the air supply to the CRE entroG ree-m.
Pressurization of the CRE Antrel r-ee.m prevents infiltration of unfiltered air from
the surrounding areas of the building.
A single CREVS train operating at a flow rate of 4000 cubic feet per minute
plus or minus 10 percent (includes less than or equal to 711 cubic feet per
minute pressurizationflow) will pressurize the CRE entreI -em to a minimum
0.125 inches water gauge with respect tAothe o.u.ttide•• atmo.phere and adjacent
areas relative to external areasadjacent to the CRE boundary. The CREVS
operation in maintaining the CRE GGctr e roem habitable is discussed in the
FSAR, Section 6.4 (Ref. 1).
Redundant supply and recirculation trains provide the required filtration should an
excessive pressure drop develop across the other filter train. Normally open

Watts Bar-Unit 1
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BASES
BACKGROUND
(continued)

isolation dampers are arranged in series pairs so that the failure of one damper
to shut will not result in a breach of isolation. A portion of the CREVS supply air
ducting serving the main control room consists of round flexible ducting,
triangular ducting constructed of duct board, and connecting metallic flow
channels called air bars. These components are qualified to Seismic Category
1(L) requirements, which will ensure 1) the ducting will remain in place, 2) the
physical configuration will be maintained such that flow will not be impeded, and
3) the ducting pressure boundary will not be lost during or subsequent to a SSE
(Ref. 53). The remaining portions of CREVS are designed in accordance with
Seismic Category I requirements (Ref. 64).
The CREVS is designed to maintain a habitableenvironment in the CRE the
control room environment
o
for 30 days of continuous occupancy after a Design
Basis Accident (DBA) without exceeding a 5 rem whole body dose or its
equivalent to any part of the body.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The CREVS components are arranged in redundant, safety related ventilation
trains. The location of components and ducting within the CRE centrel roem

envelope ensures an adequate supply of filtered air to all areas requiring access.
The CREVS provides airborne radiological protection for the CRE occupants
control room operators, as demonstrated by the CRE control room accident dose
occupant dose analyses for the most limiting design basis loss of coolant
accident, fission product release presented in the FSAR, Section 15.5.3
(Ref. 2-5).

Bases Insert 2

h

rho

analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the toxicity limits are not
the RoFtrol room follo)Wing a toxi •c •chemial release, as pesGRnted in

)veeded in

The worst case single active failure of a component of the CREVS, assuming a
loss of offsite power, does not impair the ability of the system to perform its
design function.
The CREVS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

Two independent and redundant CREVS trains are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that at least one is available assuM ng if a single active failure disables
the other train. Total system failure, such as from a loss of both ventilation
trains or from an inoperable CRE boundary,could result in exceeding a dose
of 5 rem whole body or its equivalent to any part of the body to the CRE
occupants to tho centrol room operator in the event of a large radioactive
release.

(continued)
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BASES
The Each CREVS train is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to limit CRE occupant operate exposure are
OPERABLE i4 both trains. A CREVS train is OPERABLE when the associated:

LCO
(continued)

a.
b.

HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively restricting flow,
and are capable of performing their filtration functions; and

c.

Ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, and air circulation can
be maintained.

I

BasesInsert 3

APPLICABILITY

S

Fan is OPERABLE;

t control
In addition. tho

I

m

I I

rOom oouna, y must
mai•ntanR-,ed.,
Rnclu.g• tho ir teggity
of the wal!c, floors, ceilings, ductwork, and accos, d.oor.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies, the CREVS must be OPERABLE to ensure that the CRE will
remain habitable control operator cxposuro during and following a DBA.
In MODES 5 and ef 6, the CREVS is required to cope with the release from the
rupture of a waste gas decay tank.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the CREVS must be OPERABLE
to cope with the release from a fuel handling accident.

ACTIONS

A. 1
When one CREVS train is inoperable, for reasons other than an inoperable
CRE boundary, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within
7 days. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE CREVS train is adequate to
perform the CRE occupant Gcotreo roeo protection function. However, the
overall reliability is reduced because a sinele failure in the OPERABLE CREVS
train could result in loss of CREVS function. The 7 day Completion Time is based
on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and ability of
the remaining train to provide the required capability.

(continued)
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B.1, B.2 and B.23
BasesInsert4
C.1 and C.2
In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CREVS train or the CRE boundary
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time,
the plant must be placed in a MODE that minimizes accident risk. To achieve
this status, the plant must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
GD.1 and GD.2
In MODE 5 or 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, if the
inoperable CREVS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the
required Completion Time, action must be taken to immediately place the
OPERABLE CREVS train in the emergency mode. This action ensures that the
remaining train is OPERABLE, that no failures preventing automatic actuation will
occur, and that any active failure would be readily detected.
An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately suspend activities that
could result in a release of radioactivity that might require isolation of the CRE
Gentrl r-eem. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes the accident
risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.
DE.1
If both CREVS trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, due to actions taken
as a result of a tornado, the CREVS may not be capable of performing the
intended function because of loss of pressurizing air to the control room. At least
one train must be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours or the unit must
be placed in a MODE that minimizes accident risk. To achieve this status, the
plant must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within
36 hours. The 8 hour restoration time is considered reasonable considering the
low probability of occurrence of a design basis accident concurrent with a
tornado warning.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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E-F.1
In MODE 5 or 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies with two
CREVS trains inoperable or with one or more CREVS trains inoperabledue
to an inoperable CRE boundary,action must be taken immediately to suspend
activities that could result in a release of radioactivity that might ente. require
isolation of the CREGcotr! reefm. This places the unit in a condition that
minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a
safe position.
F-G. 1
If both CREVS trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, for reasons other than
Condition B or Condition PE the CREVS may not be capable of performing the
intended function and the plant is in a condition outside the accident analyses.
Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.10.1
Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they function
properly. As the environment and normal operating conditions on this system are
not too severe, testing each train once every month provides an adequate check
of this system. The systems need only be operated for > 15 minutes to
demonstrate the function of the system. The 31 day Frequency is based on the
reliability of the equipment and the two train redundancy availabiity.
SR 3.7.10.2
This SR verifies that the required CREVS testing is performed in accordance with
the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The CREVS filter tests are in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 36). The VFTP includes testing the
performance of the HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum flow rate,
and the physical properties of the activated charcoal. Specific test Frequencies
and additional information are discussed in detail in the VFTP.

(continued)
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Bases Insert-5

SR 3.7.10.3
This SR verifies that each CREVS train starts and operates on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. The Frequency of 18 months is based on industry
operating experience and is consistent with the typical refueling cycle. The
.p..•fied
in Regulator,' Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3).
F=requncY Of 18 mo•t•hs iS
0D
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Thai.; SR verifies the integrity Of the contro~l room encE)Losur, and the assumed
inloakage rates of the potentially contaminate-d air. The control room positive
pressdure, With reSpect to Potetially contamrinated adjacent areas, is perodically
twated to Vei

pro+per func.tioning Of the
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mode of

operation, the CREVS is designed to pressurize the conRtrol room > G.125 ice
w-ater gauge p..it.ve pressure with respect to the ot.sid.e atmsphere -Ad
adjacent areas in order to preP-Venrt u.nfile'r-ed inleakage. The PRES i•sdesigRed
to maint.ain

this, positive pressure with one train at a makeup flew rate _ 711 cfAm

and a rocircu-ation flew rate -'_2960 and !
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The Frequenc'y of
consistent with the guidance
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Watts Bar FSAR, Section 6.4, "Habitability Systems."
Consequences of a
Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.5.3, "dEnvir.onntal

PosFtu-lated LossF of CoatAcdn.
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3.

Regulatory Guido 1.52, Rev. 2, "Design, T-esting,-and4
Maintenance Criteria for Poest Accident Engineerd Safety Feature
Atmosphere Cleanup Sy+tem.A^ir Filtration- and Adsorption Uits
+of Light
Water Cooled N••l-ea Pewer Plants."

4.

NUREG 0800, Standard Review Plan, Section 6.4, "Control Room
Habitability System," Rev. 2, July 1981.

5.

Watts Bar FSAR, S8octi•o 3.7.3.18, "Se;ismOic Qualicaonf Main Control
Room Suspended Ceiling and Air DeliVery Components."

6.

NRC Safety E-valuation dated February 12, 2004, for License
Amendmen t 50
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WBN Technical Specification (TS) Change TS-07-14
Inserts for Proposed Bases Changes

Bases Insert 1:
The CRE is the area within the confines of the CRE boundary that contains the spaces that
control room occupants inhabit to control the unit during normal and accident conditions. This
area encompasses the control room, and may encompass other non-critical areas to which
frequent personnel access or continuous occupancy is not necessary in the event of an accident.
The CRE is protected during normal operation, natural events, and accident conditions. The CRE
boundary is the combination of walls, floor, roof, ducting, doors, penetrations and equipment that
physically form the CRE. The OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary must be maintained to ensure
that the inleakage of unfiltered air into the CRE will not exceed the inleakage assumed in the
licensing basis analysis of design basis accident (DBA) consequences to CRE occupants. The
CRE and its boundary are defined in the Control Room Envelope Habitability Program.

Bases Insert 2:
The CREVS provides protection from smoke and hazardous chemicals to the GRE occupants.
The analysis of hazardous chemical releases demonstrates that the toxicity limits are not
exceeded in the CRE following a hazardous chemical release (Ref. 1 and 2). The evaluation of a
smoke challenge demonstrates that it will not result in the inability of the CRE occupants to
control the reactor either from the control room or from the remote shutdown panels (Ref. 1
and 2).
Bases Insert 3:
In order for the CREVS trains to be considered OPERABLE, the CRE boundary must be
maintained such that the 'CRE occupant dose from a large radioactive release does not exceed
the calculated dose in the licensing basis consequence analyses for DBAs, and that CRE
occupants are protected from hazardous chemicals and smoke.
The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the CRE boundary to be opened intermittently under
administrative controls. This Note only applies to openings in the CRE boundary that can be
rapidly restored to the design condition, such as doors, hatches, floor plugs, and access panels.
For entry and exit through doors, the administrative control of the opening is performed by the
person(s) entering or exiting the area., For other openings, these controls should be
proceduralized and consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in
continuous communication with the operators in the CRE. This individual will have a method to
rapidly close the opening and to restore the CRE boundary to a condition equivalent to the design
condition when a need for CRE isolation is indicated.
Bases Insert 4:
If the unfiltered inleakage of potentially contaminated air past the CRE boundary and into the
CRE can result in CRE occupant radiological dose greater than the calculated dose of the
licensing basis analyses of DBA consequences (allowed to be up to 5 rem whole body or its
equivalent to any part of the body), or inadequate protection of CRE occupants from hazardous
chemicals or smoke, the CRE boundary is inoperable. Actions must be taken to restore an
OPERABLE CRE boundary within 90 days.

WBN Technical Specification (TS) Change TS-07-14
Inserts for Proposed Bases Changes
Bases Insert 4 (continued):
During the period that the CRE boundary is considered inoperable, action must be initiated to
implement mitigating actions to lessen the effect on CRE occupants from the potential hazards of
a radiological or chemical event or a challenge from smoke. Actions must be taken within 24
hours to verify that in the event of a DBA, the mitigating actions will ensure that CRE occupant
radiological exposures will not exceed the calculated dose of the licensing basis analyses of DBA
consequences, and that CRE occupants are protected from hazardous chemicals and smoke.
These mitigating actions (i.e., actions that are taken to offset the consequences of the inoperable
CRE boundary) should be preplanned for implementation upon entry into the condition,
regardless of whether entry is intentional or unintentional. The 24 hour Completion Time is
reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use
of mitigating actions. The 90 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the determination that
the mitigating actions will ensure protection of CRE occupants within analyzed limits while limiting
the probability that CRE occupants will have to implement protective measures that may
adversely affect their ability to control the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition in
the event of a DBA. In addition, the 90 day Completion Time is a reasonable time to diagnose,
plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the CRE boundary.
Bases Insert 5:
This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary by testing for unfiltered air inleakage
past the CRE boundary and into the CRE. The details of the testing are specified in the Control
Room Envelope Habitability Program.
The CRE is considered habitable when the radiological dose to CRE occupants calculated in the
licensing basis analyses of DBA consequences is no more than 5 rem whole body or its
equivalent to any part of the body and the CRE occupants are protected from hazardous
chemicals and smoke. This SR verifies that the unfiltered air inleakage into the CRE is no greater
than the flow rate assumed in the licensing basis analyses of DBA consequences. When
unfiltered air inleakage is greater than the assumed flow rate, Condition B must be entered.
Required Action B.3 allows time to restore the CRE boundary to OPERABLE status provided
mitigating actions can ensure that the CRE remains within the licensing basis habitability limits for
the occupants following an accident. Compensatory measures are discussed in Regulatory
Guide 1.196, Section C.2.7.3 (Ref. 7), which endorses, with exceptions, NEI 99-03, Section 8.4
and Appendix F (Ref. 8). These compensatory measures may also be used as mitigating actions
as required by Required Action B.2. Temporary analytical methods may also be used as
compensatory measures to restore OPERABILITY (Ref. 9). Options for restoring the CRE
boundary to OPERABLE status include changing the licensing basis DBA consequence analysis,
repairing the CRE boundary, or a combination of these actions. Depending upon the nature of
the problem and the corrective action, a full scope inleakage test may not be necessary to
establish that the CRE boundary has been restored to OPERABLE status.
Bases Insert 6:
2.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 9.4, "Air Conditioning, Heating, Cooling, and Ventilation
Systems."

3.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 3.7.3.18, "Seismic Qualification of Main Control Room
Suspended Ceiling and Air Delivery Components."

4.

NRC Safety Evaluation dated February 12, 2004, for License Amendment 50.

WBN Technical Specification (TS) Change TS-07-14
Inserts for Proposed Bases Changes
Bases Insert 6 (continued):
5.

Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.5.3, "Environmental Consequences of a Postulated Loss of
Coolant Accident."

6.

Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Post
Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and
Adsorption Units of Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."

7.

Regulatory Guide 1.196, Revision 0, "Control Room Habitability at Light-Water Nuclear
Power Reactors"

8.

NEI 99-03, "Control Room Habitability Assessment," June 2001.

9.

Letter from Eric J. Leeds (NRC) to James W. Davis (NEI) dated January 30, 2004, "NEI
Draft White Paper, Use of Generic Letter 91-18 Process and Alternative Source Terms in
the Context of Control Room Habitability." (ADAMS Accession No. ML040300694).
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Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment System (ABGTS)

BASES
BACKGROUND

The ABGTS filters airborne radioactive particulates from the
area of the fuel pool following a fuel handling accident and
from the area of active Unit 1 ECCS components and Unit 1
penetration rooms following a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA).
The ABGTS consists of two independent and redundant trains.
Each train consists Of a heater, a prefilter, moisture
separator, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter,
two activated charcoal adsorber sections for removal of
gaseous activity (principally iodines), and-a fan.
Ductwork, valves or dampers, and instrumentation also form
part of the system.
A second bank of HEPA filters follows
the adsorber section to collect carbon fines and provide
backup in case the main HEPA filter bank fails.
The
downstream HEPA filter is not credited in the analysis.
The
system initiates filtered ventilation of the Auxiliary
Building Secondary Containment Enclosure (ABSCE) exhaust air
following receipt of a Phase A containment isolation signal
or a high radiation signal from the spent fuel pool area.
The ABGTS is a standby system, not used during normal plant
operations. During emergency operations, the ABSCE dampers
are realigned and ABGTS fans are started to begin
filtration. Air is exhausted from the Unit 1 ECCS pump
rooms, Unit 1 penetration rooms, and fuel handling area
through the filter trains.
The prefilters or moisture
separators remove any large particles in the air, and any
entrained water droplets present, to prevent excessive
loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers.
The ABGTS is discussed in the FSAR, Sections 6.5.1, 9.4.2,
15.0, and 6.2.3 (Refs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The ABGTS design basis is established by the consequences of
the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA),
which is a fuel
handling accident.
The analysis of the fuel handling
accident, given in Reference 3, assumes that all fuel rods
in an assembly are damaged.
The analysis of the LOCA

:ontinued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

assumes that radioactive materials leaked from the Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS) are filtered and adsorbed by the
ABGTS.
The DBA analysis of the fuel handling accident
assumes that only one train of the ABGTS is functional due
to a single failure that disables the other train.
The
accident analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne
radioactive material provided by the one remaining train of
this filtration system.
The amount of fission products
available for release from the ABSCE is

determined for a

fuel handling accident and for a LOCA.

These assumptions

and the analysis
follow the guidance provided
ides
1.25 (Ref. 5) and 1.4 (Ref. 6).

in

Regulatory

TheABGTS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

Two independent and redundant trains of the ABGTS are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is
available, assuming a single failure that disables the other
train, coincident with a loss of offsite power.
Total
system failure could result in the atmospheric release from
the ABSCE exceeding the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 7) limits in the
event of a fuel handling accident or LOCA.
The ABGTS is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to control exposure in the fuel
handling building are OPERABLE in both trains.
An ABGTS
train is considered OPERABLE when its associated:

APPLICABILITY

a.

Fan is

OPERABLE;

b.

HEPA filter
and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their
filtration function; and

c.

Heater, moisture separator, ductwork, valves, and
dampers are OPERABLE, and air circulation can be
maintained.

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ABGTS is required to be OPERABLE
to provide fission product removal associated with ECCS
leaks due to a LOCA and leakage from containment and
annulus.

(continued)
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In MODE 5 or 6, the ABGTS is not required to be OPERABLE
since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.
During movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel handling
area, the ABGTS is required to be OPERABLE to alleviate the
/9a•DDr•adtrar•consequences of a fuel handling accident. 5 ee
Aj
A3 c
-9'o 6,Ogt41Irti(
C.-55tt
10- •1c 7114 Jn,~s....

ACTIONS

A.1
With one ABGTS train inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days.
During this period,
the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the
ABGTS function.
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the
risk from an event occurring requiring the inoperable ABGTS
train, and the remaining ABGTS train providing the required
.protection.
B.1 and B.2
In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, when Required Action A.1 cannot be
completed within the associated Completion Time, or when
both ABGTS trains are inoperable, the plant must be placed
in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.
To achieve this
status, the plant must be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours,
and in MODE 5 within 36 hours.
The Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
C.1 and C.2
When Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the fuel handling area, the OPERABLE ABGTS
train must be started immediately or fuel movement
suspended.
This action ensures that the remaining train is
OPERABLE, that no undetected failures preventing system
operation will occur, and that any active failure will be
readily detected.
If the system is not placed in operation, this action
requires suspension of fuel movement, which precludes a fuel

(continued)
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INSERT 5
The plant design basis requires that when moving irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary
Building and/or Containment with the Containment open to the Auxiliary Building
ABSCE spaces, a signal from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors 0-RE-90-102 and 103 will initiate a Containment Ventilation Isolation (CVI) in addition to their normal
function. In addition, a signal from the containment purge radiation monitors 1-RE-90130, and -131 or other CVI signal will initiate that portion of the ABI normally initiated
by the spent fuel pool radiation monitors. These changes will require that the
containment ventilation instrumentation remain operable when moving irradiated fuel in
the Auxiliary Building if the containment air locks, penetrations, equipment hatch, etc are
open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces. In addition, the ABGTS must remain
operable if these containment penetrations are open to the Auxiliary Building during
movement of irradiated fuel inside containment.

TS Bases 3.7.12
INSERT 6
When moving irradiated fuel inside containment or in the Auxiliary Building with
containment air locks or penetrations open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces, or
when moving fuel in the Auxiliary Building with the containment equipment hatch open,
the provisions to initiate a CVI from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors and to initiate
an ABI (i.e., the portion of an ABI normally initiated by the spent fuel pool radiation
monitors) from a CVI, including a CVI initiated by the containment purge monitors, in the
event of a fuel handling accident (FHA) must be in place and functioning. The
containment equipment hatch cannot be open when moving irradiated fuel inside
containment in accordance with Technical Specification 3.9.4.
The ABGTS is required to be operable during movement of irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary
Building during any mode and during movement of irradiated fuel in the Reactor Building
when the Reactor Building is established as part of the ABSCE boundary (see TS 3.3.8,
3.7.12, & 3.9.4). When moving irradiated fuel inside containment, at least one train of
the containment purge system must be operating or the containment must be isolated.
When moving irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary Building during times when the containment
is open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces, containment purge can be operated,
but operation of the system is not required. However, whether the containment purge
system is operated or not in this configuration, all containment ventilation isolation valves
and associated instrumentation must remain operable. This requirement is necessary to
ensure a CVI can be accomplished from the spent fuel pool radiation monitors in the
event of a FHA in the Auxiliary Building.

Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.14

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
B 3.7.14 Secondary Specific Activity

BASES
BACKGROUND

Activity in the secondary coolant results from primary to secondary leakage in the
steam generator. Under steady state conditions, the activity is primarily iodines
with relatively short half lives and, thus, indicates current conditions. During
transients, 1-131 spikes have been observed as well as increased releases of
some noble gases. Other fission product isotopes, as well as activated corrosion
products in lesser amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.
A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power operation minimizes
releases to the environment because of normal operation, anticipated operational
occurrences, and accidents.
Tho £ocond.y~ coglant £pe-ific 3cti'-tty
iC!/gm
of 0. j.
is usod as input to the
cream lino break accidont ana,----. The steam line failure is assumed to result in
the release of the noble gas and iodine activity contained in the steam generator
inventory, the feedwater, and the reactor coolant LEAKAGE. Most of the iodine
isotopes have short half lives, (i.e., < 20 hours). 1-131, with a half life of
8.04 days, concentrates faster than it decays, but does not reach equilibrium
because of blowdown and other losses.
With the specified activity limit, the resultant 2 hour thyroid dose to a person at
the exclusion area boundary (EAB) would be about 0.58 rem if the main steam
safety valves (MSSVs) open for 2 hours following a trip from full power.
Operating a unit at the allowable limits could result in a 2 hour EAB exposure of a
small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1) limits, or the limits established as the
NRC staff approved licensing basis.

I'
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES
ACTIONS

B._1

(continued)
To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with one or more DGs
inoperable in Train A OR with one or more DGs inoperable in Train B, it is
necessary to verify the availability of the offsite circuits on a more frequent basis.
Since the Required Action only specifies "perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1
acceptance criteria does not result in a Required Action being not met. However,
if a circuit fails to pass SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite circuit
inoperability, additional Conditions and Required Actions must then be entered.
B.22•-

.wA-,4-

Required ActiontB.24aC.2
Q-2e. intended to provide assurance that a loss of
offsite power, during the period that a DG is inoperable, does not result in a
complete loss of safety function of critical systems. These features are designed
with redundant safety related trains. This includes motor driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps. Single train systems, such as the turbine driven auxiliary
feedwater pump, are not included. Redundant required feature failures consist of
inoperable features associated with a train, redundant to the train that has

15

inoperable DG(s).

The Completion Time for Required Actionj B.2.aw-aý intended to allow the
operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal "time zero" for
beginning the allowed outage time "clock." In this Required Action, the
Completion Time only begins on discovery that both:
a.

An inoperable DG exists; and

b.

A required feature on the other train (Train A or Train B) is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one or more DGs
inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes inoperable, this
Completion Time would begin to be tracked.
Discovering one or more required DGs in Train A or one or more DGs in Train B
inoperable coincident with one or more inoperable required support or supported
features, or both, that are associated with the OPERABLE DGs, results in
starting the Completion Time for the Required Action. Four hours from the
discovery of these events existing concurrently is Acceptable because it
minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration before subjecting the plant to
transients associated with shutdown.
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B.2 aa1-,.2. (continued)
In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DGs and offsite circuits are
adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System.
Thus, on a component basis, single failure protection for the required feature's
function may have been lost; however, function has not been lost. The 4 hour
Completion Time takes into account the OPERABILITY of the redundant
counterpart to the inoperable required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour
Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the remaining
AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this period.
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Required ActionjB.3.1 aRd G.9.4 provide~an allowance to avoid unnecessa
testing of OPERABLE DG(s). If it can be determined that the cause of tht
inoperable DG does not exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2 does ot have
tion B.3.1 is
to be performed. For the performance of a Surveillance, Required
considered satisfied since the cause of the DG being inoperable' apparent. If
would be
the cause of inoperability exists on other DG(s), the other DG
.8.1
would
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Condition
discovery
upon
inoperable
declared
n, otherwis•f the
other inoperable DGs are not on the same
other inoper e DGs are on the same train, the unit in Condition)(. Once the
failure is repair , the common cause failure no Iongerexists, and Required
Actionj B.3.1 .and R-9.2 oszsatisfied. If the cause of the initial inoperable DG
canncft be confirmed not to exist on the remaining DG(s), performance of
SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of continued OPERABILITY of that DG.
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In the eventthe inoperable DG is restoreto OPERABLE status prior to
rG .3.2, the corrective action program will
•
completing either B.3.1, B.3-, G.3.1
continue to evaluate the common cause possibility.. This continued evaluation,
however, is no longer under the 12 hour constraint imposed while in Condition B.
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B.4
In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DGs and offsite circuits are adequate

to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System. The44-

7Zft

day Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the
remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a
DBA occurring during this period.

.12 b,,v3

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.4 establishes a limit on the
maximum time allowed for any combination of required AC power sources to be
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If
..
+,.Býiis
entered while, for instance, an offsite circuit is inopthat
circuit is sub-uuently restored OPERABLE, the LCO may air"y
have been
not met for up to 444day. This could lead to a total ofW day , since initial
failure to meet the LCO, to restore the DGs. At this time, an offsite circuit could
again become inoperable, the DGs restored OPERABLE, and an additional
72 hours (for a totaJf -2-Qdays) allowed prior to complete restoration of the LCO.
The 17 day Co
on Time provides a limit on time allowed in a specified
-.. 4•iei'er
discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is considered
reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are entered concurrently.
The "AND" connector between the 444ey and"4=7 day Completion Times means
that both Completion Times appl
multaneousl and the more restrictive
Completion Time must be met.
7,2
\-

Compli:2nc0 '"'ith the contingency 2cticonc listsd in 9accs Thblo 3.8.1 2 ic ro '-ui
when
dition B is entered for a planned or unplanned o
C will
extend beyond 72
ondition B is enter
or an activity intended
to last less than 72 hours or for a
outage, the contingency actions
should be invoked
s it is established tha
e erod will be

Ion

ours. The contingency actions applicable to Suv

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an exception to the
normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed time "clock." This will result in
establishing the "time zero" at the time that the LCO was initially not met, instead
of at the time Condition B was entered.
XWA's prob
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(continued)
A ording to Regulatory Guide 1.93, (Ref. 6), operation may continue in
Con ionC for a period that should not exceed 72 hours.
In Conditiol
C, the remaining OPERABLE DGs and offsite circuits are ade ate
to supply ele 'cal power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System. T
72 hour Comple n Time takes into account the capacity and capabii of the
remaining AC sour s, a reasonable time for repairs, and the low obability of a
DBA occurring during. s period. Restoration of at least one D within 72 hours
results in reverting back der Condition B and continuing t rack the "time zero"
completion time for one GD perable.
The second Completion Time for quired Action . establishes a limit on the
maximum time allowed for any comb tion of r uired AC power sources to be

inoperable during any single contiguous cc ence of failing to meet the LCO. If
Condition C is entered while, for instance,
offsite circuit is inoperable and that
circuit is subsequently restored OPER
E,
LCO may already have been
not met for up to 72 hours. This cou lead to a tI of 144 hours, since initial
failure to meet the LCO, to restor e DGs At this *e, an offsite circuit could
again become inoperable, the
s restored OPERABL and an additional
72 hours (for a total of 9 da
allowed prior to complete r toration of the LCO.
The 6 day Completion Ti e provides a limit on time allowed 1a specified
condition after discov
of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is onsidered
reasonable for situi ions in which Conditions A and B are entered nicurrently.
The "AND" con ctor between the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Tim means
that both Co letion Times apply simultaneously, and the more restricti
Completi
As i

Time must be met.

equired Action C.2, the Completion Time allows for an exception to the

rmal "time zero" for beginning the allowed time "clock." This will result in
establishing the 'time zero" at the time that the LCO was initially not met, instead
-
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(continued)

-1 and

.2

/

Required Action .1, which applies when two offsite circuits are inoperable, is
intended to provide assurance that an event with a coincident single failure will
not result in a complete loss of redundant required safety functions. The
Completion Time for this failure of redundant required features is reduced to
12 hours from that allowed for one train without offsite power (Required
-Action A.2). The rationale for the reductionto 12 hours is that Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6) allows a Completion Time of 24 hours for two required offsite
circuits inoperable, based upon the assumption that two complete safety trains
are OPERABLE. When a concurrent redundant required feature failure exists,
this assumption is not the case, and a shorter Completion Time of 12 hours is
appropriate. These features are powered from redundant AC safety trains. This
includes motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single train features, such as
the turbine driven auxiliary pump, are not included in the list.
The Completion Time for Required Actil
.1 is intended to allow the operator
time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time
also allows for an. exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed
outage time "clock." In this Required Action the Completion Time only begins on
discovery that both:
a.

All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and

b.

A required feature is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of Condition (two offsite circuits inoperable)
a required feature becomes inoperable, this Cdmpletion Time begins to be
Accordir\o Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may continue in
Condition for a period that should not exceed 24 hours. This level of
degradatil6n means that the offsite electrical power system does not have the
capability to effect a safe shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an accident;
however, the onsite AC sources have not been degraded. This level of
degradation generally corresponds to a total loss of the immediately accessible
offsite power sources.
Because of the normally high availability of the offsite sources, this level of
degradation may appear to be more severe than other combinations of two AC
sources inoperable (e.g., combinations that involve an offsite circuit and one DG
inoperable, or one or more DGs in each train inoperable). However, two factors
tend to decrease the severity of this level of degradation:

(contin
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6.1 and

.2 (continued)

a.

The configuration of the redundant AC electrical power system that
remains available is not susceptible to a single bus or switching failure;
and

b.

The time required to detect and restore an unavailable offsite power
source is generally much less than that required to detect and restore an
unavailable onsite AC source.

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient onsite AC sources
are available to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a
DBA or transient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC sources, a LOCA,
and a worst case single failure were postulated as a part of the design basis in
the safety analysis. Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a period of
time to effect restoration of one of the offsite circuits commensurate with the
importance of maintaining an AC electrical power system capable of meeting its
design criteria.
According to Reference 6, with the available offsite AC sources, two less than
required by the LCO, operation may continue for 24 hours. If two offsite sources
are restored within 24 hours, unrestricted operation may continue. If only one
offsite source is restored within 24 hours, power operation continues in
accordance with Condition A.

/*1Ylool)

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS would not be entered
even if all AC sources to it were inoperable, resulting in de-energization.
Therefore, the Required Actions of Condition are modified by a Note to indicate
that when Condition is entered with no AC source to any train, the Conditions
and Required Actiont for LCO 3.8.9, "Distrib tion Systems - Operating," must be

immediately entered. This allows Condition[j to provide requirements for the
loss of one offsite circuit and one or more D s in a train, without regard to
whether a train is de-energized. LCO 3.8.9 provides the appropriate restrictions
for a de-energized train.
According •p Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may continue in
Condition Efor a period that should not exceed 12 hours.

(continued)
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X.

and

.2 (continued)

In Condition th, individual redundancy is lost in both the offsite electrical power
system and lhe onsite AC electrical power system. Since power system
redundancy is provided by two diverse sources of power, however, the reliability
of the pow r systems in this Condition may appear higher than that in
Condition / (loss of both required offsite circuits). This difference in reliability is
offset by t le susceptibility of this power system configuration to a single bus or
switching failure. The 12 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity
and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

g With one or more required DGs in Train A inoperable simultaneous with one or
more required DGs in Train B inoperable, there are no remaining standby AC
sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite electrical power, insufficient
standby AC sources are available to power the minimum required ESF functions.
Since the offsite electrical power system is the only source of AC power for this
level of degradation, the risk associated with continued operation for a very short
time could be less than that associated with an immediate controlled shutdown
(the immediate shutdown could cause grid instability, which could result in a total
loss of AC power). Since any inadvertent generator trip could also result in a
total loss of offsite AC power, however, the time allowed for continued operation
is severely restricted. The intent here is to avoid the risk associated with an
immediate controlled shutdown and to minimize the risk associated with this level
of degradation..
According to Reference 6, with one or more required DGs in Train A inoperable
simultaneous with one or more required DGs in Train B inoperable, operation
may continue for a period that should not exceed 2 hours.
Al1 and 42

If the inoperable AC electric power sources cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not-apply. To achieve this status, the plant must
be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.
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,/corepod
Condition

Condition

and Condition corresponds tona level
of degradation in which all
redundanky in the AC electrical power supplies cannot be guaranteed. At this
severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC electrical power system will
cause a loss of function. Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued
operation. The plant is required by LCO 3.0.3 to commence a controlled
shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and testing of all important
areas and features, especially those that have a standby function, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 18 (Ref. 8). Periodic component tests are
supplemented by extensive functional tests during refueling outages (under
simulated accident conditions). The SRs for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of
the DGs are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9
(Ref. 3) and Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 9), as addressed in the FSAR.
Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency tolerances, the
following is applicable. 6800 volts is the minimum steady state output voltage
and the 10 second transient value. 6800 volts is 98.6% of the nominal bus
voltage of 6900 V corrected for instrument error and is the upper limit of the
minimum voltage required for the DG supply breaker to close on the 6.9 kV
shutdown board. The specified maximum steady state output voltage of 7260 V
is 110% of the nameplate rating of the 6600V motors. The specified 3 second
transient value of 6555 V is 95% of the nominal bus voltage of 6900 V. The
specified maximum transient value of 8880 V is the maximum equipment
withstand value provided by the DG manufacturer. The specified minimum and
maximum frequencies of the DG are 58.8 Hz and 61.2 Hz, respectively. These
values are equal to ± 2% of the 60 Hz nominal frequency and are derived from
the recommendations given in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.1.1
This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC electrical power
supply to the onsite distribution network and availability of offsite AC electrical
power. The breaker alignment verifies that each breaker is in its correct position
to ensure that distribution buses and loads are connected to their preferred
power source, and that appropriate independence of offsite circuits is
maintained. The 7 day Frequency is adequate since breaker position is not likely
to change without the operator being aware of it and because its status is
displayed in the control room.

. (continued)
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SR 3.8.1.14 (continued)
1)

Unexpected operational events which cause the equipment to perform
the function specified by this Surveillance, for which adequate
documentation of the required performance is available; and

2)

Post corrective maintenance testing that requires performance of this
Surveillance in order to restore the component to OPERABLE, provided
the maintenance was required, or performed in conjunction with
maintenance required to maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.
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SR 3.8.1.15
This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can restart from a hot
condition, such as subsequent to shutdown from normal Surveillances, and
achieve the required voltage and frequency within 10 seconds. The minimum
voltage and frequency stated in the SR are those necessary to ensure the DG
can accept DBA loading while maintaining acceptable voltage and frequency
levels. Stable operation at the nominal voltage and frequency values is also
essential to establishing DG OPERABILITY, but a time constraint is not imposed.
This is because a typical DG will experience a period of voltage and frequency
oscillations prior to reaching steady state operation if these oscillations are not
dampened out by load application. This period may extend beyond the 10
second acceptance criteria and could be a cause for failing the SR. In lieu of a
time constraint in the SR, WBN will monitor and trend the actual time to reach
steady state operation as a means of ensuring there is no voltage regulator or
governor degradation which could cause a DG to become inoperable. The
10 second time is derived from the requirements of the accident analysis to
respond to a design basis large break LOCA. The 18 month Frequency is
consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), Table 1.
The DG engines for WBN have an oil circulation and soakback system that
operates continuously to preclude the need for a prelube and warmup when a
DG is started from standby.
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Watts Bar-Unit 1

9.

Regulatory Guide 1.137, Rev. 1, "Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel
Generators," October 1979.

10.

Watts Bar Drawing 1-47W605-242, "Electrical Tech Spec Compliance
Tables.

11.
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Bases Table 3.8.1-2
TS Action or Surveillance Requirement (SR) Contingency Actions

1.

2.

Applicable TS
Action or SR-

erify that the offsite power system is stable. This action
wiTstablish that the offsite power system is within
single ontingency limits and will remain stable upon the
loss of ael, single component supporting the system. If a
grid stability oblem exists, the planned DG outage will

SR 3.8.1.14
Action B.4

Verify that no adver•weather conditions are expected
during the outage perio The planned DG outage will be

14
Zion B.4

1, 2
1,2, 3, 4

Do not remove from service the ve 'lation systems f

Action BA

1, 2, 3, 4

Action B.4

1, 2, 3, 4

postponed if inclement we 3er (such as severe
is projected.
thunderstorms or heavy snowI

3.

the 6.9k

htown boar~d roo~mthe Lvation 77•

transformer room, or the Unit 2 480-volt s

,

2, 3, 4

ppropriate

Do not remove the reactor trip breaýrs from service
concurrently during planned DG

Applicable
Modes

tdo hnboard

room , o c r e ty wih t e D ,o im plem e ;
compensatory measures.

4.

7

Contingency Actions
to be Implemented

tage maintenance.

5.

Do not remove the turbine- iven auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) pump from servi concurrently with a Unit 1 DG
outage.

Action B.4

1, 2, 3, 4

6.

Do not remove e AFW level control valves to the steam
generators f m service concurrently with a Unit 1 DG
outage.

Action

1, 2, 3, 4

7.

Do

t remove the opposite train residual heat removal
R) pump from service concurrently with a Unit 1 DG
outage.

Action B.4
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B 3.9.8
BASES
BACKGROUND
(continued)

The Primary containment exhaust is monitored by a radiation
detector which provides automatic containment purge ventilation system isolation
upon detecting the setpoint radioactivity in the exhaust air stream. The
containment purge ventilation isolation valves will be automatically closed upon
the actuation of a Containment Vent Isolation signal whenever the primary
containment is being purged during normal operation or upon manual actuation
from the Main Control Room (Ref. 2). Requirements for Containment Vent
Isolation Instrumentation are covered by LCO 3.3.6.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The Reactor Building Purge Ventilation System air cleanup
units ensure that the release of radioactivity to the
environment is limited by cleaning up containment exhaust during a fuel handling
accident before the containment purge exhaust valves are isolated. Reactor
Building Purge Ventilation System filter efficiency is one of the inputs for the
analysis of the environmental consequences of a.fuel handling accident.
Containment isolation can only result in smaller releases of radioactivity to the
environment (Ref. 1). The Containment Vent Isolation System ensures that the
containment vent and purge penetrations will be automatically isolated upon
detection of high radiation levels within the containment (Ref. 2). Containment
Vent Isolation Instrumentation is addressed by LCO 3.3.6.
The Reactor Building Purge Air Cleanup Units satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.
IINSERT 7

LCO

The safety function of the Reactor Building Purge Air Cleanup Unit is related to
the initial control of offsite radiation exposures resulting from a fuel handling
accident inside containment. During a fuel handling accident inside containment,
the Reactor Building Purge Air Cleanup Unit provides a filtered path for cleaning
up any air leaving the containment until the containment ventilation is isolated.

IISET 8

1

(continued)
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BASES (continued)
APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

An initial assumption in the analysis of a fuel handling accident inside
containment is that the accident occurs while irradiated fuel is being handled.
Therefore, LCO 3.9.8 is applicable only at this time.
A.1 and A.2
If one Reactor Building Purge Air Cleanup Unit is inoperable, that air cleanup unit
must be isolated. This places the system in the required accident configuration,
thus allowing refueling to continue after verifying the remaining air cleanup unit is
aligned and OPERABLE.
The immediate Completion Time is consistent with the required times for actions
to be performed without delay and in a controlled manner.

B.1
With two Reactor Building Purge Air Cleanup Units inoperable, movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment must be suspended, This
precludes the possibility of a fuel handling accident in containment with both
Reactor Building Purge Air Cleanup Units inoperable. Performance of this action
shall not preclude moving a component to a safe position.
The immediate Completion Time is consistent with the required times for actions
to be performed without delay and in a controlled manner.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.8.1
The Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) encompasses the Reactor Building
Purge Air Cleanup Unit filter tests in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1-52
(Ref. 3). The VFTP includes testing the performance of the HEPA filter, charcoal
adsorber efficiency, minimum flow rate, and the physical properties of the
activated charcoal. Specific test Frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

(continued)
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TS BASES 3.9.8
INSERT 7
In addition, during movement of irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary Building when
containment is open to the Auxiliary Building spaces, a high radiation signal from the
spent fuel pool accident radiation monitors will initiate a CVI.

INSERT 8
The plant design basis requires that when moving irradiated fuel in the Auxiliary
Building and/or Containment with the Containment open to the Auxiliary Building
ABSCE spaces, a signal from the spent fuel radiation monitors 0-RE-90-102 and -103
will initiate a Containment Ventilation Isolation (CVI) in addition to their normal
function. In addition, a signal from the containment purge radiation monitors 1-RE-90130, and -131 or other CVI signal will initiate that portion of the ABI normally initiated
by the spent fuel pool radiation monitors. These changes will require that the
containment ventilation instrumentation remain operable when moving irradiated fuel in
the Auxiliary Building if the containment air locks, penetrations, equipment hatch, etc are
open to the Auxiliary Building ABSCE spaces. In addition, the ABGTS must remain
operable if these containment penetrations are open to the Auxiliary Building during
movement of irradiated fuel in side containment.

ENCLOSURE4
Discrepancies Identified During the Process of Marking Up the TS and TS Bases
Tennessee Valley Authority - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Unit 2, Docket No. 50-391
1.

Affected sections: TS 3.3.1 and 3.4.1; TS Bases 3.3.1 and 3.4.1
Background:
Unit 1 TS Amendment 47 amended the Unit 1 TS to allow an alternate method for the
measurement of RCS total flow rate via measurement of the RCS elbow tap differential
pressures. Unit 1 TS Bases Revision 60 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to implement the
changes made by Amendment 47.
The review matrix for Developmental Revision A stated the following for each section:
*

TS 3.3.1: "The changes will be applied to Unit 2."

"

TS Bases 3.3.1: "The changes will be applied to Unit 2."

"

TS 3.4.1: "The changes will be applied to Unit 2."

*

TS Bases 3.4.1: "The changes will be applied to Unit 2."

Discrepancy:
The changes should not have been incorporated in Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2
TS and TS Bases because the elbow tap differential pressure measurement method is not
being used on Unit 2.
Corrective Action(s):
Developmental Revision B of the Unit 2 TS and TS Bases deleted the changes
incorporated per Unit 1 TS Amendment 47 / Unit 1 TS Bases Revision 60. No further
corrective action is required.
2.

Affected section: TS Bases 3.6.9
Background:
Unit 1 TS Bases Revision 71 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1
TS approved by Unit 1 TS Amendment 59 (support steam generator replacement by
allowing TEMPORARY use of penetrations in Shield Building Dome during Modes 1-4).
The review matrix for Developmental Revision A stated, "This change will NOT be applied
to Unit 2."
Discrepancy:
Contrary to the above, a minor portion of Unit 1 TS Bases Revision 71 (i.e., "See TS Bases
3.6.15, Shield Building, for additional information on EGTS.") was incorporated into
Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2 TS Bases.

E4-1

ENCLOSURE4
Discrepancies Identified During the Process of Marking Up the TS and TS Bases
Tennessee Valley Authority - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Unit 2, Docket No. 50-391
Corrective Action:
Since this wording is nothing more than an aid to indicate where additional information on
EGTS can be found, leaving this statement in the Unit 2 TS Bases has no impact on the
Bases.
The wording will be left in the Unit 2 TS Bases; no further corrective action is required.
3.

Affected section: TS section 3.7.1
Backgqround:
Unit 2 TS Amendment 31 amended the Unit 1 TS to approve Power Uprate using Leading
Edge Flow Meter (LEFM).
The review matrix for Developmental Revision A stated, "This change will NOT be
implemented on Unit 2 at this time."
Discrepancy:
Contrary to this statement, the "58%" value in REQUIRED ACTION A.1 should have
remained at "59%."
Corrective Action:
A future Developmental Revision to the Unit 2 TS will correct the "58%" value in TS LCO
3.7.1, REQUIRED ACTION A.1 to "59%."

4.

Affected section: TS Bases 3.8.1
Backqround:
Unit 1 TS Bases Revision 50 revised the Unit 1 TS Bases to reflect changes to the Unit 1
TS approved by Unit 1 TS Amendment 39 (revise LCO 3.8.1's allowed outage time to
restore an inoperable emergency diesel generator to operable status from 72 hours to
14 days).
The review matrix for Developmental Revision A stated, "This change will NOT be applied
to Unit 2."
Discrepancy:
Contrary to the above, the version showing the changes incorporated for Unit 2 TS
Bases 3.8.1 that was provided in Developmental Revision A of the Unit 2 TS Bases
included the following verbiage at the end of SR 3.8.1.14:
"Prior to performance of this SR in Modes 1 or 2, actions are taken to establish
that adequate conditions exist for performance of the SR. The required actions
are defined in Bases Table 3.8.1-2."
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This verbiage was not shown in the markup provided for Developmental Revision A of the
Unit 2 TS Bases, and should NOT have been incorporated. Table 3.8.1-2 was not added
by the markup, and it was not incorporated.
Corrective Action:
A future Developmental Revision to the Unit 2 TS Bases will remove the above wording
from the TS Bases for SR 3.8.1.14.
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Commitments
Tennessee Valley Authority - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant - Unit 2, Docket No. 50-391
1.

A future Developmental Revision to the Unit 2 TS will correct the "58%" value in Unit 2 TS
LCO 3.7.1, REQUIRED ACTION A.1 to "59%."

2.

A future Developmental Revision to the Unit 2 TS Bases will remove the "Prior to
performance of this SR in Modes 1 or 2, actions are taken to establish that adequate
conditions exist for performance of the SR. The required actions are defined in Bases
Table 3.8.1-2." wording from the TS Bases for SR 3.8.1.14.

